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FOREWORD 

The -.Present hearing is the result of the re-open-

ing by the Federal Reserve Board of the case of the ap-

plication of certain banks in Eastern Wisconsin to be

detached from Federal Reserve District No. 9 and an-

nexed to Federal Reserve District No. 7. A hearing in-

volving this matter was held before the Federal Reserve

Board, in Washington, on May 20, 1915, wherein the peti-

tioning banks were represented by Mr. H. L Weed, of Osh-

kosh, and the rederal Reserve Bank of Einnea-oolis by

Judge A. Ueland, of Minneapolis. Subsequently the Board

denied the petitioners' application for transfer. On

July 26, 1916, the Federal Reserve Bank decided to re-

open the case, and the present hearing is held in ac-

cordance with this decision.
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The hearing was convened at 3:10 o'clock p. m., in

the Board Room of the Federal Reserve Board, Treasury

Department Building, with Hon. William Gibbs McAdoo,

Chairman ex officio of the Board, -;presiding. The fol-

lowing were present at the hearing:

Hon. William Gibbs McAdoo, Chairman of the Federal

Reserve Board, Hc. Charles S, Hamlin, Governor of the

Board, Hon. William Pc G. Harding, Member of the Board,

Hon. Jolm Skelton Williams, Comptroller of the Currency,

and ex officio Member of the Board.

Representing the petitioning banks:

Eon. 7,7ml 0. H1).c.ting and H. Robert M. I:117.ollette,

United Sates Senators from Wisconsin;

Hon. William H. Stafford, Hon. Michael K. Reilly,

Hon. Edward Everts Browne, and Hon. Thomas F. Konop

Members of the H3IA0 of Re resentati7es from Wisconsin;

J. W. T. Lombard, President National E:7.change

Bank and President Milwaukee Clearing House Association,

of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, chairman of the delegation;

Mr. J. H. Puelicher, Vice -.:?rent Marshall and

Ilsley Bank, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. Arthur H. Iindsay, Vice ?resident Marine Nation-

al Bank, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. William Bigelow, Vice President First National

Bank, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. Walter Kasten, Vice ?resident Wisconsin National

Bank, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. A. r' c:!-2.altze, Cashier Gc,rmania National Bank,
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of Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. Albert C. Elser, Vice President Second Ward

Savings Bank, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mt. M. K. Bissell, representing all national banks

in the counties of Menominee, Iron, Delta ane, Dickinson,

in the State of Michigan, of Escanaba, Michigan.

Et. W. P. Wagner, Cashier Citizens National Bank, of

Green Bay, Wisconsin;

Et. G. A. Knapp, Prerddent Fond du Lac National Bank,

of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin;

-Mr. Harry J. Brown, Cashier Stephenson National Bank,

of Marinette, Wisconsin;

Mr. Louis Schriber, Cashier Old National Bank, of Osh-

kosh, Wisconsin;

Mr. J. W. Dunegan, Cashier  PirEt N:Aional Brik, of

Stevens Point, Wisconsin:

Mr. H. G. Flieth, Cashier German AmericEn National

Bank, of Wausau, Wisconsin.

Representing the Federal Reserve Bank of the Ninth

District:

Hon. Theodore Wold, Governor of the rederal Reserve

Bank, of Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Judge A. Ueland, Couricel for the Fede:--__ I:eserve

-Bank, of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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The Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Hon.

William Gibbs MCA00, presiding: Gentlemen, we will

now come to order. I wish to say to the petitioners

as well as the respondents, -- if we have some "resist-

ants" here, that the Federal -:::eserve Board has a-.)-

pointed a committee consisting of the Governor of the

Board, Mr. Harding, and the Comptroller of the Currency,

to hear your petition and to hear the arguments, and

that committee will give full consideration to all that

you care to present, and the Board will then at an early

date take action upon the record and the arTuments that

may be presented here. But my feelings are very much

hurt that the Board did not put me on this committee

because I should be very happy to stay with you gentle-

men and hear this discussion. I 1nol7 it will be interest-

ing, '.)ut -.Lnce I have been excluded by the -,.oard, I shall

have to ask you to excuse me, under the circumstances,

and leave you to the tender mercies of this committee.

I am very sure that they will dye you a Patint and

thorough hearing. If you will e7.c_cuse me, gentlemen, for
having to leave you, I will r-,e; -Daci: and try to SOME

other work..

THE GOVERNOR OZ. THE 30ZRD, i E=1:: Gentlemen,
we will be very glad to hear from the Detitioners.

Senator I. Tollec and nEto:: 7ere obliged to
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go 'pack on account of a roll call of the Senate, so we

will consider them present, although absent. We will

now be very glad indeed to hear from the petitioners.

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE DELEGATION REPR=NTING THE

PETITIONING BANKS, T. J. W. P. 1,01\EARD: Members of

the Board and Gentlemen, I am the acting chairman of

the delegation representing the banks petitioning for

transfer from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to

the Seventh Reserve District. I personally represent

fourteen member banks of the state of Wisconsin. We

come here to show you how those whom we represent are

deeply interested in having a favorable consideration

of this petition, and in this connection I would state

that the annual convention of the State Bankers' As-

sociation of Wisconsin is being held at this time in

Madison, and for that reason, if it had not been for

that fact, we would have had a great many more present

on this occasion; but a telegram has been sent an-

nouncing the passage by that convention of the follow-

ing resolution:

The Wisconsin Bankers' Association in
Convention assem3led, hereby expresses its
appreciation of the reopening of the ques-
tion of the redistricting of Districts Nos.7 and 9, for the purpose of giving considera-tion to taking a portion of northern Wiscon-
sin, and possibly northern Michigan, from
District No. 9 and placing it in District
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No. 7, where we believe it logically belongs,
the commercial centers of Chicago and Milwaukee
having always served the banks of this district
very acceptably.

Therefore, Be It Resolved, that we respect-
fully urge your honorable body, the Liederal Re-
serve Board, to give consideration to the argu-
ments which will be placed before you by the
delegation of bankers from Wisconsin which will
appear in Tlashington at the time appointed by
your body for this hearing, and if their argu-
ments seem to you sufficient, as they seem to
us, we request that this change be made at once.

This was a resolution ado-Ited unanimously.

(see Exhibit "C" in addenda to this re-oort.)

GOVERNOR H..MLIN We will have these copied in the

record.

MR. 1.0M3_,.RD: The delegation --

'HE COMPTROLLER 072 THE CURRENCY (interru-)ting):

How many were re:presented that convention?

L. LOTBARD: I can not tell you. We usually have

a large rel)resentation at that convention, usually two.

hundred or more. I do not know how - _any there were this

year.

The e_elegation here present consists of:

Mr. J. H. Puelicher, Vice President,
Marshall and Ilsley 17an,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. i%ri;hur H. Lindsay, Vice President,
Marine National Dank,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. William Bigelow, Vice 1.-'resident,
First National Dank,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin;
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Mr. Walter Kasten, Vice President,
Wisconsin National Bank,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. A. C. Schultze, Cashier,
Germania National Bank,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. Albert C. Elser, Vice President,
Second Ward Savings Bank,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Mr. H. G. Flieth, Cashier,
German American National 2Enk,

Wausau, Wisconsin;

Mt. M. K. Bissell, represen',;in7 national
banks in the counties ()IT 1T:,:nominee, Iron,
Delta and Dickinson in a.te of Michigan,

Escanaba, Michigan;

Mr. W. P. Wap,ner, Cashier,
Citizens Nr..,tional Bank,

Green Bay, Wisconsin;

Mr. G. A. Knapp, President,
Fond du Lac National Bank,

Fond du Lac, Wisconsin;

Mr. Harry J. Brown, Cashier,
Stephenson National Bank,

Marinette, Wisconsin;

Mr. Louis Schriber, Cashier,
Old National Bank,

Oshkosh, Wisconsin;

Mr. J. W. Dunegan,
Cashier First National Bank,

Stevens Point, Nisconsin;

Mr. J. W. P. Lombard, President National Exchange
Bank and President Milwaukee Clearing House

Association, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Chairman of the Delegation.

TEL COLTTRL)T,:r:;IL OF THE CURRENCY: Do -ou represent

those ..)c -aJs .1.- of their boards?
•••

MR :e:, we have come before Tou without
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any attorney to represent us, intending, in a busi-

ness way, to make of this a business proposition, and

in order to take as little of your time as possible,

we have divided the work to be done among a few of

our members, and we expect to have Mr. Arthur H. Lind-

say, Vice President of the Marine National Bank, of

Milwaukee, speak more especially for Milwaukee, as

you have expressed regret that Milwaukee was not more

prominently represented here before. Mr. Walter Kas-

ten, ,Vice President of the Wisconsin National Bank, of

Milwaukee, has petitions and maps and statistics in re-

gard to the matter, and Mr. J. H. Puelicher, Vice Presi-

dent of the Marshall and Ilsley Bank, of Milwaukee, will

give a resume more especially for the whole State.

If it is the pleasure of the Board, I will ask you

to listen now to Mr. Arthur H. Lindsay, Vice President

of the Marine National Bank, of.Milwaukee.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Mr. Lindsay.

I. ARTHUR H. LINDSAY, .of Milwaukee: (Reads state-

ment) To the Honorable, The Federal Reserve Board, Wash-

ington, D. C. (This is more especially an argument for

Milwalli:ee and the effect that the districting has had on

MilwE-‘1:-.ee's. business interests.) In the latter part of

June a co:mattee of two 'Milwaukee banker:, of which I

was one, visited Washington and hae_ a coriference with
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four members of your Board, our interview developing

the fact that at least some of your members were sur-

prised that Milwaukee had not been represented when

the Wisconsin districting proposition had been con-

sidered by your Board about March, 1915. Now that your

Board have granted a rehearing Of the Wisconsin case,

Milwaukee banks are anxious to correct our seeming

lack of interest is not appearing at the hearing over

a year ago and presenting an argument. We hope to demon-

strate to you that Milwaukee is vitally interested in ask-

ing that the eastern northern half of Wisconsin be trans-

ferred from the Minneapolis to the Chicago District. We

seek nothing but justice and fair play and think we are

exceedingly liberal in conceding that a very generous

portion of northwestern Wisconsin, (see map) -- Mr. Mas-

ten has a map which I will show you. (Mr. Kasten places

map on the hearing table.) We have marked off in red

the northwest portion of the States, which practically

follows your lines, Mr. Governor.-- might properly be

retained in District No. 9 and asking that the balance

of the ._itate, now in District No. 9, be transferred to

District No. 7, where it seems to i. o logically belong.

When the original :petition was filed oy the bans of

Northern Wisconsin, who asked to be chanEee, to the Chi-

cago District, 53 out of the total of 61 joined in the
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petition, --

GOVERNOR WOLD: Just the same as the other peti-

tion?

MR. LINDSAY: Yes, sir; --

When the original petition was filed by the banks

of Northern Wisconsin, who asked to be changed to the

Chicago District, 53 out of the total of 61 joined in

the petition, and when your Board polled this same

territory about March this year, the vote (counting

those who have since responded) was practically un-

changed, demonstrating that banking and business

relations of the district remained unchanged even

after the operation of the Federal Reserve Law had

been in effect over a year. The protesting banks

still found that the great bulk of their business

was with Chicago and Milwaukee and not with the Twin

Cities, although the banks there had made strong ef-

forts to alienate them from their old friends in Clli-

cago and Milwaukee. Although suggestions have been

made to modify the boundaries of the district seeking

to be changed from No. 9 to No. 7, we feel that - !e- are

clutely ccIec:,; in the contention - 1-lat to alter oul-

hical 1Lnz-'7:rold)e conary to the exTpress

erve Law prov7 "t,at

t-lae cue rec to

convenience ,,r1C_ cuzbcmary course of mine." We are
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informed that your Board have notified the Northern

Michigan banks that if they wish to petition for a

change from Minneapolis to Chico TA.r:trict they can

be heard on this occasion also. Acne intervening

has proved too short for the Northern Michigan 'oemks

as a whole to secure -:petition and prepare the neces-

sary argument, but I understand the four lower counties

of Menominee, Delta, Dickinson an. Iron have decided to

act independently and appear at this time. In cae you

decide favorably on our appeal, and your Board feel that

it is imortant that the remaining portion of Norliern

Michigan should not be left as isolated terri-60-17, then

we suggest that you take Iron and Ashland Counties, (see

map), -- Those are the two counties colored in gleen

there, as the connecting link, -- to form the desired

connecting link between Northern Michi:= and the - al-

ance of District No. 9. Another suges-Lion has re'Jc::led

us that to compensate for this connec-6ing link :a CIosse

Trempeleau and possibly :uflfeao Coun-Gies r;hall -De :laced

in Chicago District, and if ::-our 73ca: decide to grant

this we assure you it 77ill e much aD2-2cciated. On

April 4th, 1914, Chairman glass in dicussing the o:)era-

tion of the Federal Reserve Law is cuo-i;e as saying,

"There is no earthly reason why any lare or
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commercial community should be in the least degree

uneasy over the - rosToect of losing any business which

it now commands.IT This was a comforting statement to

the banks of Milwaukee, but subsequent develo-ments

have demonstrated that we have much cause to be de-

cidedly "uneasy."

Milwaukee is essentially a manufacturing city,

population over 400,000, of which 130,000 are employed

in factories having a production valued at p400,000,000

last year. Milwaukee has twenty-four individual banks

and five branches of three state banks. Total deposits

at date of last gall for statement, June 30th, were

about 124 million, of which about twenty-four million

was due country correspondents. Of this twenty-four

million, carefully compiled figures indicate that ten

million was due banks of Northern Wisconsin and Michi-

gan situated in the present Hinneapolis District, as

follows: national banks 4,500,000, state banks 5,000,-

000. Further, our banks on the same date had indi-

vidual deposits from the same territory of 1,700,000.

Years ago we of Milwaukee realized that our territory

was practically limited to Wisconsin and Northern Michi-

gan as we had the Great Lakes on two sides, - Cicao

eighty-five miles to the south, and the aggressive and
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growing Twin Cities to the west and northwest. With

the realization of this limitation, Milwaukee banks

conceived and car-ried out the plan of intensive culti-

vation. To illustrate how successfully, we ejain re-

fer to figures previously quoted, namely ten million

country bank deposits. he depositing banks =1st have

been well served or their business would have :one else-

where. A close knowledge of local conditions, coupled

with an intimate acquaintance with the 'Dank officers

growing out of business relations extending over many

years resulted in a confidence that brought them to

us with their affairs and placed us in a position of

intelligently meeting their needs. The banks of North-

ern Wisconsin and Michigan originate very little Twin

City exchange as the commercial and financial trans-

actions of their district are to the south - with

Chicago and Milwaukee, as is evidenced by data in

our hands compiled by the Merchants & Manufacturers

Association and banks of Milwaukee when boundaries

fixed by Organization Committee were first announced.

If the banks of Northern Wisconsin and Michigan open

accounts in the Twin Cities, balances in Milwaukee and, 1

Chicago will be reduced and funds • constantly trans-

ferred from those cities to Minneapolis or St. Paul -

a roundabout proceeding that can all be obviated if

business is permitted to flow in its natural channels
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and Northern Wisconsin and Michigan are transferred

where they logically belong, viz: to the Chican

District. Further, because the commercial relations

of Northern Wisconsin and MichiFEn are largely with

Chicago and Milwaukee, it stands to reason that the

Reserve Bank of Chicago will handle checks represent-

ing an immense amount drawn on that portion of Wis-

consin and Michigan located in Dictrict No. 9, and,

as we understand the present cec clearing Plan,

Chicago accepts all checks dra:: or the whole states

of Wisconsin and Michigan on a .0-(_ays (7.eferred cred_it.

All checks drawn on banks in L ::ict No. 9 will be for-

warded to Minneapolis for collcc.;ion and we are certain

it is not stretching the truth .A) -sert that many such

checks will be in process of coli:ction five days, and

in no case less than four days, if Northern

Wisconsin and Michigan were placed in the Chicago Dis-

trict there are very few points, if any, that can not

be reached by over-night mail f:c:.1 Chicago and returns

received in two days, the exact time of deferred: credit c

under the present regulations of Chicago Reserve Bank,

for all checks on entire states of risconsin and ff.c 7

p;an. If you will inquire of the o±ficils of the Re-

serve Bank of Chicago concernin i..,e:est expense

of carrying the float on Northern Wisconsin and Michi-

gan checks we think they will inform you that it is
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already a very considerable item and will increase

immeasurably through the growing use of the collection

facilities of the Federal Reserve Banks. As stock-

holders of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, we

representatives of member banks earnestly protest

against the loss of interest on items in transit

which can be so easily prevented by an adjustment

of district lines and place Northern Wisconsin and

Michigan where they should be on account of the "con-

venience and customary course of business," viz. in

District No. 7. If 7our Board decide to make the

change recuested, capital stock of Minneapolis Re-

serve Bank will be reduced, but we desire to call

your attention to the fact that the area of Minnea-

polis District is large and consists of a territory

that is being rapidly settled and new banks are being

established almost every day. We feel that the loss

referred to will be but temporary and soon repaired

and that your Board must admit that Milwaukee should

not be penalized for the benefit of the Twin City

banks. We ask for a speedy and favorable decision

on our ::;lea and in closing wish to call your atten-

tion -Go the fact that if there is unnecessary delay

our loss of business will be increased through the

constant and persistent efforts of competitors to
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encroach on our legitimate banking relations in North-

ern Wisconsin and Michigan. Respectfully submitted.

YR. LOMBARD: Gentlemen, Mr. Walter Kasten. Vice

President of the Wisconsin National Bank, of Milwaukee,

will explain the map and give some figures in relation

to the petition.

MR. WALTER KASTEN, of Milwaukee: Members of the

Federal Reserve Board: In submitting my argument, I

desire first to present to you the number of banking

towns in that section of Wisconsin which we desire to

have transferred from the Ninth to the Seventh Federal

Reserve District.

There are at the present time, to the best of our

knowledge and belief, 363 banks located in that section

of the State which we desire to have trcnsferred, of

which 292 carry accounts in Milwaukee and Chicago, and

only 71 in the Twin Cities. There are 2C4 tanking towns

in that section, 202 of the toTms carrying their accounts

in either Chicago or Milwaukee, 46 of which also carry

accounts in the Twin Cities, which to my mind shows con-

clusively that Chico an(' Ililaukee are the logical

places for them to dc their iyasiness,

We have prepaied and desire to submit herewith, a

map showing these e.ifierent 1)anking connections. The

red tacks renresenting the banks carrying accounts in
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Chicago and Milwaukee and the light blue those in the

Twin Cities. This was made up from a Directory publish-

ed by the First & Security National Bank of -J:inneapolis

showing the banking connections in the Ninth Fecleral Re-

serve District.

These figures that we have made up and present to

you here were taken from the Bankers' Directory publish-

ed by the First & Security National Bank of Minneapolis,

and it is to them that we have given the benefit of the

doubt as to having these bank accounts in Minneapolis.

They may have misquoted some of the Wisconsin tanks, but

we would rather give them the benefit of the doubt in

that way.

From reports we have received from the banks locat-

ed in that section, we find that the items which have

been forwarded to the Ninth Federal Reserve Bank for

collection all oriinated from territory which made the

collection of checks through Minneapolis in a roundabout

way. This evidence, without any doubt, shows the direc-

tion from which the business comes,

We now desire to call attention to some of the rail-

road facilities in that district, and submit three of the

folders of our leading railroads from which you will ob4

serve all lines operating in the *section we are desirous

of having transferred lead primarily into Milwaukee and

Chicago. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul's principal

line runs down from the Upper Peninsula of Michigan direct
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to Milwaukee and then into Chicago. They have a line

running through the Central part of the state which

also meets their main line at New Lisbon, running

direct between Chicago and the Coast/ -- and I have

marked off the present lines and the way we are --

GOVERNOR WOLD (interrupting): Does that line not

run through Minneapolis?

MR, KASTEN: Yes.

GOVERNOR TOLD: The main line?

I. KASTEN: Not through this district.

GOVERNOR TOLD: Right through Minneapolis?

MR. KASTEN: Through Minneapolis, but not through

this district.

GOVERNOR TOLD: Then there is a line further South?

MR. KASTEN: It meets at New Lisbon, just at the

present boundary of the district shown at the present

time. This is a railroad map of the State of Wisconsin

(indicating map), showing the different railroads as

the State Railroad Commission has made it up, also the

different mileages according to the lines on the table,

showing how they go .through the district and go out.

All of the Chicago & Northwestern's main line in that

section leads directly into both Milwaukee and Chicago.

Wherever a city is located on a railroad running direct-

ly into the Twin Cities, it is also on a junction of
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another road leading into Chicago or Milwaukee.

We find that banks located in Lianitowoc or the

Lake Cities find it very inconvenient, not only for

mail but also for pasEenger service, to communicate

with the bank with which they are now affiliated,

while were they to come to Chicago or :Tilwaukee,

they would only have a few hours trip and the very

best of mail service.

I desire to read abstracts of one or two let-

ters which we have received from our correspondents

in that part of the State that are now located in

the Ninth District, and desire to be changed to the

Seventh. One of them says, -- this letter is dated

August 2:

"There are one or two points which
strike me as having an important bearing
on the question of putting us in Reserve
District No. 7. Our business has always
been toward Chicago and Milwaukee; our
merchants and manufacturers are making
practically all of their purchases in
either of these places, consequently pay-
ments are made for goods in either Milwaukee
or Chicago exchange. The facts are that
there is no necessity whatever, nor has
there been, for carrying accounts in Min-
neapolis or St. Paul. We find that we re-
ceive our Minneapolis mail in the afternoon,
which causes a delay in the handling of all
items.

"Below I give you a record of checks
received from the Federal Reserve Bank:

"We received from the Federal Reserve
Bank 120 items, aggregating in total to
27,295.00; 115 of these items originated
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out of the Ninth Disttict, coming to Min-
neapolis from Chicago and St. Louis and
then sent back to Oshkosh from there,
causing a delay of probably two days on
account of this routing.

"Five checks out of the 120, were in-
dorsed directly to the Federal Reserve
Bank, Minneapolis, by northwestern cities.

"This tabulation, it seems to me, is
most conclusive evidence as to the trend
of business in this section of the country.

"If there are other items which I
think might be of interest, will 'phone you
at once."

"Yours very truly,

"THE OLD NATIONAL BATIK,

(Signed) "LOUIS SCHRIBER,

"Cashier."

We have another letter here from Green Bay:

"Mail sent to Minneapolis from Green
Bay reaches Minneapolis not earlier than
noon next day. It is delivered to the bank
too late for attention that day except where
a special effort is made to answer. Mail
from Minneapolis to Green Bay reaches Green
Bay at noon next day. Thus correspondence
is slow. Express service is likewise slow.
Between Green Bay and vicinity and Chicago,
mail and express sent from one place to the
other is received the following morning.

"The volume of trade running between
business houses and banks located at Green
Bay and Milwaukee and Chicago, is many times
greater than that between this vicinity and
Minneapolis. Business relationships and ac-
quaintanceships are formed between Green Bay
and Milwaukee and Chicago, which have much
bearing upon bank business. Bankers are fre-
quently called to Milwaukee and Chicago on
business, and they could attend incidentally
to Federal Reserve Bank business, and like-
wise the main errand being business with
Federal Reserve Bank, other business may be
incidentally transcated.
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"When full compliance with the Federal

Reserve Law has been made by the three banks

at Green Bay, there will be lodged in Min-
neapolis more than 200,000.00, which money

is taken from natural and normal channels
and forced into a district and territory
where others have the benefit of the fund.

The benefit of deposits in the Minneapolis

Reserve Bank made by Green Bay banks accrues

to the business men and farmers of iannea-

polls and the territory west, rather than
to the farmers and business men in this
territory."

"Yours truly,

(Signed) "W. P. WAGNER,

"President."

I thank you gentlemen.

MR. LOMBARD: Gentlemen of the Board, if it suit

your pleasure, Mr. J. H. Puelicher, Vice President

of the Marshall and Ilsley Bank, of Hinwaukee, will

now give a more general resume.

GOVERNOR MID: He is not a member of the reserve

bank?

MR. LOMBARD: No.

GOVERNOR WOLD: Not a member of the system?

HR. LOMBARD: Not a member.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: We shall be very glad to hear

from him.

MR. LOMBARD: Mr. Puelicher.

MR. J. H. PUELICHER, of Milwaukee: I should like

to answer Governor Wold's inquiry, gentlemen, as to
 whe-

ther I am a member of the reserve system. We are a State
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bank, but we feel that State banks ought properly to

come under this system as time goes on, and in that in-

terest I have taken the liberty to accompany my brother

bankers of Milwaukee to this confe-:-ence. (Reads follow-

ing statement):

Gentlemen of the Federal Reserve Board:

Four main propositions recommend the changing of

that part of Wisconsin in district No. 9, excepting the

extreme northwest counties, from that district to dis-

trict No. 7:

1. Better rail and mail connections;

2. Cheaper telephone and telegraph rates;

3. Northern Wisconsin farm mortgages opened to a

market better able to absorb them;

4. Most important of all, established business

connections better served, strengthened,

promoted and brought into proper relation

with the Reserve System, which will stimu-

late, rather than thwart them as now.

Commerce and business flow most easily through

natural channels quite independent of legislative

enactments or administrative rulings.

Systems of finance and banking best serve commerce

and business by conforming to such natural channels.

Any obstructions to or diversions from such natural

currents of commerce, menace and ultimately damage all
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interests involved.

The natural currents of commerce and finance flow

from every point within the petitioning territory to-

ward Milwaukee and Chicago.

The physical geography of commerce and banking

was recognized as of prime importance by the Federal

Reserve Act. It was so recognized by the Organization

Committee appointed to district the country. Their

questions indicate this clearly. The replies of both

the merchants and bankers of Chicago and the bankers

of Minneapolis as given on pages two and three of the

original brief indicate that they considered the nor-

mal flow of the trade of Wisconsin and Northern Michi-

gan as being toward Milwaukee and Chicago.

. The long established relations between the banks

of Wisconsin and those of Milwaukee and CI,icago, the

ability of these centers to care, for the needs of Wis-

consin banks, the desire of the Wisconsin banks to

remain with their Milwaukee and .Chicago correspondents

should prove conclusively the value of these relations

to those concerned and should goVe.rn in correcting the

districting. The law stipulates the number of banks

necessary to receive consideration when changes are

asked, and the petitioning banks far exceed the law's

requirements, 53 out of 61 desiring the change, which

the referendum vote taken by your Board practically sub-

stantiated..

I will: take the liberty of quoting from that part
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of the testimony before the Organization Committee

given by John G. Shedd, representing Marshall Field

and Company, of Chicago, wherein he stated:

"I prepared a brief statem3nt of the
conditions of our business as it applies tp
this territory around Chicago. Ilinuj.s
ranks first, Iowa second, Wiscons:i.n thild,
Michigan fourth."

Mr. G. M. Reynolds, President of the Continental

National Bank of Chicago, stated:

"So summing up our territory under
these rules, it might probably be regarded'
to consist of Indiana, Illinois, IoyEi,
Michigan, Wisconsin and possibly a litt16,
of the southern part of Minnesota."

. On page three, the 'written statement from Min-

neapolis, read into the record, concedes '.'isconsin to

the Chicago District. The long established relation

between the banks of Wisconsin and those of Milwaukee

and Chicago, the ability of those cent:,,rT1 to care for

the needs of Wisconsin banks, the desire of the banks --

the Wisconsin banks -- to remain with their Milwaukee

. and Chicago correspondents, should pole conclusively

the value of these relations to those concerned.

Then, too, a poll of the State banks was taken, -

a poll of the State banks in this district. This showed

that out of 254 State banks that ultimately would come

into this system, 249 favored being put into the Seventh

District.
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The considerations of established mercantile, in-

dustrial and financial currents and conditions are of

the utmost importance to the successful out-working of

any Reserve System. Their disregard, to correct which

this proceeding is pending, would surely set back the

clock of banking progress in this territory to a great

and Incalculable extent.

Your Board is interested in getting the very best

results out of this constructive and far-sighted finan-

cial betterment, known as the Federal Reserve Act.

Why, then, strike a blow at the established com-

mercial business and financial. interests of all this ,

Wisconsin territory which is so clearly tributary to 1

iChicago and Milwaukee, and so .manifestly alien to Min-

neapolis?

" .Your Board under Section Two of the At is given

the salutary power of readjusting districts from time

to time. Is it not a fact that the changes already

made in district boundaries have resulted in greater

harmony and a much better feeling toward the reserve

law?

You have before you in our business territory a

condition which can not but grow. more intolerable. as

time goes on. .Would it not be well to correct this
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now, as petitioned?

Negligence is charged against 7isconsin interests

in not producing before the Organization Committee abund-

ant and conclusive testimony to establish the fact that

Chicago and not Minneapolis is the financial and commer-L,

cial heart of the petitioning district, but these condi-

tions were supposed by us to be matter of common know-

ledge. Surely this should not be a matter of penalties,

or technical procedure, but rather of broad and com-

prehensive equities in view of great interests involved

and a great constructive financial reform to be promoted.

What good thing can be said of the present situation?

It produces additional capital for Ilinneapolis, and

may help a small number of Wisconsin banks to go into

North Dakota and Montana for farm loans.

Minneapolis, it is conceded, does not need the addi-

tional capital; .and would not those Wisconsin bankers

better be serving a nearer constituency?

The technical objection of waiver or estoppel should

not be urged in a matter.ofthis importance. It is hoped

that the members of this Board will be governed by the

broad, deep and controlling commercial facts and finan-

cial interests which all point conclusively to the clear

desirability of revising or readjusting this district as

petitioned.

A mistake, which will undoubtedly seriously affect
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and damage great business interests, surely should not

be allowed to grow into a permanent malformation.

Correction now is easy, and we believe the peti-

tioning territory should be placed in the Chicago

District by the immediate order of this Board. Respect-

fully submitted.

I thank you, gentlemen.

MR. LOMBARD: Gentlemen, I,m very sorry that the

Senators were called away, as Senator Husting had pro-

mised to make a few remarks on our petition, and also

Senator La Follette would have spoken in our behalf.

MR. PUELICHER: Mr. Chairman, here are two gentle-

men representing Wisconsin who would like to be heard.

MR. LOMBARD: We would be glad to hear from them.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: I -will say that if the two Sena-

tors desire to write the Board, we shall be very glad to

hear from them. They unfortunately had to leave.

HONORABLE THOMAS F. KONOP, M. C.: Gentlemen of the

Board, I would like to have about five minutes' time, if

available. I represent the nine counties of the north-

eastern corner of the State of Wisconsin, and in that

district are located nineteen national banks, and every

one of those national banks has petitioned the Federal

Reserve Board to be joined to the Seventh District, that

is, the Chicago District. Every main line of railroad
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in the eastern part o.f Wisconsin tends south toward

Chicago and Milwaukee, and the through trains that we

have go south from Green Bay, Menominee, Eten Junction,

and Marinette. All of the trend of business in the

eastern part of Wisconsin is south tcwards Milwaukee

and Chicago. We have practically no business trans-

actions with Minneapolis or St. Paul.

This afternoon I took -C(!e time table of the import-

ant railroads in the State of Wisconsin, -- the Chicago

and North Western, Chicago, Minneapolis and St. Paul, and

the Soo Line. From the city of Green Bay, located at the

foot of the bay here (indicating on map), at the mouth of

the Fox River., where there are three national banks, we

have thirteen trains - through trains - from Green Bay

to Milwaukee and Chicago, nine on the Chicago and North-

western, and four on the Chicago, Minneapolis and St.

Paul. If you want to go to Minneapolis from Green Bay,

you have to take the train in the evening, about 8:42,

go down to Appleton here (indicating on map), get into

a sleeper about ten o'clock, and c-et to Minneapolis

about nine or ten the next morning, while to Chicago

or Milwaukee is a matter of three and one-half, four

and one-half, or five and one-half hours.

Now, their business convenience tends, and all

main railroad lines run north and south, and all the
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business transactions practically run north and south

with Milwaukee and Chicago.

Take the city of Appleton, right up in here in

the Fox River Valley (indicating on map). There are

eleven trains to Milwaukee and Chicago and eleven

trains back from Milwaukee and Chicago. They have

to Chicago fourteen trains - through trains - from

those cities. You can go over the Soo Line, the C. M.

& St. P., or over the C. & N. W., to Marinette, and

Menominee, which is in Michigan. Here in Tiarinette

(indicating on map); here..is Menominee. Menominee is

on the north side of the Menominee River, in the north-

ern peninsula of Michigan. You have five through trains

to Chicago and Milwaukee, and five trains back from

Chicago and Milwaukee. If you wanted to go to Min-

neapolis from Marinette or Menominee, you would have to

go over to Escanaba or somewhere up to a junction with

the Soo Line, and then cross the entire State, and

they have two trains only each way on. the Soo, through

to Appleton or Green Bay. They have one train, I

11-2? to Minneapolis, but it is a roundabout way, -- none

whatever, because I went down .there once, and a fellow

advised me to go to Appleton and stay an hour or two

waiting for the sleeper and get to Minneapolis the

next day.
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Take Marshfield and Stevens Point out in the central

part of the State; we have five trains to Milw,7-u_kee and

Chicago and five trains from Milwaukee and Chicago. It

takes about seven and one-half to nine hours to Milwaukee

and Chicago, and clout six .and one-half hours to Minnea-

polis. It is a little, closer, but the train service is

not as good.

From Eland Junction, pn the Northwestern, away up

here in this corner (indicating on map), you will find

seven through trains to Milwaukee and Chicago, and seven

through trains from Milwaukee.and Chicago to Eben Junc-

tion, while from there you have only two trains to Min-

neapolis and two trains from Minneapolis to Eben Junc-

tion.

Now I mention Eland Junction. Eland Junction is

a very small place, but right above it is Antigo and

Rhineland.er, and west of it is Tausau, a city of about

twenty thOusand population, whose business convenience

and business movement is south - southeast, to Chicago

and Milwaukee, and none whateve'r or very little to Min-

neapolis.

I have nineteen banks in my district, and every one

of these -- that is, national banks -- and every one of

these banks signifies its interest in this matter. They

want to do business where business tends to go, to Chi-
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cago and Milwaukee.

It is a matter of a few hours, we go in the after-

noon and get back the next morning, or go in the evening

and get back the next afternoon.

I thank you very mach.

HONORABLE EDWARD EVERTS BROWNE, M. C.: Mr. Chair-

man and gentlemen, I represent seventeen national banks.

in my district. They have written me and requested me

to appear here. Most of them would have appeared in

person, but there is a meeting of the bankers in Wis-

consin today, being held at Madison, I believe.

Now, the first thing in the National Reserve Act

which.I remember distinctly, when it was passed, was

this, that the districts shall be apportioned "with due

regard to the convenience and customary course of busi-

ness." Now the convenience of these seventeen banks in

the Eighth District of Wisconsin has been discussed.

There is no question whatever but what from a geo-

graphical standpoint, from the standpoint of connection

of railroads, telephone and teleP:raph, that it would

serve their convenience greatly to do business with

Milwaukee and Chicago.

And this is not a Milwaukee movement. Milwaukee

has not gotten up any propaganda with these bankers •

to come here the way they do, in earnest, to ask for
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this change. This matter comes from these banks, and

I will say this, that before this district was created,

almost every bank in my district wrote me and were against

being placed in the Ninth District. Their relations had

been from time immemorial with Chicago and Milwaukee,

and they wanted to remain there, and if the Board will

look back upon this subject, they will find my letters

filed here protesting against this chant7e. So I think

there is not any Question of estoppel, or anything of

that kind. In politics we would call this a sort of

• • a "gerrymander," having the banks placed in a district

that they have never been placed in before.

But I think much stronger than the arRument in favor

of convenience is this other proposition, -- according

to the "customary course of business." Now what is the

customary course of business of these )anks that we are

talking about in Wisconsin? They have done business

for fifty years with Milwaukee and Chicago. The fathers

of the present officers in many of these banks were well

known in these Chicago and Milwaukee ')anks, and credit

was extended to them. The matter of credit is dependent

upon acquaintance - favorable acquaintance. They have

built up a credit -- these banks have, in these locali-

ties, these business men that ao business in these banks

from fifty years of keeping their promises. So when one
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of the sons or grand-sons of one of these men that has

built up northern Wisconsin go down to a Chicago or Mil-

waukee bank; they do not have to investigate his family;

they do not have to investigate the personal relation,

the matter of honesty; they simply see from a long

line of business relations extending over a period .of

fifty years that that man has done business with them,

and his father has perhaps done business with them,

and that these men have always been prompt and al-,

ways met their obligations. .

Now, last summer, when I was up in my district in

the Wisconsin Valley, I was talking with a business

man, -- a banker, and a large business man, -- and he

began talking about the troubles he was having over

this matter. He said he went up to Minneapolis with

his paper, and though the president of his bank, he

had to get acquainted all over again. They did not

know him. He had to show his references. They had

to go down to his city and look over his business

and references.

GOVERNOR WOLD: May I interrupt to ask his name?

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE:. His name was Isaac Winter,
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of Minneapolis.

GOVERNOR WOLD: And we had to go down there?

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: No; he went to Min-

neapolis, and they sent a representative to Grand

Rapids to look over. his plant.

GOVERNOR WOLD: That statement is not true, sir.

REPRESENTJ,,TIVE BROWNE: I supposed -- Mt. Isaac

Winter is a man that I have great confidence in, and

I would --

MR. HARDING (Interrupting): That might not have

been a member bank in Minneapolis.

GOVERNOR WOLD: I am the governor of that bank

and know it did not occur.

MR. HARDING: It might not have been a member

bank.

GOVERNOR WOLD: We are talking about the Federal

Reserve System.

MR. HARDING: No, I understood the Congressman to

say that he went to the Minneapolis bank with certain

paper, and they sent a representative to look into his

references, etc., in his home town.

GOVERNOR WOLD: What are we doing here, though,

may I inquire?

MR. HARDING: We are talking about the customary

course of business.

GOVERNOR WOLD: Outside of your relations with the

Federal bank
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entirely, we are discussing now. I supposed we were discuss-

ing the relations of the Federal Reserve Bank here.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: I took it -- he did not state;

I was there and he was talking about that matter, and spoke

of that matter, and he did not say he went to the Federal

ReseTve Bank, but I took it he did. Now, I will investi-

gate that matter and get an exact statement from that man,

and file it here, with your consent.

MR. HARDING: Was that a banker you were talking to?

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Yes; all these men know him

very well, and know his father; he is a young man, I should

think a little over forty; his father did business there

fifty years ago.

Now you can readily see that these people would pre..

fer, and it would be natural for them, to do business with

the people that they have done business with before. It

strikes me that the same motive would affect that man that

would affect a man doing business with a bank or an indi-

vidual doing business with a bank. If a business man

goes to a bank in a certaincity for years, and he becomes

acquainted, it would be a great hardship for him to change

and go to another city to do business.

GOVERNOR WOLD: May I ask a question?

REPRESENTATIVE MIOWNE: Yes, sir.

GOVERNOR VOID: Is there anything in the Federal Re-

serve Act. -- is there anything in relation to the Federal
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Reserve Bank of 17inn3apolis, has anything been said here or

anywhere else, that required a member bank to do business in

Minneapolis?

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE:. No, but

GOVERNOR VOLD: He could have gone to Milwaukee.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: He could go z-nywhere, yes, but

this act says it is expected that these bankers usually will

do business within their own district. It is expected, and

that's why this law says explicitly right here, that the dis-

trict shall be apportioned "with due regard to the convenience

and customary course of business."

GOVERNOR WOLD:. Yes, but that has no application, as

where a member does his business outside of where he is

keeping his reserve.

REPRESENTATIVE EROWNE: Yes, but naturally, you want

to do and try to do business there where you keep your re-

serves, and that was the intention of the law, I think, when

it placed that clause that I have just quoted in there, as

to the customary and convenient place. Now they have con-

tinued, despite this law, to do business in the place where

they have done business. The cities of Milwaukee and Chicago

and all the business men in this section that I represent

along the Wisconsin Valley of the Eighth District, - seven-

teen of these national banks, - go to Chicago a dozen times

where they go to Mpwaukee once. Their whole interests are 9
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there. 'Where they go to Minneapolis once, they go to Chica

dozens of times, and one reason, I suppose,is because it

is more convenient, and the greater reason is that it has

been their custom to go there, ant- they know the people

there, and the people know them.

Now, I think I feel that all tLese banks have

tried, and have gone into this system, and shown a fine

spirit in going into it and trying to make this law a suc-

cess. And I believe that their wishes he7fe expressed --

strongly expressed, as they have been here by.a lot of

earnest men, who have come here and askei for this change,

and asked to be placca in that district where they have

always done business, where it is more convenient to do

business, - should 1.)e grnted. As rfr. Pwlicher has

said, and I know it to be a fact, tliat farmers! loans

are made through Wisconsin -- northern 7isconsin and that

country. Chicago knows more about them c..Ad is better able

to handle them. Minneapolis has itc, hands .Cl with the.

Dakota loans, with loans in the Dakotas and Minnesota, in

thewest; but Chicago understands these men, knows them,

and understands their business; they do not have to get

acquainted over again. and I would say that it is self-

evident that if people went to Minneapolis or any other

city and wanted to procure loans, if they did not know

them, it would not be as favorable for either of the

parties doing business as it would be where they have
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known them as custorer-3 for years, and 1,nown of their

history and all about them. And these people earnestly

ask that they be changed, and they wpuld ha7e apneareti

here -- a great many of then -- r3.c- on, if it I7ad not

been for the fact that they were atten6in; a State bank-

ing meeting in Madison.

GOVERNOR HA1MIN: Could you yoint out just what

part of Wisconsin your district covers'? Ir3 it far north?

Just roughly, or approximately?

REPRESPNTATIVE BROWNE: My distriot extenur6 up

Marathon County. Marathon and Shalnc Crii: north

counties.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN. How fa-: duwn ices extend?

REPRESENTATIVE BLOvITITE: Then it coac; eown to Waupaca

and Waushara County, right here (iicat, on map) oppo-

site Winnebago County. Now in Taushara Ccunty the railroad

connections are a great deal better. Thcj have two national

banks in Wausau, a place of over twenty thou7;and inhabi-

tants, one national bank of over five hundred thousand

capital stock. What is your Bank? (Addressing member of

Wisconsin delegation)

MEMBER OF WISCONSIN DELEGATION: It has a capitaliza-

tion of three hundred and fifty thousand and surplus.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWN (continuil4): 11,C:ins it five

hundred thousand. And I would like to hear, in resard_to

the railroad connections from some. of the gentlemen here.
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GOVERNOR HAlaIr: Are there any other gentlemen who

wish to be heard?

HONORABLE MICHAEL K. REILLY, M. C.: I rerreent the

Sixth Congressional District, riht below Mr. E.r,J4ne. It

is composed cf six counties. My 1:ecollecUon is that there

are some sixteen banks. I- micht su 11E't shortly after the

Federal Reserve Organization Boa::ci adupted this new dis-

trict, Conressman Burke and rnye:11 were flooded with pro-

tests from cur constituents. C,)LL,ressnan Burke has a dis-

trict a little to the south of Representive B.:owne. And

we called upon Mr. TkAdoo at that time to Ir-ct.-.:st against

the districting of Wisconsin, specifically btatin at

that time that if the Congress Chought that the .ederal

Reserve Board would so change the trout-3 (2stablished

routes of trade and Inisiness, there would rot have been

any votes for the bill, for the reaT,un that the bill dis-

tinctly provided that the OrganizatInL tli.pnr.lttee should

pay attention to established lines of buslnizss.

And in answer to the Governor of th -,s. Minneapolis

Bank, when in response to Mr. Drc7inc he oaid they do not

have to do business with EinneaTolib, t-zie fact is they have

to dc re-discount business there., th(1 bankers of my

district want to do all their bucinc.ss with one place,

where they are used to doing businesT, n:Id that is with

Chicago. and Milwaukee. If the banlaIrs of cur district

want to re-discount, they have to dc business with you
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people nt Minneapois; the other tbusiness they do at

Chicai;o; and under the terns cf this law it was intended

they should do an their business in ore place. That is

the clear intent of the law.

THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY: I .liver 'Inderstcod

that before. I thoutht it was distinctly stated that a

bank could do business where it pleased; it could con-

tinue its usual connections. I thin:: you will find that

those are the facts, and not that the bill contemplated

that the banks should do no business exce-nt in a reserve

city.

REPRESENTATIVE REILLY: That is tit,e, but there are

two kinds of busines3 to be done, one is re-dis=,nt

business, -- that's cot to be (1.-)ne with 21.nneapolis.

THE COTIPTROLT7R1 No, sir, rot urder the terns of

the bill; they can do it inChica[;o OT anywhere.

REPRESENTATIVE REILLY: They ar3 sup7oeed to do it

in Minneapolis.

THE COMPTROLLER: Not necessarily. \l'c have tried

to make it clear that the banks INere not lirited to their

reserve bank; they could continue to have their accounts

in other cities and borrow money tho:7c.. if they chose.

REPRESENTATIVE' REILLY: I am not tP.1in'7; abeut

their accounts, but their deposits, as required by law,

are in Minneapolis.

THE COMPTROLLER: They keep their reserves in

Minneapolis.
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REPRESENTATITE LFILLY: Yes, sir, and the matter of

their re-discount business on that reserve is supposed to

be done in Minneapolis. Am I not ri:-;lat'i

THE COMPTROLLER: No, sir, they must keep their re-

serves in the Minneapolis bank.

ER. HARDING:. I understand the Conressmants point,

that when this act becomes fully effective, and no balance

in a bank can count as reserve except in a Federal Re-

serve Bank, in the case of the 53:12c111 bank, the average

sized bank, havinr; no account anywhere e:-xept with the

reserve bank, except cash in its own 7,,.12.,at, rnd title

balance in the reserve bank, they will notu7:ally so for

their re-discount rhere thei: moncy is kept.

REPRESENTATIVE R-2,TILY! Yos,

YR. HARDING: That condition vill ..ply on November

17, 1917.

REPRESENTATIVE REILLY: It wac the intention of the

legislature that this Board should consider cstablished

lines of trade, -- and nobody has ever contradicted the

fact that the Board did do violence to estab3ished lines

of trade when they placed these petitoning banks in the

Minneapolis district. The banks of my district have ab-.

solutely no relation to Minneapolis, uliess some of the

larger banks possibly keep deposits there fcr checking

purposes, - in that section only the larger banks. • There

are three banks in this district that I understand are
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not in favor of this change, as Mr. Browne says, on the

ground of loans, one in Fond du lac, the Commerical

National Bank, a bank in Princeton, and I understand t2,

bank at Berlin, Wisconsin. These rrafer to rerra, the

way they are. Seven of the banks hava sent me personal

letters ask! 7 me to ap ear,before tht; Board. I will file

these with the Board.A They said they uould not send a

representative down here, but from my talk with thebusi-

ness men and the bankers of the dfLtrict, they have felt

outrar;ed. This sentiment has been expiessed on all

sides, at the original order of this rso,c—:0, plaoinr: that

part of Wisconsin in the MinneaTiolis T have

been appealed to time and again v bnkers to p;f_nt out

where, by what authwrity, that ::eTtain c-5,..tion of Wis-

consin was put up in the Minnea-pcDis. Df.strict, when they

have never had any business relation with those banks

at all, and the only explanation I could gi:ve -- and I

did give it, and from my observation it is the only one

possible, -- that organization was put in there to mahe

the :Ainnearolis district stron-;. I may be wrong, but

from my observation, from the under3tanding of the men

who have discussed the matter with .7.3, that was the only

possible explanation I could give tba:-1, I have never

heard any other ore ‘i;iven, and I do hcpe that the Board

will now rectify the wi.ong that has "oce done cur se,;-

tion of the State. I can see how the former division
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that cut off Michigan and shut off the contigu6us terri-

tory might make the original division proper, but on this

new proposition, where you have continuous territory, and

where Michigan itself asks the Board to change that re-

lation, I can see no reason why the business and banking

part of Wisconsin represented here today, and represented

by that diagram, should not be given the privilege to dc

their re-discount business where they do their other

business, - large and small banhs. And as I have said,

that is the intent of the law. I thanhyou.

ER.LOTIBARD: A gentleman heie reprenbs the four

counties of the upper part of Ilichigan. We will leave

it to your judgment whether to call on him firs-,, or

finish up with the Wisconsin men. That is all we have

to say.

GOVERNOR HATZIN: Well perhaps the Governor can re-

ply to both as well as one. Suppose we finish up with

all the bankers. Ycu go right nnead..

MR. LOIMARD: This gentleman represents the counties

of Menominee, iron, Dickinson, and Delta, Michigan, and he

has petitions from all the national tanl:s in those four

counties, with the exception of one. We were assured of

that, and that it would be received here. Has it been

received?

/1., MEMBER OF THE DELEGATION: Yes.
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MR. LOMBARD: It has now been received, so we have petitions

from all the national banks in those four counties. Now

these are in a rather different position, in so much as all

their business interests, their transportation, express,

tnlegraph, and everything of that kind, are absolutely

with Chicago and Milwaukee, and they aTe, as far as these

items are concerned there, practically a part of eastern

Wisconsin, and if you will look on the nap you will see

the location of these counties hel'e (indicating on nap);

and if we make this proposed change it 77111 stretch this

right across here iindicating) . These are the four lower

counties of the upper peninsula of Michigan, (indicating)

and they have done business with Chicago and rilwaukee for

years, and Mr. Bissel, of Escanaba, representing them, will

address you.

GOVERNOR HAIE,IN:: Before you begin, there is a letter

which I received this morning, which you will put in the

record. It speaks for itself. It is from Congressnan

Lenroot.

MR.LOMBARD. Shall I read it?

GOVERNOR HAELIN: No, just put it in the record. It

is merely cumulative with. the othel records.

ER. LOMBARD: (Reading from the letter): Prom the

First National Bank of Rib Lake. I do not know whether

you have this, Mx. Kasten, or not.

GOVERNOR HAMIN: It will appear in the record.
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The letter in qt.esti.on is as follows:

August 4th, 1916.

"Hon. I. L. Ienroot,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir: You are doubtless aware that sevyral
banks in Northern Wisconsin hr,ve The
Federal Reserve Board to be -takes frcm the 9611.
And placed in the 7th Federal Resean7e District.
A hearing regarding this pettion will be held
in Washington on the 8th inst. and we would
appreciate it very much if you cod arrange to
be present at the hearing and use your influence
to have the petition allowerl,

We feel in our own indivfclual case it would
be more convenient were we connected with the
Federal Reserve Bank in Chie,7.gc,

Yours truly,
(Signed) E. C. Getchel,

Cashier.i;

MR. LOMBARD: Us. Bissel.

R. BISSEL, of Escanab9., Michigan. fl.tlemen, I

have only a word to say. The chairman har,: explained

our situation, but (reads statement) J ha7e been asked

to represent the four counties in nos+hern Michigan, -

Menominee, Delta, Dickinson, and Ir-n, and. I present

here petitions from all of the nationalbe:nxf: in those

four counties. There are nine national banks, and they

all petition to be transferred from the Minneapolis

Federal Reserve District, and placed Ln the Chicago

district. 77e did not know until the 2eth of July that

the banks in northern Michigan were to be given an op-

portunity to be heard in connection with this subject;

consequently, we were unable inthe short time allotted

to have a generalmeeting of the banks or to secure petitions
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from the necessary number for the whole of northern Michi-

gan. The banks in the four counties Mentioned, however,

decided to act independently, and I am here to represent

them.

THE COMPTROLLER: How many tan Ics E..ra there?

MR. BISSEL: Nine. The reasons wi-y we desire to

change are identical with those of the banks in eastern

northern Wisconsin.

The four counties in northe= :1:4chigan that we have

mentioned that wish to be placed in th Chicago district

adjoin that portion of Wisconsin seakfni cr. be changed.

Their interests are the same. Ir fact, these foii

counties would and should ha7e 1)6e-a a portion oa: Wiscon-

sin excepting for the Menominee RiTe.J: teinu a dividing

line between the two States. Thfs ,Do:ti.:a of the North-

ern Peninsula is new. It has not beri settled but a short

time. It was settled by people lion' 71in who fol-

lowed the two railroad systems :cunning n:)..r11. from Chicago

and Milwaukee. Theix Interests are all in Chicago and

MilwaUkee. The merchants buy their gocds in those

cities. When we have anything to set' ft is sold there.

We read their newspapers and in cvery way where a county

is dependent upon large cities we are dependent and

associated with Chicago and Milwauke,e.

It is our earnest request that these relations may
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continue and that you will transfer these four counties

in Michigan to the Chicago district.

GOVENOR HAMLIN: Does that complete your side of

the case?

MR. LOMBARD: That compltes everything we have to

say, Governor.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Governor Wold

JUDGE A. UELAND, COUNSEL FOR FEDERAL RESERVE BANK AT
^

MINNEAPOLIS: Gentlemen of the Bunra! If I am not m

taken, I think it is just fifteen months today _since

this matter was argued before the Boar1. - in August,

1914, - the Board will remember this wa shortly after

the Organization Committee had completed its =Irk,

for the purpose cf enabling the Board to act in regular

semi-judicial sort of a way in exercising their function

of reviewing the action of the Organization Committee

with respect to the geographical di7ision cf the districts.

And in adopting those views the Boaxd wi6ely, as I think,

provided that if the '3ocvr..d should be called upon to re-

view those lines, it would require a petition to be filed

of at least two-thirds of the member 'tanks of the par-

ticular district which was sought to be detached from

one district and annexed to another. In making that the

rule the Board assumed wisely, as I consider, that the

member banks of a particular district would best know

and understand where they ought to belong, and that the
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Boar did not comtemplate that a review should be asked

either by member banks nor by State banks will appear

nowhere so far as the federal system is concerned.

Well, we argued that question, as I say, fifteen months

ago today. A petition had been presented and filed the

13th of March, 1915. The petitioners were represented

by able counsel, Mr. Weed, from Oshkosh. The petition

was presented under the rules of the Board. We had ten

days. The Reserve Bank itself and its member banks

generally had ten days during which they could see what

petitioners claimed, examine it, and :thjs was done, and

the argument was fifteen months ago today.

Mr- Weed presented the petitioners' case in a very

able manner. 11±. Weed, I think, claimed a little more,

really, than he was entitled to. H3 contended, as has

been reiterated here, that this district that was

narked on the nap here, and of course inclilded in the

brief of these gentlemen from Wisconsin, contained sixty

one banks, which was ''';-,-;,-t: and he claimed. Ile had fifty-

three of those banks upon the petition. He had in fact,

literally speaking, only three banks cn that petition

he had filed. There had come to the Board slip -- de-

tached slips, which had been collected during a long

period of time, and shall I say had been collected on

influence outside of the district. These slips that were

counted in the petition had been procured by canvas for
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some considerable pc-riod of time. And they did not

represent reliable information of the Board or the

attitude of those fifty-three banLs at the time that

that petition was filed. And in proof of that :yi.'erticn,

I will respectfully refer the Board te th-.i letters which

I filed at that hearing from a number ct thcse banks

that were counted as petitioners.

THE COMPTROLLER: They have all changed their views'

since, though? Have they ccme alcu?

JUDGE UELAND: Nct that I hrow cf.

THE COMPTROLIE2, lz that proof +.1-1c.," have?

JUDGE UELAND: That I do not 'know. I vill net go

a hair's breadth outside of what I know.

THE COEPTROLLEa: '..)11 will not deny ey have come

around, or do you?

JUDGE UELAND: I will asse/t anc'. wL11 presently

show that the sentiment --

THE COMPTROLLER: I do not think are sc much

about hew they stood at that tine. Of cov.rse we do

care about how they stood then End now, but it is more

important to know how they stand no than how they stood

then.

JUDGE UELArD: Yes, very well, 7c,rj well. • I will

read a copy of a letter just in proof of ny assertion.

This is a copy of a letter to the. Gcvernor of this

Board, W. OM Governor Hamlin, dated August 2, 193.6,.which

the Citizens' National Bank of Merrill sent to us just
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on our departure, That bank is counted as one of those

petitioners.

L. LOMBARD: What Bank is this?

JUDGE UELAND: Citizens' Nat,.cnal Bark of

Wisconsin.

MR. KASTEN: That is not counted as one of the

petitioners in the referendum vote taken recently, in

March of this year.

JUDGE UELAND: I do not know arythfn7 of a referen-

dum vote. I have not hcard cf it until :his =ant.

I speak of the petition which has b-,en That

is what I speak of. Now if tlif.7.0 has Lee a refondum

vote that is spoken of, I have not haayd of it until

this moment.

THE COMPTROLT,RR: Wall, what did they say?

JUDGE UELAND: Yes, I will read it.

"When we were first plac,ed t:-11 9th district
we felt mis-plar;ed, as the trend of oiar business
is eastward, however the practical wc=ing out of
it has been that we find MinneanJ3i3 is equally
asconvenient as Chicago wo,ald be, especially since
the late ruling of accepting Chicago and Milwaukee
exchange in payment for re.,Itanoes, has been put
into effect.

Further, our business relat:_ons with the
Minneapolis Bank have been very ;;atisfactory and
pleasant, and taking it all n all we belie
it to our best interest to remain in the 9th.
district."
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MR. HARDING: What town was that bank in?

MR. KASTEN: Citizens' National Bank of Merrill.

MR. HARDING: We have them on our list as "No."

JUDGE UELAND: I say they were one of the peti-

tioners, and they were opposed to being transferre
d.

MR. LOMBARD: Will you excuse me? I had r: lct-

ter; they do business with the bank of which I am

president. 3 had a letter from them a few days ago

which I think I still have. I. will forward it to the

Board (See exhibit "A" in Addenda to thi
s report) in

which they said they had changed t
heir mind, and did

not now want to be changed, becau
se now they were tak-

ing Montana mortgages, and.if chan
ged to Chicago they

could not take them, but I think there i
s no question

that they favored a change at the time of t
he first

petition.

THE COMPTROLLER: They could not take Montana

mortgages if transferred?

MR. LOMBARD: If in the Chicago District; but

that is the reason of the change of attitude, a
nd

they wrote me they had changed their minds, and 
that

would indicate that in the first place they were on

the other side.

THE COMPTROLLER: Now they are against?

MR. LOMBARD: Now they are against transfer.
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JUDGE UELAND: We had, Gentlemen of the Board, as

the members will remember, -- we had a hearing in

which very much of what has been said here today

was said on behalf of the petitioners, very much

the same, and after this Board had had the matter

under consideration for a little more than a year,

the Board, on the 25th of ',lay, determined the mat-

ter, stating:

After a full investigation of the mat-
ter the Federal Reserve Board has arrived
at the conclusion that there is no present
necessity for any change in the geographi-
cal limits of the said Districts N s. 7 and
9 at this time.

And in the letter which was sent out on behalf of

the Board by Vice Governor Delano it was stated:

If future developments should indi-
cate any necessity for such change the
Board will, at a later date, give con-
sideration to the matter upon the appli-
cation of banks desiring to be transfer-
red. The Board, however, is very hope-
ful that the results under the new clear-
ing system will make a transfer unneces-
sary.

The Board has given careful considera-
tion to the views presented and has reached
the conclusion that it would not be justi-
fied in making any alterations at this time.

And in the decision it was stated:

It is ordered that said petition be
dismissed without prejudice to the rights
of the signers to file an amended peti-
tion at a later date.

We were not a little surprised when, on July 26, we
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received by telegraph this communication:

Board today voted reopen petition filed
by certain Wisconsin banks for transfer from

Ninth to Seventh Reserve District. Informal

hearing of oral arguments Washington, August

eighth, three p. m. No briefs are necessary

but may be filed if any bank desires. Appli-

cations of banks in Northern peninsula of Michi-

gan desiring to intervene in this petition will

also be considered at the same time.

(Signed) G. S. HAMLIN,

Governor.

We immediately inquired of the Board to see whether

any amended petition had been filed by the signers within

the year granted, and were informed on the 27th of July:

No new petition to 13e filed. Milwaukee

banks and nbrthern Michigan banks allowea. to

intervene in present petition. If any new

briefs filed, will advise you at once.
(Signed) C. S. HAHLIN, Governor.

And we are here today on that thformation. That's what

that means as we understand it, -- as to peninsula banks

being allowed to intervene.

The gentleman has spoken for nine banks, he says, of

four counties, as an intervenor, I judge; and Milwaukee

banks are allowed to intervene; and we are here today,

and the first we know of these intervenors is at three

o'clock. That is no new netition, no amended petition,

no indication to us what is going to be claimed by the

banks, no opportunity to us to prepare any answer, no

opnortunity to us to present any facts in opnosition.
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Now, gentlemen of the Board --

THE COMPTROLLER: Have you not had nearly two weeks

to get them together?

JUDGE UELAND: To get together what?

THE COMPTROLLER: .Such information as you want to

present. •

JUDGE UELAND: Well, how can we, if we -- if I may

be allowed to ask -- What should we get together to pre-

sent before we know what they are going to claim? We

have got to know what is claimed to present our answer.

THE COMPTROLLER: The claims are the same as before,

are they not? They are making the same claims, are they

not, pretty much? No change in that respect?

JUDGE UELAND: I do not so understand it, because

it is stated here by one spedker that Me stand for the

detachment of the same district." It is stated by another

speaker that "We stand for the detachment of another dis-

trict."

THE COMPTROLLER: The most substantial difference, as

I understand it, between the petition originally filed

and this consists in the armments for .and against the

same, does it not?

JUDGE UELAND: The gentleman has said, we pro7)ose

another detachment because the detachment covered by

the petition would split the district in two if it should
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be done. Now what is this that is to be detached? I

do not know. I am simply going to make this point to

the Board, -- I want to be very brief about it: Inter-

vening means that parties who are interested in a con-

troversy either assist one side or the other in their

controversy. That is intervening, as I understand it.

And the banks of the peninsula, the Milwaukee banks,

are here as intervenors. They can not be heard and this

matter determined in formal manner, I urge, if the de
ci-

sion of the Board shall have the characteristics, a
s it

seems to me it should have, of a judicial decision.

THE COMPTROLLER: You are referring now to the

Michigan petition?

JUDGE UEHLAND: To the Michigan and Milwaukee peti-

tions.

MR. LOMBARD: I v'ould like to ask if Milwaukee is

represented here? I do not think any bank from Milwaukee

signed any petition. The Petitioners are the same as be-

fore. There may be a few changes.

JUDGE UELAND: What do you call the petition of Mil-

waukee?

MR. LOMBARD: There has bee 'n considcrable said about

Milwaukee intervening in this, and I would like to state

that the Milwaukee position only carries out more fully

the fact that the State is more closely connected with

Milwaukee..

54

INk
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THE COMPTROLLER: As I understand, the Milwaukee

banks are simply witnesses in favor of Wiscons
in banks?

I. LOMBARD: Witnesses; and were asked to help

those banks in the Ninth District, in the 
central part

of the State, because Milwaukee has a clea
ring system

and was better able to take care of it, 
and they asked

Milwaukee to help them, and that is t
he position Mil-

waukee has taken throughout.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: I think another reason is, Gover-

nor Vold suggested in a letter to
 the Board, that Mil-

waukee be moved into the Minneap
olis District. On that

suggestion Milwaukee would he 
entitled to come into this

petition as an intervenor..

JUDGE UELAND: But, may it please the Board, is th
at

before the Board now? I o not hnow.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: I do not know what your argument

is to be. If founded on Governor 7old's le
tter, I pre-

sume your argument will have to 
do with that.

JUDGE UELilID: No, I not 7oing to make that argu-

ment at all.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Still, as a matter of law, I pre-

sume Milwaukee can be an interve
nor, for that reason, but

I presumed you were going to argue 
that.

JUDGE UELAND: I am not goin to argue that at all.

I presumed the petition would be re-opened when I 
CCT2C
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here, and I supposed it would be an argument on the re-

openinR. of that petition, but it is now sugo:ested that

there is some other territory that is under discussion,

and not that in the petition.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: We will be very glad to hear you.

JUDGE UELAND: Now, may it please the Board, at the

former hearing, the Reserve Bank and the member banks

generally proposed that the petitioning territory should

be a part of the Minneapolis District on certain broad

grounds. One of these grounds was that the HinneaT)olis

bank was next to the lowest in point of ca-oital and re-

serve, and should not be made smaller still. Of course

the Board will undoubtedly realize that the ex7pense of

a reserve bank in proportion to capital is much heavier

on the smaller bank than it is on the larger. Another

reason was that ability to serve, according to the idea

followed out in establishing the reserve system, would

be greater in bank if it was not reduced in size and

strength.

MR. HARDING: Does this change impair the earning

power of the Minneapolis bank?

JUDGE UELAND: Yes, it would. I believe it would.

And then a further reason: One of the main purposes of

the act was to decentralize banking reserves, and one

of the most beneficent effects of that, I verire to s.7.77,
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has been in decentralizing banking reserves, and that

it would be against the policy of the act and in can-.

flict with the spirit of the act if the banking reserve

in the Seventh District should be augmented, it still

being the next largest, I thc twelve reserve

banks, and that that of the Ninth District should be

smaller.

With these things in view, our position has been

and is consistently now that there should be no detach-

ment of territory for the lanneapolis bank unless there

were real substantial reasons of being inconvenienced

on the part of the members of that bank. That there

might prove to be such reasons we do not deny, and if

we should ever reach a point where that became manifest,

that there were real, substantial reasons of business

inconvenience, we would most cheerfully concede that the

lines should be changed in order to p:ive relief. We do

insist that that reason does not exist. We do insist

furthermore that whether or not member banks of a parti-

cular federal reserve bank are to find themselves incon-

veniently situated, where they are now districted, can not

be determined until the collection system that the 3oard

has inaugurated has been carried out into practice, So

we can see how it works, and that is the very thing
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which the Governor or the Vice Governor of the Board

recognized in the letter sending a copy of the decision,

which expresses the hope that the clearing system will

prove that there is no real need o/ necessity from any

point of view for the member banks of the Ninth District,

that this territory should be detacheq. That part of

the argument I will leave to Governor Wold, becauce he

understands it ever so much better, he being acquainted

with the collection system which has just been started,

and by reason of which the banks in the territory now

covered by the petition will be just aq ser-red in

the Ninth as in the Seventh District.

Now as to the penuinula of Michigan, there is no

question in my mind that when the Organization Committee

put that peninsula in the Ninth DistricdG, the banks of

that peninsula felt just as safe as some of the banks of

Wisconsin have felt, for I think, ac f;tr as number of

railway trains and all that, and mail, aie concerned,

if it is counted by the hour and not by over-night

service, something might be said in favor of Chicago,

as against Minneapolis.

On last Saturday, the 5th -- that's the day when I

was in Minneapolis -- I received telegrams from eleven

of the banks in the peninsula -- I will leave the tel
e-

grams with the Board, if the Board desires -- 
authorizing
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me as their counsel to say at this hearing, if they

are to be considered as intervenOrs, that they do not

want to be detached from the Ninth and added to the

Seventh District.

(For telegrams, see Exhibit e B, 4, 4)-, in

addenda to this report.)

THE COMPTROLLER: I suppose that none of those

eight banks are included in the sixteen?

JUDGE UELAND: No, they are all member banks.

THE COMPTROLLER: There were eight banks petition-

ing for change in the peninsula. As I -o.nsierstand none

of those were included, were they?

JUDGE UELAND: I suppose not,

THE COMPTROLLER: How many member Lank 9 are there?

JUDGE UELAND: There are thirty-one. The gentle•-

man who spoke here said in four counties he represented

nine that wanted to get out.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: And all in those four counties?

MR. LOMBARD: All in those four counties.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: So that leaves the balance?

JUDGE UELAND: All I can say i I have telegrams

from eleven authorizing me to speak c_s their counsel

against this petition.

THE COMPTROLLER: That is not before us now. There

is no petition for the rest of the peninsula except for • )

the four counties.
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JUDGE UELAND: That was telegraphed me with

reference to this hearing, and besides those eleven

there is the Citizens' Bank of Houghton that has writ-

ten direct to the Board, because a copy of the letter

was sent, but that bank is not coversd by any telegram

to me.

(For letter in question, see Exhibit x in addenda

to this report.)

THE COMPTROLLER: That is not one of the nine

either, is it?

JUDGE UELAND: I think not. T sLppcse not.

think it is not among the names of the nine. I sup-

pose not.

THE COITTROLLER: MY. Chairman, ii it worth while

to consider anything outside of those four counties?

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: They are the petitioners.

THE COMPTROLLER: Are the others the petitioners

also? I think nine banks are the petitioners, are

they not?

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: We need not conrlider that for

the present, as those are the only ones who have peti-

tioned from those four counties, as I understand it.

JUDGE UELAND: But I want, if the Board will per-

mit me, to urge some of the reasons which these banks

I speak of now give for this change of view. For it
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will prove to the Board, I think, that the service

which has been rendered in the course of that year

during which this matter has been under consideration

has changed the view of the banks of that part of the

district to a very large extent.

THE COMPTROLLER: But it has net changed the view

of the banks in Wisconsin?

JUDGE =ADD: Well, if it has not, of course I

am neither in a position --

THE COMPTROLLER: T asked that in he form of a

question.

JUDGE UELAND: I do not know.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: It has not changed the

view of the seventeen banks I 7eprescnt here today.

I have the letters, and their verbal statements that

they made to me this summer. Every one of the seven-

teen banks, without any solicitation, wai in favor of

this change, and I do not see how any one can contra-

dict it.

MR. KASTEN: I would like to say that the nineteen

banks I represent in the northeasterv corner of the

State are in favor of going to Chicago.

JUDGE UELAND: I neither affirm nor deny. I did

not get any evidence. I have made iic canvas of the

Wisconsin banks, because I did not -,:now we were to have
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this question up0

want to read an extract from a letter from the

peninsula which will throw some more light upon what

I am talking about. Mr. John W. Black is one of our

Class E directors, living at Houghton. He wrote

Governor Fold on August 4, -- that's last Friday. I

will read this extract:

"I have talked to quite a number (of the
Michigan member banks) and come of them
say that in as much as they were not ad- •
vised of the reopening of this matter by
Governor Hamlin, they do not feel called
upon to write him. They say further that
on account of their not signing an sending
in the resolution sent them by the Yilwaukeo
banks they most certainly are not committed to
a change.

For the past two days Mr. F. J. hl:.ghes,
vice president of the First National of Mil-
waukee and Mr. Frederick X. McPherson, as-
sistant cashier, Wisconsin NatiJnEa of Mil-
waukee have been in Houghton County trying to
persuade the member banks to join them.
They met with no success here and admitted
they had very little success in Michigan.
They requested the local banks to call a meet-
ing but this reauest was not granted.

explaining probably why the four counties have not had

c meeting with the others, as the gentleman said, but

they got together thsemselves for a meeting of their

own.

I talked to Mr. Edward Bice of First
National of Marquette over the phone this
morning and he told me that he had spent
some time with Hughes and McPherson while
they were in Marquette and that they had
made no progress there. Before leaving
they admitted to him that their case seemed
to be hopeless."
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The peninsula banks have been canvassed from Mil-

waukee assidiously, and in spite of the canvass stand

firmly upon not being changed. And I will say that

it shows that a year's experience has changed s3nti-

ment in the eastern part of the Ninth District. For

there is no reason, there can be no reason, if the

banks upon the peninsula further to the east are satis-

fied, why that district of Wisconsin which lies between

that peninsula and Minnesota should not be satisfied,

which are nearer to it.

GOVERNOR HATAIIIT: Will the gentlemen who address

the Board please hand over to the stenographic report-

er all manuscript from which they read .uring the course

of their remarks, in order that the same may be inserted

in the permanent record of proce,:dings Mr. Lombard,

will you accept the responsibility of seeing that that

is done? Several of the speakers have used manuscript

or read extracts from letters.

MR. LOMBARD: I will see to it.

JUDGE UELAND: We found this morning in a letter

that came from Michigan this clippf.ng from the Houghton

Morning Gazette of August 5th:

. The national banks of the Copper Country

that are affiliated --

THE COMPTROLLER: What is that that you are reading?
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JUDGE UELAND: From the Houghton Morning Gazette

of last Saturday.

THE COMPTROLLER: It is just a news itom, is it?

MR. HARDING: An editorial,

THE COMPTROLLER: Or an oditoral? Which is it?

JUDGE UELAND: It is in reference --

THE COMPTROLLER: I know, but is it a news item .

or editorial?

GOVERNOR WOLD: A news item.

THE COMPTROLLER: All right.

JUDGE UELAND: I am not a newspapeDle man, and do

not know. (Begins reading:)

The national banks of tho CoDDer Country
that are affiliated with the

THE COMPTROLLER: Can that ba regarded by us as

evidence in any way? Of course a newspaper item, un-

less someone is responsible for it, may not be of par-

ticular value.

GOVERNOR WOL: This confirms information given

in telegrams and letters.

JUDGE UELAND: Of course nothing, strictl speak-

ing, here today will stand the test of legal evidence,

it is true.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: 17e will be glad to hear it.

MR. LOMBARD: Does this not refer to a matter we

are not presenting to you at all at this time?
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GOVERNOR HAMLIN: We desire to hear everything

that everyone would like to suggest. I think it is

perhaps better. In the long run, it will save us

labor.

JUDGE UELAND: (Reads following article:)

The national banks of the Copper
Country that are affiliatei with the
ninth federal reserve district, the
headquarters of which are in Minneapolis,
prefer to retain this connection. In
substance, this was the information
given to Walter Hughes and "Sandy"
McPherson, assistant cashier 5 of the
Wisconsin V'ational and First National
banks both of Milwaukee, l'esDectively,
by bank officials of EroughtL)11 county
this week. The Milwaukee me: came
here as representatives of the Bankers'
association of Milwaukee in an effort
to induce them to affiliate with t:m.,
Chicago reserve bank. The 1.ission vas
without success and the Badge.: state bankers
have returned to their homes.

Since the federal rese -.-:ve bank act
has been in effect, the banks of upper Mich-
igan have been members of the Minneapolis
district. Efforts were made, however,
immediately after the measure became ef-
fective, to alter the districh; so as to
make the upper peninsula a part of the
Chicago bank but this failed. In the
meantime, the natioral banks have become
familiar with the system and its organiza-
tion is thorough. No advantage could be
gained at this time from affiliating with
Chicago, local bankers hold, and because
of this, the Milwaukee men n:ceived no en-
couragement.

'Mile the upper pehinsula is more
closely connected with Chicago than
Minneapolis through trade relations and
membership in the Chicago district would
have been preferred when the reserve bank
act went into effect, there is no desire
to change from Minneapolis. Furthermore,
it is not believed any such step would be
tolerated by the administration.
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I have quoted this information in my statement as

to the change of sentiment in the Ninth Reserve District.

The Houghton National sent Governor 7old a copy of

a letter to the Board to which I cairn attention, dated

the 29th of July, in which it is stated:

"We in common with other national
banks of the Northern Peninsula accepted
membership in the ninth district and
have found our business relations entixo-
ly satisfactory. The mail service at
the moment is not as favorable as the
service from Chicago, tile distance how-
ever, is about the same and t:-,e re-arrang-
ing of the time between the rail roads
can give the banks of the Non;hern Penin-
sula just as good or even be ter zeivime
than that received from Chicago.

Since affiliating with the ninth
district we realize tha-; a new field is
opened, from which benefits must accrue
to the banks cf Northern Michigan„ We
do not feel jec.,tified in saciiicing the
advantages that we think will come to us
from the northwest by ,i2rtua of our mem-
bership in the ninth distric:t by acquiesc-
ing in a transfer to the seventh district."

And he makes the very significant cbservation to which

I alluded:
"We riso believe we are more competent

to judge our own needs than are the banks
in either Chicago, Hil-mukee or Detroit."

THE COMPTROLLER: How many of tie banks in the

.district which it is proposed to transfer did you say

wanted to get out, and how many do not want to get out?

MR. LOMBARD: Mr. Kasten, will you state?

MR. KASTEN: Mr. Lindsay has the information.
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1ii THE COMPTROLLER: I mean, according to this map?

ER, LOMBARD: How many banks signed the petition,

and how many have not?

MR. LINDSAY: Sixty-one national banks.

THE COMPTROLLER: How many rajonal banks?

MR. LINDSAY: 3ixty-one.

THE COMPTROLLER: There arc a total of sixty-

one national banks in that district?

MR. LINDSAY: Yes, sir.

THE COMPTROLLER: And how many za1:1 to gpt out?

MR. LINDSAY: Fifty-three joined th(J original

petition, and practically the same numbor

THE COMPTROLLER: That's fifty-three out of a

total of sixty-one national banks in that section

want to get out?

ER. LINDSAY: Fifty-three out of s:L;:ty-one.

THE COMPTROLLER: Still want to get cut?

MR'. LINDSAY: Practically that num.oer on the

referendum vote. That does not count Michigan.

THE COMPTROLLER: That .eioeE. -113'J, count Michigan?

JUDGE UELAND: The Citizens' ilational Bank of

Houghton, Michigan, states in a letter to the Gover-

nor of this Board, dated July 31st:
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The writer has considered this change
very seriously for the past two weeks and is
of the opinion that his own bank and banks
of the district will be better served to con-
tinue with the Minneapolis institution.

(Exh. F dr, Addenda

THE COMPTROLLER: Hzwe you anything to indicate

to the contrary that there are fifty-ene out, of sixty-

three that want to zet out?

JUDGE UELAND: No, I have not, because I .e no

canvass. I made no canvass.

THE COMPTROfLER: You have no lettors from any of

those fifty-three banks?

JUDGE UELAND: Pcrls the Governor has; I have

not.

GOVERNOR V:OLD: We were not advis3d that there was

to be a re-opening of this matter .1-1 safifciont time

to make a canvass of these banks.

MR. LOMBARD: We did not know of it until we rot

the telegram from the Board.

JUDGE UELAND: I want to read briefly from a let-

ter directed to the Governor of this Board, dated July

28th, from the Vice President of the National Bank of

Marquette.

THE COMPTROLLER: Is that one of the banks that

wants to get out?

JUDGE UELAVD: Does not want to get out.

THE COMPTROLLER: Does not want to get out? That's
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one of the eight banks that want to get out?

MR. KASTEN: That is in Michigan.

THE COMPTROLLER: I see.

JUDGE UELAND: I Youla riot tiro the Board with

reading this, but it is from a man who, I think, shows

an extraordinarily broad grasp of this question.

Hon. C. S. Hamlin, Governor,
Federal Reserve Board,
Washington, D. C.

Sir:

We received your telegram advising that
your Honorable Board has voted to reopen -peti-
tion filed by "Tisconsin Banks to transfer from
the Ninth to Seventh Reserve District, and
that informal hearing of oral arguments will
be heard at Washington on August 6th at three
p. m. 1e further observe that no briefs are
necessary but may be filed if any banks in. the
Northern Peninsula of Eichigan desire to inter-
vene in this petition in which event such briefs
will be heard at the same time.

In reply we wish to say that the Ninth
District composed as it is at present is ex-
tremely well balanced by being equally composed
of borrowing and loaning sections, that is,
banks in some of the States or sections of
them composing this district are in the market
most seasons of the year for the purchase of
paper, owing to the local demand being insuffi-
cient to take care of their surplus idle funds,
while the balance of the district is in the
market at different times of the season in the
borrowing or discounting of aper to carry on
the agricultural and manufacturing pursuits of
their respective communities.
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We believe it is quite important that
the district remain as at present and feel

certain that the men having in charge the im-

portant work of re-districting the United

-Statesand the location of the various Feder-

al Reserve Banks showed their familiarity with

this situation, particularly in this Ninth

District, and it is our opinion if the best

interests of the Federal Eeserve Bank and its

members are to be served, and if it is to ful-

fill to the greatest degree possible the pur-

pose for which these institutions were organized,

that is, the stabilizing of the financial and

banking system of our country, it can better do

so if the district is continued as originally

planned.
We feel certain that this is also the

opinion of the majority of the National Banks

in this Northern Peninsula of Michigan.

We thank you.for your notification and

will very much appreciate it if we can learn

in due course the outcome of your Board's deci-

sion in the matter of this re-hearing.

(Si6ned) ED7'ARD S. BICE,

Vice President.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: I would like to say here that

the hour has come when we usually adjourn bat I would

like to ask if you gentlemen expect to stay over tomor-

row anyway, or was i, your intention to leave tonight?

MR. LOMBARD: It was our intention to leave on the

6:13. I think on behalf of our delegation, we would

almost be willing to leave the arguments on the other

side to be made in our absence. vie have come here as

business men, and have presented nothing but what we
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think we can substantiate. We make no insinuations

as far as the banks of the upper peninsula are con-

cerned; there may be another side to that; hut, we

leave that out; they are not in the petition. And

we think that we can safely leave our case with the

Federal Reserve Board, and if Mr. Wo]d, of Minneapolis,

wants to make an argument against the proposed transfer,

we have no objections to that. I think we feel per-

fectly willing to do that.

GOVERNOR HATZIN: I would suggest 'that we let

Governor Weld address the 30ard, and I think it is

very important that you should hoar what the Governor

has to say.

JUDGE UELAND: I am just finishing. I rant to

impress this upon the Board in this connection: If

you do not adhere to the rules of May 1, 1915, I be-

lieve that you will only act in this matter from the

point of view of members within a district as to

whether they are going to be in or out, but I do not

consider that you want to entertain applications for

districting of this territory, coming from outside,

and this I say, with due respect to the gentlemen

present, comes essentially from Milwaukee of the

Seventh District. You will find you have established

a precedent that will give this Board no end of trouble.
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That is my jumble judgment.

THE CMPTROLLER: I do not think that. It seems

to me that if the Board should decide one way or the

other, if the Board should decide along lines which

would seem to be in accord with the views of a majority

of the banks, it does not follow that they have been

governed entirely by the views of those banks, but they

have taken all other elements entering into the matter .

into consideration and have given proper weight to

every feature of the case.

JUDGE UELAND: I have not the slightest objection

to that. Is there anyone here, is there anyone present

here, who can tell me wherein the situation 11s changed

since the former hearing, or since the 25th of May, when

this matter was decided? 1:Jhat is there new that has

changed the situation? Is there anything except the

collection system, which has not yet been tried? Is

there any sense in r::anging this when you have just

inaugurated a collection system, to see what the ef-

fect is? Is there any sense in that? Is not this a

movement essentially from Milwaukee, and not predicated

on the interest of the member banks from their point of

view, because we can show that their interest does not

suffer; but this petition is based on the point of view

of this being a business which inures indirectly to the
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benefit of the city of Milwaukee, if the territory in

question is in the Seventh instead of in the Ninth

district. The moment you depart from that point of

view in arriving --

THE COMPTROLLER: Which point of view?

JUDGE UELAND: The moment you depart from the

point of view in looking only to the situation of the

member banks.

I:R. HARDING: How about the pu)lic9 Do you con-

sider the convenience of the public in this matter?

They have no interest indirectly?

JUDGE UELAND: I do not see, myself.

MR. HARDING: Tak3 the manufacturing, farming,

and mercantile com:nunities: Are they not interested

as to whether their business goes one way and the

banking business another? I would like to have your

views as to that. What consideration should you give

the public in this matter?

JUDGE UELAND: Well, I think that the member banks

understand that beet, insofar --

THE COMPTROLLER: The member banks understand what

best?

JUDGE UELAND: The member banks that are in a parti-

cular district understand that with res.,pect to their busi-

ness they should stay there rather than go into another

district.
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THE CO=ROLLER It is member banks that have

asked to be transferred. If they understand that best,

are not their wishes to be considered.

la. LOMBARD: Mr. Chairman, we have decided that as

Senator Husting and Senator La Follett° desire to be heard

on this matter, and we do not wish to shorten the time of

these gentlemen, we are ready to stay over, and vou may

adjourn at your regular time,

GOVERNOR HAMLET: Perhaps the Governor may like to

S tay?

GOVERNOR 'a)IJD: I do not think it will take long.

THE COMPTROLLER: Are you through entirely?

JUDGE UELAND: Yes; I will not tc,ke more time.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: We will ask the Governor to speak

now, and see how we make out.

GOVERNOR TOLD: Governor Hamlin and !embers of the

Board and my friends from Milwaukee an Wisconsin. When

this question was fret, brought to mv notice, it was

brought up b- petition filed by bankers protesting

against a rule of the Minneapolis Bank requiring the

taking of -- requiring Twin City exchange. After can-

vassing that situation I ascertained that some of the

banks might meet with some difficul.ty in covering ex-

change. We modified that ruling and all the member

banks in Wisconsin and the State banks joining our col-

74
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lection system were advised that they might remit on

checks received from us with a check upon a Chicago

bank or upon a me]ber bank in Milwaukee, or a non-

member bank in Milwaukee, providing that the non-

member bank cared to remit in par. That was all

Milwaukee contended for in that first 1:Detition, and

this last one is similar. They asked the Board to

require us to take Milwaukee exchange in settlement

.of balances, or reopen the question, and the rules

have been modified.

Now come the Milwaukee bankers and the Wiscon-

sin bankers, and I have listened patinntly to all the

arguments, and it seems to me to boil clovn in the last

analysis, to one thing. The Milwaukee bankers are af-

raid they are going to lose some business. Has any

one raised a question as to their dealings with the

Federal Reserve Bank in Minneapolis? Has any one,

except my distingufoh,d friend from Congress, raised

a single question as to his dealings with us? Has

any one found it inconvenient to maintain his re-

serves in Minneapolis? V:hat is the purpose of this

hearing? What has been the purpose of the Milwaukee

bankers? They think that because the reserves of these

banks in Wisconsin are going to be carried to Minnea-

polis, that necessarily they will open accounts with

the commercial banks. Now let me assure you, gentle-
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men from Milwaukee, that I do not think that necessarily

follows at all. You are going to get just as much busi-

ness as you are entitled to down in Milwaukee, on - a fair

and square, even basis. Service and personality are

going to count just as much as they ever have. I be-

lieve you have rendered a good deal of service, and you

have the personality, and are going to get your share

of the business, whether the 2ederal Reserve District

comprises the State of -lisconsin or not. As a matter

of fact, it does not make any difference at all, and

the bankers will realize that three or four years from

now. They will realize that whether their resr)rves are

in Minneapolis or Timbuctoo, so long as they are in one

of these Federal Reserve Banks, and they are made the

basis of credit under the Federal Reserve Act, their

interests will be taken care of.

There has been more loose talk about what the Feder-

al Reserve Bank was going to do, and the changes to be

brought about, and what this collection system was and

was going to do, than on any other question I have ever

heard of. We discussed that matter last night, and you

admitted that you were sending your stuff direct and not

patronizing the Reserve Banks. If so, you will not lose

time, will you? It makes no difference what District you

belong to, not at all. Now if you were not sending it
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direct, suppose, for argument's sake, you were sending

it through the Federal Reserve Bank? Would it make

any difference? Not a bit. You send your stuff today

to Chicago, it gets there tomorrow, and goes out,

and Wisconsin is two days from Chicago. You send it

to Minneapolis, and you are two days from Minneapolis.

It does not make a bit of difference, gentlemen.

A MEMBER OF THE PETITIONING DELEGATION: Milwaukee

is two hours from Chicago, and ten from Minneapolis.

Milwaukee banks can send checks to tile Chicago bank

in the morning, and if dispatchou in the 2veniyi on the

fast train that same night or af+ernoon for the local

Wisconsin banks, there i only one day's lifference,

whereas with the Minneapolis Re;Jeive Bank, it is two

days.

GOVERNOR WOLD: Chicago does not send out stuff

received after certain hours, and you have the privi-

lege .of sending thoe items direct to us. I have a let-

ter in ITLT2' -.)ossession here from Eilwaukee banks saying

they are taking advantage of that. Instead of sending

some district stuff to Chicago, they are sending it to

us. Only give us an opportunity to show how to work it

out. But you jump at conclusions.

THE COMPTROLLER: Where does the hardship of the

Present arrangement come in, from the standpoint of the
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Wisconsin bankers?

GOVERNOR I:TOLD: 7e can not see there is any hard-

ship, Mr. Com-otroller, and I hope if you have anything

in mind you will ask the question now.

THE COMPTROLLER: Do you not think the bankers of

Wisconsin are more competent to decide as to what con-

stitutes hardship on themselves than you are?

GOVERNOR WOLD: They have not decided at all as

to the collection system.

THE COMPTROLLER: As to the other system?

GOVERNOR 'TOLD: Every bank dealing with us has

written a letter to us saying they are satisfiea.

THE COMPTROLLER: Some of these tankers are here;

can they give a concrete case as to hardship?

MR. PUELICHER: May I ask a question? Why was

there put into the law this particular thing that

the districts should follow the normal course of

trade, and does the Minneapolis district conform to

that rule?

THE COMPTROLLER: Put where? There is that? I

never saw it.

MR. KASTEr: Absolutely:

THE COMPTROLLER: Will you show 113 the point? It

said that the Committee should give due regard -uo the

ordinary course of business, yes. That was very dif-
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ferent from the expression used there. The proposition

given there was no such expression as used in the law.

The law says there shall be given "due regard," and that

is what the Organization Committee endeavored to do, and

believed at the time that they did do. Now if there is

any evidence to show that the original decision of the

Organization Committee should be revised, this is the

opiDortunity to consider it.

MR. PULLICHER: I was not attempting to quote the

law word for word, but my impression of the law, and

that was that the districting was, as far as possible,

to follow the normal course of trado.

THE COMPTROLLER: To give due regard to the ac-

customed trend of business?

MR. PUELICHER: Yes.

THE COMPTROLLER: And that is what the Organiza-

tion Committee attempted to do. If it can be shown

they did not give duo regard, let as see the evidence.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Mr. Chairman, I should like

to read what the law says. Of course, I know the Board

is familiar with it, but I have it right here:

Provided the Districts shall be appor-
tioned with due regard to the convenience and
customary course of business, and shall not
necessarily be co-terminus within any State.

THE COMPTROLLER: That does not say it shall give
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exclusive-regard to that particular feature.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: No, but those two factors

shall be taken into consideration.

THE COMPTROLT7R: The question is as to concrete

cases. Let some one speak as to where the injury comes.

in under the conditions we have under consideration.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: I have a letter which speaks

of one thing in regard to your question. It says:

"-m we find that it is not practical for us

to be in that district and for that reason we

would appreciate anything you may be able to do

to assist us in being transferred to the Chicago

district."

GOVERNOR VOLD: I will ask the Board, is that con-

clusive of anything?

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: It says:

"Fully 95% of our items are payable in Chicago

or the immediate vicinity and any transfers we might

want to make to the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

could be easily handled through our correspondents

in that city, otherwise it would necessitate open-

ing an account in Minneapclis besides the Federal

Reserve which would not be practical."

I would state this, too, that through that vicinity

where I live there is not a single Minneapclis or St.

Paul paper taken. Every newspaper and everything show

the interest of the community is with Milwaukee and

Chicago.

GOVERNOR VOID: I did not know before that banks

transacted business through newspapers.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: They use the newspapers.

GOVERNOR VOLD: What difference does it make, if
the volume is sufficient? The Federal Bank of Chicago
will send them direct to our account. It does not make
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any difference where they are.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Just take, for instance,

this: Take a bank with $100,000.00 capital. You

would have to have a fifteen thousand dollar reserve

in Minneapolis.

GOVERNOR WOLD: It depends on the deposit, not

the capital.

THE COMPTROLLER: He is speaking of de-posits.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: $100,000.00 capital, -

How much reserve would you have to have,

THE COMPTROLLER: You would kp c:;.; .0')0 in

neapolis.

REPRESENTATIVE BR3IIITE: Tf doin. isiness in

Chicago and Milwaukee, you wil] have to have another

reserve there.

THE COMPTROLLER: Why would yon have to keep it

there?

MR. KASTEN: To get bus:iness ther3.

THE COMPTROLLER: What sort of business?

REPRESENTATIVE BRUNE: They will not do business

with people who do not deposit the-e, as a matter of

fact.

GOVERNOR WOLD. Ta::o the deposit in Chicago,

you would have to ilave uhsrlercet e_o busineso

on, not on the reserves. T:cleysh..d b 1 —iAtained

inviolate.
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HARDMG: Go'rerno7- 7old, do I understand you

to ',ay you are taking for immediate credit for collec-

tions and send out either to member or non-member 'oanks

at par checks on Eilwaukee or Chicago?

COVERIM IOLD: Yes, sir.

Hi-1RDING: What do you do with them?

GOVERNOR 101,D: Send them to Chicago.

MR. HARDIG: You take them at - ar.9•

GOVERNOR TOLD: They floac—

MR. HAP,DIUG: Disregarding the cuestion of Wiscon-

sin or Minneapolis altogether, and loohing at it from

the broader standpoint, T want sor) information, be-

cause this Board h;1-1-_> thr) good (1: tdo whole system at

heart. Is that an ec,onomical arrangement? Vfould it be

etter to preserve that present ar2ange1.lent, or would

it be better to put these 7isconsin banks in the terri-

tory they claim they naturally belong t,J, so Chicago

would look after the collection and hanle checks, and

save you the trole of having the Chicago :Mocks?

GOVERNOR ';OLD: LTo, I do not 6hink it makes any

difference, because a volume of any exent we can send

to Chicago with instructions to remit to our credit in

Chicago, and - ass right on.

GO7=OR HALILIN: 7hat was the dae?

GOVERNOR -TOLD: We hair:: no olY:ortunity to work it
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out. On the 15th of August --

REPRESENTATIVE BRO-ZE: Then you might put that

part of Wisconsin in St. Louis?

GOVERNOR '!OLD: As far as the reserves are con-

cerned.

REPRESENTATIVE BRO/NE: As far as business is con-

cerned.

GOVERNOR "TOLD: The whole arzument is that it af-

fects the accounts of the Milwaukee banh. They could

do in the St. Louis as well as MinneaprIlis hank.
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• THE COMPTROLLER: I think the Congressman may not

understand that exaetlY as some of us do. Congressman

and gentlemen, the member banks Lave to keep a .2ertain

reserve, say, fifteen thousand Jcliars, either in Chicago

or in Minneapolis. Now, as a .1u.tter ()I: fact, as you. say,

it is very true it makes a very litti,) difference to the

banks there whether that reserve js being held in Chicago

or in Minneapolis. They can get t7tio same accommodations

from Chicago that they can from Minneapolis, and the

same from Hinneapolis as from Chicago,

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Is not the neory of the

law that the banker of Fond du Lac shall send hi8 re-

discount paper to Minneapolis 73o 'claa bankers tnere of

the Reserve Bank will be femiliar with his business?

GOVERNOR 7OLD: That give me all cb-portunity to

make a statement that I want to mako. A year ago one-

third of our discounts welce from 771sncTsin, today there

are none. Why? Because there has pen nGncerted

effort on the part Jf certain bankers -- one is a

signer of this petition -- to wrf_to to bankers and ask

them why they don't go to Milwaukee --ith rediscounts.

They say "I will undertake to get you as good a rate

there as in Minneapolis." There has not been cooper-

ation; that's the treuble.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Under the law the Fond du

Lac banker is supposed to send the paper to Minneapolis.
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THE COMPTROLLER: To his reserve bank, Whether Chicago

or Minneapolis.

REPRESENTATIVE BROM,: II; is Minneapolis.

THE COMPTROLLER: But not ob1ig0 to send it there.

He can get rediscounts and bills payable ahyWhere he pleased.

I. KASTEN: He is supposed to 2end his rediscount

papers to his bank.

THE COMPROLLER: From his djstl-ict.

MR. KASTEN: Yes, sir. Then he has to send to Minne-

apolis, and that is a loss of time, an there is not dis-

pute about it.

GOVERNOR WOLD: I beg your pardon; ther js no loss

of time.

NR. KASTEN: The banke-fs say her is.

GOVERNOR ViOLD: We have an e::aut time schedule of how
long it takes mail to reach our clients and us.

MR. KASTEN: WhatTs the use of arcuing? It is four
hours from my town to Chicago, and. all nirsYi-. or day to
Minneapolis.

GOVERNOR WOID: I know, but bankirg business is done
on an overnight proposition, and if f04 Ylave that, you
have facilities to do business.

THE COMPTROLLER: It makes no Clifference whether
seven or eight, A.N.

GOVERNOR WOID: YES.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Governor, you said you modified
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the clearing rules by stating you would take items on Mil-

waukee banks that call for immediate credit. What was the

date?

GOVERNOR WOLD: The 26th of J.uly.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Did you Advise the Board of that?

I had not seen that.

GOVERNOR MLD: I am not sure, but you shouia have

gotten circulars.

MR. LOMBARD: Was not that to day you received the

telegram giving the date of rehearing9

GOVERNOR 77OLD: V.Te got our telegram on the 27th.

We had written to some of these banks after our cashier

had been on his vaca.oion anwn t'Ldro or an automobile trip.

Did our man call on you? (Adaressing Loais Schriber,

of Oshkosh).

NR. SCHRIBER: Yes.

GOVERNOR WOLD: He called and fatad the situation,

and some of the banks wrote and said the,: LEA. more in Mil-
waukee than in Chicago, and it would be a graat convenience
to check on Milwaukee. So we sent the new circular.

A laMBER OF THE PETITIONING DELEGATION: Right on that
point, the question of not divertinp, any balances, we carry
Milwaukee accounts 2nd transfer two or three times a week
fifteen or twenty thousand dollars to cover our remittances.
We must send enough to keep our balance intact. We must
send more than if we had a balance in Minneapolis that we
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could carry, and 17eep our reserve at a point where 70

would not have any idle money draT:ing no interost.

GOVERNOR WOLD: The items sent o you today.

You hare had time to get the filoney hack, and do rot have

to send us a ten-cont piece more than the total we send

to you.

THE DELEGATE: I know in my oma case I do not Tant

to run our balance so we are short in :arneapelis, so

the natural thing for me is to car:y a little more in

Minneapolis. I will scr.d about Virce Lusand. dollar

in excess to MinneapoliE, and then I do laot havc to

worry. That is the natural thi-a3.

GOVERNOR WOLD1 wcald no, f !:11:iring yea: bank.

THE DELEGATE: I (,;ct two Pr cat hanneapolis and

in Milwaukee.

GOVERNOR WOLD: That will work cut. If the •

Milwaukee bankers have got busine.,,s that LL justify

in handling it, it will be sent there 1eJrc more con-

venient, and. because they can handle it better; they

are going to keep it. They must meet competition, whether

unlet the Reserve System or some othr system.

THE DELEGATE: i/o do not origina'ue any Minneapolis

exchange, not enough to make any difre,-en2e at all.

GOVERNOR WOID: You oould go to Chicago or Milwaukee

for all of it. It makes no difference.

THE DELEGATE: But I send them ten instead of seven
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thousand; then I have three thousand drawing no interest.

GOVERNOR WOLD: That has no bearing on the operation

of the Federal Reserve Act generally. We do not care where

you keep your balances.

THE DELEGATE: But it is a natural thing that we will

do that.

GOVERNOR WOLD: If M117:auko3 has got money that does

not belong to her, naturally, by right, she will lest it;

if Philadelphia has money that •lot,s not belong to her she

rill lose it; if Albany ha o money that doez not belong to

her, naturally, she

has money that does

money that does not

has money that does

they will lose it.

the natural, normal

will lost it; if Cedar Rapids has

not belong to her, df Cincinneti has

be3ong to tht city, or if Baltimore

not naturally by light belong to her,

Why? _Because they took money out of

channels, paid hlEh rates of interest,

and got business that belonged in some on,,,,r territory,

and the Federal Reserve Act will put it where it belongs.
REPRESENTATIVE nOTTE: Would it not be just as well

then if you had Denver as the Reserve Center as though
it were Minneapolis?

GOVERNOR WOLD: No.

REPRESENTATIVE BRO'VNE. It is net nE.eded, you say,
Would it not be the same under your theory if the reserve
center were San Francisco? What is the benefit of your
reserve center there?

THE COMPTROLLER: ThatTs more than a night away.
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ER. BIGELOW: I would like to ask where Milwaukee gets

any money it is not entitled to.

GOVERNOR WOLD: I did not 90 state.

MR. BIGELOW: I understood ycu to say that.

GOVERNOR WOLD: I stid she will c,:et all the business

she is entitled to if giving good sel7vi.e.

MR. BIGELOW: You spoke about Milwaukee's pying high

rates of interest in order to at+ract business that was not

hers of right, Governor Wold.

GOVERNOR WOLD: Just like Cedar Rapids, or Baltimore,

or any other city.

ER. BIGELOW: I do not think you can prove it.. 

GOVERNORWOLD: T did not oay

MR. BIGELOW: You did.

GOVERNOR WOLD: apologize to you, I did not mean

that, if that was the inference drarn.

MR BIGELOW: It could be draybn i;nat .11T7aukee had

business she was not entitled to, and t lis arrangement

she would lose it.

GOVERNOR WOLD: I reiterate there will be a readjust-

ment under the Federal Reserve Act, ri,d it is intended to do

SO.

THE COMPTROLLER: Governor, you have a number of able

bankers here, perhaps they can, from their experience, give

you some concrete examples where they have suffered loss

from the present arrangement.
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GOVERNOR WOLD: I hare not heard anyone complain of

our service or mention any loss that has resulted there-

from.

MR. BIGELOW: I should like state tha-:: .n,) --

GOVERNOR 1:10ID: I cannot see that this has anything

to do with the wisdom of the Orgaziatill Committee in

fixing this territory as they divided it. I want to re-

fer to one matter, and then I pm throu3h, unless someone

wishes to ask some questions. 1.:; -has been suggested that

as a trading propositAon, Ashlanl CgunTL- and pessibly

another county might be traded for thu co-mitieo in the

southwestern part of cur district Evorzi bark Li those

three counties, gentlemer, was. j.i faxpr of remaining in

the Ninth Federal Rese2ve DIstrict, an5 I will

be ridiculous for the other paIv.3 of 'Lslcorisin to come

down and suggest a trade, and put the3n counties in the

Chicago District. I have been aeol,.,ed 17 the Board,

gentlemen, of running it in the interect3 of the banks.

If any lane has any c ,ar2aint from Wis3orsin 9 or any

other part of our Distric, I woud like to have them

make it known, and I wish.most 3ince7e7y that you will

investigate that stal;ement you maci.e, ma ascertain Whether

true or not (addressing Mr. Kasten); if true I want to be

advised.

MR. KASTEN: What statement do you refer to?

GOVERNOR WOID: That a member bank had come --
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MR. HARDING: congressman Browne said that.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: I made that statement.

GOVERNOR WOLD: We sent a man to examine the

gentleman you spoke of, and we turnea him down vnd then

he had to go to Milwaukee to get his money.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: My staterr.ent is in the record

there, and of course I wanted a chahee to write to the

party, and will do so. I do not presume a man would rant

much publicity in a matter of tLat kind, and I take “6

this hearing is like an executive session, and that the

evidence does not go broad-cast ore): tce eoantry.

GOVERNOR HAMLET; 1c, we have rul,--.21 are

public sessions, and there have beer several gcntlemen

of the press here this afterllor,n.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Men T. would like to make

this statement to the Board as to Tthy I do not want

publicity with regard to this matter.

GOVERNOR V:OLD: I do not think tlieie ohculd be

publicity given to tl,at particular thirg.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN; I think you and the Governor can

settle that.

REPRESENTATIVE BROTVNE: Mr. Chat/man, I thought at

the time it was a little impudent askri6 for the name, and
-eiww

if he had not been the Governor hera cf this Boc.rd I would

not have given it to him, and I do not know that I did

right. It was a statement made to me personally, but as

long as I did give the name, I propose to show this partieular

7
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correspondence, and do z-k)a want that made public?

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: I will atRtn, if you vAll both aaarcso

me on that matter, I will see that it is taken car(; of.

SCHRIBER: Speaking as a rean.ory banker, ',coated

in the central part of this dist.r.1(A, vllich it is proposed

to put into the Ninth District from tnn Leventh, - I want

to say that, granting, Mr. Wold, granting that the Federal

Reserve Board or the Federal Reserre bankers make arrange-

ments to satisfy us as to Milwaukee taking Milwaukee exchange,

or the method of collection or the clearae plan, -- grant-

ing that works perfectly, granting all cf those things, if

you please, still I claim that our banks should be in the

Chicago District. We have done o,:.r bkzlness the:.

Somebody spoke of the fathers and. the handling

the same business fa:: many yea'. :. La,,, happened in

my particular case. We are well known in Chicago and Mil-

waukee. We go there, -- we go at eight in the morning and

get back in the afternoon; we go to Chjcago in four hours,

and do it in a day's 'in, and get back, and transact our

business, so that no matter, I say, granting that the

Pecleral Reserve Board will do all that they hone to do in

the matter of clearing checks in the question of redis-

counts, in questions of banking of all softs, it would

make no difference in my attitude as to our bank be-

longing there in the Ninth District or the Seventh District.

We should belong in the Seventh District.
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THE COMPTROLLER: That is a matter of personal prefer-

ence.

93

MR. SCHRIBER: Not personal rieference exactly, Mr.
Comptroller. It is a question of 0112 going to Chicago con-

tinuously, going there and knom'fng those people, having known

them, and being in close touch with them naturally, because

we can get there easily.

GOVERNOR WOLD: May I inquire if the Federal Reserve

Bank at Minneapolis ever said you shall not go to Chicago

or to Milwaukee to transact your businez3u?

MR. SCHRIBER: No.

GOVERNOR WOLD: THEN why not continue to go there and

carry your reserve i. Minheapnls?

MR. SCHRIBER: I do nct see how we car do it.

GOVERNOR MID: What effect dot-s it have on the other

business?

MR. SCHRIBER: It has a tendenc.L, to causo all the

business to be transacted in one place, ard we want to

do business with the 2eaeral Reserve Dmk, it takes us a

night, where we go to Chicago in four house, and ptactically

every bank is in the same class. We 9.ze in the center.

Take west and east of us, they are the same as we are, and

we can get into Chicago in a few hours and get back and do

business, but it means tmo days if we go to Minneapolis.

GOVERNOR MID: Do you rediscount?

MR. SCHRIBER: We have never asked the Federal Reserve
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Board anything.

GOVERNOR WOLD: Therefore it is a matter of keeping

your reserve; that n11.

MR. HARDING: What town are you from

MR. SCHRIBER: Oshkosh.

MR. HARDING: Where do your merchall.cs deal?

MR. SCHRIBER: EVerything in Chicago and Milwaukee.

MR. HARDING: What is the cerrse of tha genaral business,

- not the banking business, but o'*6her

MR. SCHRIBER: Sou-oh; they trade noc7!--Iere else.

MR. FLIETH: This is regarded by Mirriepoll: as exclu-
sively Milwaukee terr5.tory. Here pro fear trunk illes lead-
ing into this territo/y d'..roct mail r,onnection three or
four times a day. It is regardnd as to tur;-itory of the
Milwaukee jobbing interests. All th.. lar6e manufacturers
take exclusive control. Minneapolis does not seek this

territory at all, so far as jobbing is fl)nel-nod; neither
does Chicago. That is exclusively Mf:lwauLPe territory,

and it is because Milwaukee business men lreaize the in

convenience of having their paper scrt up here into an

artitAcial center. They have protestod from the very

start, because of the inconvenience.

GOVERNOR WOLD: My do they? If he discounts a note

payable November first, it makes no differlance Where dis-

counted, it will go to the place where payable.

MR. FLIETH: London was for years the center of the
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exchange of the world, because all of the business was trans-

acted from that center. Here for years and gears since Mil-

waukee has been a municipality, we have dealt directly, and

all these communities have dead, with Milwauke_ We are

not objecting to your retaining what is geographically your

own. There is where your St. Paul an,: Minneapolis paper

circulate, and why? Beeause in this territory here the

jobbers and business men, -- a2.1 this is tributary to Mil-

waukee and Chicago. Here we halic _coal railroad service;
service

you have no :1 across the State; one ain up thr)re;

no service at all. hailroads are atx.7)-13. It tvie

character of the service that covnts and i am acquainted

with the service; otherwise I 7:C111d rot be mal,jng this

statement here.

REPRESENTATIVE REILIY: nie bu,IThe8 men of my district

never go to Minneapolis; the busineus men of Mr. Browne's

district never go to Minneapolis, and I want to say that

the statement of the Governor of the Minneapolis bank is

a confession of the -rnng done by this arrangement. Why?

He wants the business men of my district go get their dis-

count by indirection, to send it to Chi,:ago. He says, "we

will take care of it." The object of this law was to pro-

vide banks Where they could deal V_/ecti_y with the Federal

Bank, and not havo to go round about. ETrery statement that

has been made here is an indication of a notion they have

no right there. They win fix it up so you fellows can Go

on just the same. They say, "We will fix it up." That was
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not the intent of the law. I submit, gentlemen, with all

due deference to the Committee that did this dividin7),

they violated the spirit of tha-L: law when they tc,o'k trade

away from the course where it belonuC. They paid io

attention to trade, because they gap,. —

THE COMPTROLLER: They did pay Lttntion to trade.

REPRESENTATIVE REILLY: I beg the gentlemanls par-

don, because you can --

THE COMPTROLLER: They paid d-.10 attention to trade.

That was not the only lisideration,

REPRESENTATIVE PIPLIY: Due attenti)n to tL.aie is to

pay some attention.

THE COMPMROLTR1L= That Lc not rear controlling atten-

tion. Due attention io qther consider-

ations.

REPRESENTATIVE PEILLY: That may all be ti.ue. The men

who made the law intended there should violation of

the channels of trade under this p.roces,,.. You ask the

business men of my district to reverse thcir trade currents.

THE COMPTROLLER: No I have not heard that suggested

by anybody. Every merchant can con-64 nor: to buy where he has

been buying without any injury.

REPRESENTATIVE REILIZ: You have be:n-1 making arrange-

ments so they can do otherwise, but the Intent of the law

is that men will trade direct. When you began your ar-

rangements in New Jersey, what happened with regard to

the New York and New Jersey banks? What happened where
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you tried to do the same thing? You did not tell those

bankers down there it did not matter where their central

bank was located. You did not tell them that it would

be just as good if located in St. 11-3ais!

THE COMPTROLLER: Nobody has said it out no figure

where the bank was located.

REPRESENTATIVE REILLY: The Governor has said except

for time the reserve bank might just as well be located

in St. Louis.

GOVERNOR MID: Ecopt for that jt does not matter

where located.

JUDGE UELAND:. in connection with tAis mattel, it

occurs to me that I remember ciLf.te distinctly that before

the Organization Committee yhe COUX3 oi Grade from

Si)okane and parts of Washington was the question. But

the Committee had to take other things into consideration

and put Washington in the San Francco :')istrict. And

there has been no fault found with that.

GOVERNOR WDID: 1 would like to say that the situation

at EalwaUkee is a situation you will find in many other

parts of the country. There must alwws be a dividing

line, and Sioux City can come and show -there somebody

has lost an account in South Dakota possibly by the op-

eration of the Act. Somebody can come ftom Baltimore or

Cleveland or Pittsburgh and show the same. There must

always be some dividing line, and here it is in the State
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of 7asconsin. You can not get away from'It.

THE COMPTROLLER: Mr. Chairman, one moment more. The

Governor invited these bankers here to ,Tive instances of

hardship. Now, these gentlemen feel very earneuly about

this. They must have had some cases in ir own banks

which would show illustrations of lozsc3. Can you not

give illustrations? We have considered this gentleman's

views, but is he the only man that can illustrate? Thy

not let them say so. Let them giv3 new reasons that they

have not given. We want to get all the facts before us

to reach a conclusion. We want to be; an dust to

all concerned.

ER. BIGELOW: It is not a question of personal prefer-

ence.

REPRESENTATIVE STAFFORD: Lanicf.nG and trade follow

the lines of communication, follo,v the convenience of

railroad service. You can not alter it. It is established.

You will observe on the railroad map b?,fnIe you on the wall,

there are four trunk lines running a11 throw11 this terri-

tory from Chicago and Milwaukee, roing to the westerly half

and northerly portion of Wisconsin. There is * the very best

character of railroad', facilities with two or three or four

hours' service in that territory. lhe illwaukee papers

naturally circulate throughout all this territory. It is

a fact that the MilwauKee jobbers claim this territory as

their own. It's a fact that these local merchants in the
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interior here trade with Milwaukee in preference to Chicago.

That is confirmed by the statement of all the representa-

tives of all this district represented by my colleagues,

Congressman Reilly, Congressman Konop, and Congressman

Browne. Now we are here in Washington reflecting the

views of our people, and we are not going contrary to

their views.

When this district was first established by the

Organization Committee, the Wisconsin bankers thourht

that it was an arbitrary division. We looked forward

to the time when we might have a hearing to present the

full facts. We all presupposed that those lines were

merely tentative. We dc not qu,:,.stion but what the Or-

ganization Committee acted wisely with the information

then before it, but we are now coming before you pre-

senting additional facts which we believe warrant the

Federal Reserve Board in changing the original finding.

There can not be any pride of opinion in the Organiza-

tion Committee, if, with the facts such as disclosed,

they believe that this district should have the Federal

Reserve Bank, and have their business transferred to the

Seventh District rather than to the Ninth District.

Now representatives are not asking any-

thing that is really arbitrary or harsh. We are not

saying that the whole district of Wisconsin should be

brought into the Chicago District. We recognize the li;es
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of trade, and that 's the basis of this petition of the

bankers. You can not expect the merchants with whom the

bankers do business to come here; they are not so directly

interested. But what is the proposition of the bankers?

Fifty-three of the national banks come before you and ask

for a change. They certainly can not hE,ve any ulterior

purpose in asking, except that which Lhey believe is for

the best interests of the trade and their customers away

up here in this Michigan territory. They are not seeking

to have all that Michigan territory, but all that terri-

tory that is more directly tributary to nlwavkec than to

St. Paul and Minneapolis. They why not recognize the

really natural trade inc efytaPpliched 1,y long course of

dealing? You can not, by artificially iooating the Fed-

eral Reserve Bank in Minneapolis, chane triose trade

routes. All that the Wisconsin banks, reflecting the

views of their jobbers, are doing, i tL c;c1,1 your atten-

tion to the natural lines of trade. they are not

actuacted by any poli-uical influence, certainly, but this

matter has grown up as an evolution in the development of

the jobbing and coLnercial and bankirr; business of the

State. Now it can not be denied that this_ is directly

tributary all to nilwaukee.

THE COMPTROLTMT: Congressman, w&nt to ask these

bankers here if they would not show how they are losing

money by the present arrangement.
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MR. W. P. WAGNER: I was going to say that the times

have not been such that the bankers have had any occasion,

- at least very little occasion, - to male use of the main

feature of the Federal Reserve Law, that of rediscounting.

It is to be presumed that times will chance and there will

come times when that feature will be maie use of in a

practical way, and to a considerable extent. When that

time comes that class of business can be transacted with

much greater convenience by the lociziko in the district

under question.

GOVERNOR MID: Vhat is that?

MR. WAGNER: -- the banks in the district urder ques-

tion, the northeastern part of Wiscc:Isin.

GOVERNOR VOID: Mere conveniently w7le:-e?

MR. WAGNER: In Chicago than in Mannea-nolis.

GOVERNOR WOLD: As regards rediJoc..inting in Minneapo-

lis?

ER. WAGNER: Wn have had no occasio-.T say, but we can

foresee, and the reaP:n we are asking thiri change is that

we can foresee, that it will be more convenient to do

business in Chicago than in Minneapplf.s.

THE COMPTROLLER: What is your t-ity?

MR. WAGNER: Green Bay, which i in about the same

part of the district as Oshkosh. We can foresee that.

THE COMPTROLLER: I suppose it is ei-jateen hours to

Minneapolis from Green Bay?
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half.

MR. WAGNER: It is about, - from nine to ten and cne-

THE COMPTROLLER: It is ovei--nIcht?

GOVERNOR VOLD: gust a night awE.y.

THE COMPTROLLER: Just a night')

GOVERNOR VOLD: Thatls all.

THE COMPTROLLER: How long to Chicago?

L. WAGNER: Six hours.

THE COMPTROLLER: That's a nip,, tec.

MR. WAGNER: It ar24 ves at Manneapn",.is at 10130 the

next morning, and does not get to the 1rc -o ,fore noon,

which makes it inconvenient for the banv: tc handle it

that day, whereas from Chicago it is mo-7e convenient.

THE COMPTROLLER: We want to get at t-neze concrete

cases. We may take for granted thlt tY1-2 course of trade

is from that section to Milwaukee. E7en tllo11 they con-

tinue to do their banking business with th Minneapolis •

Reserve Bank, can they not continue to CLo fie other job

bing business elsewhe2e? If nct. there is cne illustra-

tion there, -- this gentleman has hown how it affects

him. I suppose other gentlemen are r sent who have had

other experiences. Let's find out how it is. We want to

know how are these gentlemen injured, sc we can apply the

remedy.

MR. SCHRIBER: Just cne moment. Lnsae2ing Mr. Weld's

question, that it is just as easy to discount in Tanneapo-
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us as in MilWaukee or Chicago, we go to Milwaukee twice

a week, or Chicago once in two weeks, to Minneapolis once

in two years. We might use Ninncap3lis arid ChicatIc banks.

Take their local situations; take a otatement to txm and

ask about it. The minute we go to Chion;„) to rediscount,

- this is a presumption, - we can g7-;.c: th'.2ro and in a very

few minutes have our paper discounto-1. They know all about

it before we go there. Minneapolis does not.

THE COMPTROLLER: Dc you know thc. officers cf the

Federal Bank of Chicacc better than thcs cf Ninneanclis?

MR. SCHRIBER: Yes.

THE COMPTROLLER! You do?

ER. SCHRIBER: Yes, because we have been in close

touch with them.

THE COMPTROLLER: Which of them:

ER. SCHRIBER: Mr. McDougal'.

GOVERNOR WOLD: He never was in the Oh ago bank.

THE COMPTROLT7R: Have youx peTsonal 7E-27ttions been

with Governor McDougall and the other officers cf the

Chicago bank?

MR. SCHRIBER: This is presumin

THE COMPTROLLER: No, I am not rresuming. Take your

own case.

MR. SCHRIBER: We have never disccund.

THE COMPTROLT72: Than ycu are not as close to Er.

McDougall as to Governor Wold?
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MR. SCHRIBER: I am presuming --

THE COMPTROLITT: Do not presume. Go to your facts.

REPRESENTATIVE STAFFORD: MT- f,hai=a,r,.. AV, AP

THE COMPTROLLER: Can you no continue those :'11.i.lago

relations with which you have been doLlg business for

years? As between the Minneapolis and Chi3ago bank I

should judge you know Governor Wold better than M. Mc

Dougall.

REPRESENTATIVE STAFFORD: If he had not been placed

in the Seventh District he never would have known Govenor

Wald.

MR. SCHRIBER: There is just that :poin-c, tlaa in a

year cr two we would b move apt to be in (1.c)se 7ouch

with them.

GOVERNOR VOLD: in a year c t%; 2-om now you will

be surprised to know how your views W3TE, grobndless.

MR. H. G. PLIETH, of Wausau, Wisconsin. In the

brief statement I wanted to make I think it 1-ould be

unfair unless I did state our business relations with

the Federal Reserve Bank in lanneaTol. When the war

broke out, we found a demand for mcnej rore than we had.

They wanted to borrow from us in oi-dez -1,c pay outside

banks. Our Board of Directors talked it cver and made up

our minds that the policy of our banks r,hculd be that

honest business should be accommodated, even if we re-

discounted quite heavily, and under the Federal Act, it
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was no disgrace anyway to rediscount. Well, it worked

along with us until I could see things coming where we

had to rediscount, and with fear and trom".c,ling I sent

a few small papers to the Governor, wondering how it

would come out, and some of our dir(;ctol?b asked me after-

wards, "How did you come out on that?" 1 said, "the

nicest kind." It caused us no troul,le at all. H?,e1 a

nice letter from the Governor. That went on, and I think

our bank has been one of the heaviost rediscounters of

your discounting system_ We are not ashamed  of it, as

far as that is concernee.e.I think no loa_y: in Wisflonsin

need have any fear of the Minneapolis dj.strict. '7,ur

treatment has been very courteous and !lire from the

Governor and all his officers. Of cou.rs, on the other

hand, by rediscounting paper at Minncaplis wp get credit

on our accounts at that place, but as sated here by every-

body present, the natural trend of business is towards

Milwaukee and Chicago from our District, and we would

have to issue Chicago or Milwaukee exchanE,e against them,

which probably would bother us some, or niFht delay us

for a day or so. That would be the (;nly objection I can

see to rediscounting at Minneapolis. On the other hand,

think it has been brought out very plainly that the

trend of all business of our district is to Milwaukee

and Chicago. Now while the mail facilities from Wausau

are bad, the same to Chicago is the case. We could not
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argue over ten or fifteen minutes on that. Still if you

want to go to Chicago or Minneapolis, it would be very in-

convenient to go to Minneapolis ard to Chicago. Leaving

Wausau, the only train you can go on would be at two "o'clock

in the morning, not to lose too much time. You might get

a sleeper for that, and you might not, but you would get

there somewhere about seven or eight o'clock in the morn-

ing, and the same time would be true at night coming back;

you would get to Wausau about two o'clock in the morning.

On the other hand, we can take a Chinago sleeper at nine

o'clock, and get to Chicago at 9:30.

THE COMPTROLLER: Are you nearer to Minneapolis or '

Chicago?

MR. PLIETH: Nearer to Minneapolis.

THE COMPTROLLER: To MinnealioliF*2

ER. FLIETH: Yes, we can take the C. M. & St. P.

sleeper at 7:50 and get to Chicago at seven o'clock next

morning, so as far as convenience is (g)ncerred there is

no auestion, and tha.k, holds true as to this whole district

hbre, because the natural trend has always been that way,

developing that way, and besides that, of course as stated

here before, too, our friends and people that have taken

care of us and taken care of the merchants for many years

back and in times of trouble and other times, we feel

that we like to be with them. I am not criticising the

action of the Board. We like Milwaukee. We are proud
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of it, and we do not like to have it cut off here. We are

proud also of Chicago. It is the chief center of commerce

in the West, and we like to be connected with it, and we

rather feel that our wishes in this matter ought to be re-

spected, that we have something to say about it, and If it

does not interfere with the other district too much, we

feel that you should consider our views.

ER. J. W. DUNEGAN, of Stevens Point, Wisconsin: I do

not know that I can add much to what has been said. I

would claim that the mail service was more convenient for

my business from Chicago; also the railway fadilities.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Which to. is your bank in?

MR. DUNEGAN: Steveas Point, about the central part

of the State.

THE COMPTROLLER: You are the 0:riginal dissenter, are you?

MR. DUNEGAN: I presume so, yes. In my business, quite

a volume of business, I can state that --

THE COMPTROLLER: Will you put your hand on Stevens

Point?

(Representative Stafford indicates Stevens Point on

the map.)

MR. DUNEGAN: I contend that over ninety-nine per

cent of my business is with Chicago and Milwaukee. Very

little in Minneapolis. I have two mill accounts in my

town. We buy wheat there and I started an account there

some years ago. Our home merchants last week -- I took

the question up with hardware and drygoods men at home,
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who are large operators, and they said they had very little

in Minneapolis. I asked the hardware men, "Why don't you

do more business with Minneapolis?" ''Because," they re-

plied, "it takes us longer to get oTrcr there." The dry

goods men only need to buy underwear and raincoats in

Minneapolis. The trend of our business is all South to-

wards Chicago and Milwaukee.

THE COMPTROLLER: How has your bank suffered foss

by the present arrangement?

MR. DUNEGAN: It is more convenient to do business

in the other way.

THE COMPTROLLER: Have you lost anything so far?

MR. DUNEGAN: I havo not rcdiocounted.

THE COMPTROLLE: Any other capacities in which the

bank has acted for you besides rediscounting?

MR. DUNEGAN: All the business I have had, yes.

THE COMPTROLLER: In the keeping of your reserves?

MR. DUNEGAN: I have only rediacounted once in

thirty-three years.

THE COMPTROLLER: You have rot suffered any loss by

the present arrangement as yet?

MR. DUNEGAN: No.

GOVERNOR 7OLD: Mail leaves you in the evening; gets

to us in the morning,

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: I would like to ask Whether

the burden. would be on the bank in order to prove their
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case, to show they had already met with loss.

THE COMPTROLLER: I should think that the burden would

be on the bank to show some other arrangement were better

in some respects than the one we have now. If they want

this plan changed, they should show why.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: Should show loss?

. THE COMPTROLLER: Loss or injury or serious incon-

venience.

GOVERNOR WOLD: Personal prefeiencel

THE COMPTROLLER: Or whatevor arguments they have.

All will be given full consideratl.on by the Board. If

you have suffered no loss, what inconvenien,le ha7e you

suffered?

MR. HARDING: The checks that yo a hale to draw, --

do you draw down on Chicago or Milwaukse, or do you draw

on Minneapolis? Is Minneapolis the natural place to

carry accounts?

MR. DUNEGAN: Milwaukee. If my rescrvc is in one

place and I was in the Chicago District, if I wanted to

run close, I see no reason why I could not do all my

business there.

MR. HARDING: What is the customary trend of business?

MR. DUNEGAN: To Chicago.

MR. HARDING. I understand that Minneapolis men handle

you and give you courtesy, and you can accumulate a balance

there and transfer it, but do your curtomers want Minneapolis
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or Chicago exchange?

GOVERNOR WOLD: That raises a question in a problem

we are working on now.

T. HARDING: I am getting at the fundamental prin-

ciple. I want to understand it. I am to pass in review

on the decision of the Organization Committee as to the

question of customary course of business.

to get at that, what the customary course

is. Of course I know this balance can be

I am trying

of business

transferred,

and that sort of thing, but I want to get at the funda-

mental principle involved.

GOVERNOR '7OLD: The point I want to make, Yr. Hard-

ing, is this: We h:Ive discuss0. a question of -crying to

arrive at a plan --

MR. HARDING: But if all the business can be diverted

into natural channels, it is that much less for the Board

to contend with. I recognize the force of what you said,

no matter how division is made, something will be unavoid-
a

able, but if anythi:_g is of great inconvenience to/large

number of people, why should that not be considered?

1JR. DUNEGAN: The result of my pc11 at home was that

less than two per cent of the business of my town goes to

Minneapolis. The rest all goes to Ghicdago, Milwaukee and

New York. That shows the volume is that way. I have been

in business thirty-three years. I go to Chicago once

THE COMPTROLLER: What sine is Stevens Point?

MR. DUNEGAN: Eleven thousand. I go to Chicago a

.1.1110 ORO
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couple of times a month. There is much personal touch in

our business there. I have not been in Minneapolis for

ten years, because it is more convenient for me to do

business in Chicago. Another thing about the checks from

the Federal Reserve Bank that has been covered by my

friends, was that very little or none came from the Minne-

apolis country. The volume is the other way. I have no

criticis, of the Act. It is one cf.the greatest pieces of

legislation in the century, but they have us in the wrong

pew. I think we can get more benefit in the other place.

Iffy volume of business is large. I have 370T thirteen hun-

dred thousand on deposit. I must car2Y large balances in

Chicago, Milwaukee and New, York- I can not loan down to

twelve per cent like the other fell= can. In order to

take care of my business I have to -;arly a bigger reserve.

GOVERNOR TOLD: You are going to carry in a commercial

bank and get your interest on it rather than the Reserve

Bank?

MR. DUNEGAN: Yes; I might eventually do all in the

Reserve Bank.

GOVERNOR \VOLD: You are going to carry excess with the

correspondence in Chicago?

I. DUNEGAN: No, but because I have to. I would have

to carry all the law required in Minneapolis.

GOVERNOR WOLD: You would also in Chicago. The law

is no different. The law is the same in Chicago, Atlanta

. -
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or Minneapolis.

MR. DUNEGAN: It would not be as convenient. I have

no criticism of your business with me. It has been all

right. I never rediscounted any, but it would be more

convenient for me to be in Chicago; no question about

it. I mention also that everybody in our country reads

the Chicago and Milwaukee papers. That means the interest

and everything goes the other way. DO you

thinr; else?

THE COMPTROLT:ER: I want you to think

think of any

of something.

L. DUITEGAN: What I was looking forward to was when

the law was in full force and effect, November, 2917, then

I would have to have my entire reserve with the Federal

Reserve Bank.

THE COMPTROLTFR: Just as much beyond your reach in

Chicago as Minneapolis?

MR. DUNEGAN: No, I do not think so.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: I represent the Stevens National

Bank in Marinette. That is on the border, and Governor Wold

has asked once or twine as to mail. We never get credit

for an item sent to Minneapolis until the second day. It

takes two days to get back on the North Western.

GOVERNOR VOID: You try the Federal Reserve Bank.

THE COMPTROLLER: What is the passenger time?

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: It leaves Marinette at eleven

P.M., goes down to Appleton and changes cars there.
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THE COMPTROLrEP: What time do you c;et there?

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: We get to Minneapolis, I

think, about ten o'clock.

GOVERNOR WM: Use the bank in which you are a

stockholder and get service..

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: I thourht you said we

wanted to keep the excess in other banks and get the

interest.

GOVERNOR TOLD: But you are nct getting credit.

But do not find fault with the Federal Reserve system

because some bank in Minneapolis does nnt give good

service.

REPRESENTATIVE BR6711E : 'Do you mean that ailbanks

in Minneapolis do not give good service?

GOVERNOR VOLD: I would go to some other town.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: We have a reason for keeping

our balance with this bank. We have for years.

GOVERNOR VOLD: There is no reason wny they should

not give credit the Jame day on cash Items.

REPRESENTATIVE BROWNE: They never do.

REPRESENTATIVE STAFFORD: Mr. Cirman, I am informed

that Senator Husting is on his way he.2e; I do not wish tc

interrupt.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: I wish the Senator could come to-

morrow, because Senator LaFollette has asked to be heard

also. Some of us have some engagements. We think 6:20
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is a reagonable.time to adjourn. (ialthter among those

present.) So I am afraid we will have to go over until

tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon the hearing was adjr)urned until the

following morning at ten o'clock.)

-o0o-

WEDNESDAY MORNING- •SES'SION.

August 9, 1916.

The hearing was resumed at ten with Governor

Harding' presiding, and the sam: ap7,eaiances as the preced-

ing day, (save Mr. W. P. Wagnr, of Creen Bay. Wisconsin,

who had returned home.)

GOVERNOR HARDING, presiding: The mt,.:,ting will come

to order. We would be very glad to have ycu continue, if

there is anything fulther you want to offeI.

T. LOMBARD: In reference to the original petition

that was filed, the question of exchansa and other sub-

siduary matters talked of largely yesterday did not enter

into the question at all. Our claim for this change is

on the broad ground of the trend of business, and we be-

lieve it is to the interests of the banks of the community,

and also to the interests of the Federal Reserve Boara. In
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forming a new plan of this kind it certainly seems

proper that it should be formed along the lines of the

least resistance. Now the matter of requiring of ex-

change, and those things, .I think we can safely leave

to the Federal Reserve Board. As their experience in-

creases they will be able to do away with what now in

many cases are aggravating circumstances. On behalf of

the Wisconsin bankers we would like to hear from Senator

Husting.

HONORABLE Paul O. HUSTING, United States Senator

from Wisconsin:

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Board: I appreciate

very much the coUrtesy in delaying this hearing until

today. We had absented ourselves -- senator La Folette

and myself -- not because of lack of interest in this

matter, becau8e we are vitally interested, but because

certain legislative plans rcouired our presence, and on

which we desired to vote. I made a rather desperate at-

tempt to get here at thc eleventh hour, but you were

just adjourning, and,consecuently I got here too late.

But I feel that after all it is the wisest thing to

continue this until today and to give us a little more

time to present our views.

Now, I say that I am vitally interested in this mat-

ter. I am vitally interested, however, only as a citi-

zen of the State which I have the honor to rei?resent..
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I do not come here for anybody in iparticular. I

represent nobody in iparticulL-r except so far as I

represent them in my office, and I hold no brief

for any banks, nor for the business men as such.

And T want to say to the Board that I come hure

in what I conceive to be the interests of the pe-

ople of the State of Wisconsin, and only as such.

Of course business interests and banking interests

and manufacturing interests are all tied up toge-

ther, and together with the rest of the people as

a whole, including of course these men —ho have di-

rect interests at stake in this matter.

Now, without being very deeply versed in the

courtesies of finance and banking, I do not thin

it is very difficult fol. even the layman to under-

stand the difficulties which must have beset this

Board and the responsibilities imposed u_.)on this

Board in its original districtng. This was a new

.pro2osition, and it had to be done within a reason-

able length of time, and certain conditions had to

be taken into consideration, cud the Board that had

this in charge, or the committee --

MVLFLUOR HAELIii: The Organization Committee.

SENATOR HUSTII;G (Continuing): -- T'le Organiza-

tion Committee were obliged, of course, to deal
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with the matter as it a2:deared to the at that

time to be in the manner that they at that time

considered it necessary to do. Now I thinl: in-

stead of wondering why anybody should eriticie

the Board, the wonder is that they .,)erformed their

duties so well, that so little dissatisfaction has

grown u-"J. Surely no one could expect, and I do not

conceive that the Orr<anisation Committee does al-

ready ex)ect or believe that they could make a per-

fect re-districting or districting of the Yhole

country. It was a stuendous task on a new sub-

ject, and there were certain limits within which

the Bard had to act, and so I for one believe that

they ,?erformed a very commendable jobs i think

they did ell, and I fel, if I may be permitted

to say so, that they ought to be congratulated on .

the' manner in which this groat task was )orformod,

and the manner in which it has workod, bx I also

lolicve that the Organization Committee must have

had in mind that this was not the last T-ord on dis-

tricting, that from time to time changes would have

to be made, and that they would be called u)on from

time to time to redistrict the Staze in such a manner

as would, in tha light of later cYpericnce, seem to

to be necessary and expedient.
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Now when this Eatter was originally done,

why, ye understand that there was a cortain pro-

vision, I believe, which provides tlnE.t reserve

banks must have a ca,?italization -- or regional

banks must have a capit-alization of five million

or more. Now you had to get•thc.t territory some-

where.

GOVERNOR HAT.ILET: Four million.

SENATOR RUSTING (continuing): Or four mil-

lion, -- I bog .your )ardon, sir, -- four million.

You had to got that someithere, and concequently

I 2rosume the exigencies of the hour recuiYed chat

in order to have 'Chose regienEl banks, you had to

reach over into risconsin, as a matter of necessity,

and take territory and attach it to a regional

'bank with which the btate had little or no diyoct

commercial relations, at least alo-Ig the lines of

this act; and I sujjose that it .was only done ho-

cause of the fact that it was necessary to do it in

the interests of the whole system. Now at the same

time I resume the Oranization Committee =,t have

had in mind that if the tim aLoald. l/ive when this

necessity no longer cxistc(., why then of course

.they would be 2re)ared and willing aid anxious and

eager to do justice to such sections, and listen

to the desires and demands of certain sections to
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Dow, as I understand it, cne of the funda-

mental considerations that the Board had, was to

divert as little as jossible or to hinder and ob-

struct as little as i)ossible the ordinary flow of

trade and business. Now I was unfortunately ab-

sent yesterday aftrnoon, and I do no 1:now whether
was

there/ .any disute u)on this )oint, but I take it

as one of the conceded facts in this case, in this

matter, that the ordinary COUYSO of trade is re-

cognized by the B.,)ard as being from north to south,

that the business of 7fisconsin not only now, hut

always, has been in this section that is outlined

on this ma i.) and thEA this territory has done its

business -- its banking business ". th Milwaukee

and Chicago. That includes u))er :Tichigan, I

know that to be a fact, and I think anybody fam-

iliar with Wisconsn conditjons hnoivs that to be

a fact, and I think a studa: of the ma) will de-

monstrate it to he a fact, because a=1 the rail-

road lines, of course, u) and clorn throurth that

terriroty, -- all lines converge into 1111waulec and

Chicao, rfe that I think it's cuAte c.)arent to the

Bord, and cliove if it is not conceded, i ought

to be conceed the gentlemen who are ol),:osing
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this change, that it is a fact that the trend of

-7..:_sness is u) and down the State, and goes to

I.:ilwauhee and Chicago.

Now if anythin: 01 .0 were needed to demon-

strate that, I think we coulC, point to the statis-

tics, that 1::ere ,0*.Levril here., -- at least they -ere

shown to me, -- of how many kng accounts are

carried in the IhnnoaJol - -..:mhs by the banks in

this territory. I have _tten the figures, but

it seems to me it is .ling like two hundred

and fifty,-or forty, 0: 'Iomething like tht., Am

I right, Mr. Lindsay?

MR. IIND3Y: EY Kosten has the figures.

SENATOR 7c-TUING: Have they not been submitted

to the Board?

MR. LINDSAY: Yess, sir.

SLANTOR HUbr2INCII: well, then, the Board knows

about that, and. I need not go on any further.

- Now, we come here, hea.eforo, asking that this

change. be m(7.e, an. .617t kc ori inal chc.nes of

. business mc.y followTheir natural COUYSC, an thEt

business may follow the course of least resistance.

We ash that you „)ermit Wisconsin now to have her

trade flow along its natural, usual and custowry

channel. We ash it of you no, because i is no lon-

ger a necessity for Einnea„xlis or for the system

in general to hz've t'As former d:istricting as to our
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As long ago as August 28, 1914, the Board recog-

nized that demands for changes would come before the

Board. You have here a rule, Exhibit E, Rugulation

No. 1, dated 7t:shington, AuRust 28, 1914, entitled

"Procedure of appeals from the decision of the Feder-

al Reserve Organization Committee." I say the Board

recognized very naturally that conditions - changed

conditions - will arise, and in the light of additional

experience, in fact, the first experience the Board has

had, or any Board has had, in this pioneer work, that

there will be demands for changes, and I take it that

the Board is not only willing ,:c) make necessary changes

but they really invite proposj.tions for change, if it

can be shown to them that it is just and it is wise.

Now, while, as I started to say, - while this was

considered a matter of necessity in the first instance,

so the Organization Committee thought, - and with that

finding we have absolutely no desi:e to join issue, -

yet that necessity clearly no loner exists. I have

been informed that the Attorney Gencral has held that

while it was originally necessary for banks to have a

certain amount of capitalization for the 72urpose of

initiating the bank, - or establishing the 7)ank, - yet

having once been established, that thereafter the mere

fact that this ca-pitalization may be reduced will neither
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impair the -- will not impair in any way the status

of the bank or prevent it from doing business. More-

over, I am informed, if this petition should be grant-

ed, - this petition that we have made should be grant-

ed, - that still today the Minneapolis Regional Bank

would have even above five millions of dollars --

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Four.

SENATOR HUTING: -- even above four millions of

dollars, or enough to continue to do their business, in

- fact, enough to entitle them to establishment as an

original proposition.

So now there is another thing. We all know that

the Northwest has just started to grow. There is not

any doubt in my mind, and I do not think there is any

doubt in the mind of this Board, that in the next twenty

or twenty-five years, - well in fact, there is no use

in setting any time limit on it, -- from now on, that

great Northwest Ellpire is going to become one of the

most populous and richest regions of the United states,

and consequently that this particular bank, this region-

al bank that is just starting out now, under favorable

aus7)ices, will become one of the strongest and most in-

fluential banks in the United States. Right on the

Hississippi Valley, this great empire, as I say, to the

northwest, is hardly touched. There is every reason to
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scores of years, and centuries, we hope, this great .

section will continue to grow more populous and richer

all the time.

I do not think there is anything in the argument

that if you take this away you are going to impair that

bank or that you are going to hurt that system. I think

that the 3oard will recognize that instead l of this being

the maximum strength of this Dank it's the minimum, be-

cause if experience is worth anything in this country,

in my community and in all communities of the West,

instead of going backwards, we are going forward and

upward all the time, and this country is going to be

developed in such a way that probably in course of time

additional regional banks will have to be established

in the northwest to take 'care of this business.

Now, such being the case, the vital necessity of

having Wisconsin taken into this bank no longer exists.

We come here, and say now, as a matter of justice, as

a matter 'of fair play to Wisconsin, we want you to let

us resume our business relations 'here we have our usual

and customary business relations, and let us do business'

where we want to do business, and where we always have

done business, and where we expect a1l',a7s to do:business.

You will entertain a petition here on a mere majority.

Now why? Why will a mere majority invoke the considera-
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tion -- I mean will entitle it to the consideration

of this Board? Evidently it is because this Board wants

tranquillity in business, and we want tranquillity in the

realm, and you want to suit -- you want to meet the wishes

of a, majority, even a bare majority of the banks within

a certain district. Well, now we come here with a peti-

tion of something like fifty-six, is it?

MR. LINDSAY: Fifty-three.

SENATOR HUSTING: For it, and how many against?

MR. LINDSAY: About eight.

SENATOR HUSTING: About eight against it. I C..o not

think that includes La Crosse and Trempeleau Counties.

MR. LINDSAY: Not included

SENATOR HUSTING: I want to say here in passing,

I understand a statement was made here yesterday that

Trempeleau, La Crosse and Buffalo Counties unanimously

were against this change. I want to say Mr. E. M. Wing

(President of the Batavian Bank, of La Crosse) ,old me --

GOVERNOR WOLD: His vote is in; that speaks for it-

self.

self.

SENATOR HUSTING: Ti-c-,* that?

GOVERNOR WOLD: His vote is in; that speaks for it-

SENATOR HUSTING: I Cid not know his vote was in.

His telegram is here in favor of the transfer, and I am
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informed also that La Crosse bankers are mostly in favor

of this change also, and the only county divided was

Buffalo County, which was divided even. That was the

information I ,,ot from Hr. Wing, and I t;:cu.7.:ht I ,'ould

file that telegram here with the Board.

(The telegram in Question is as follows:)

La Crosse, Wconsin,
J:1- 17, 1916.

The bankers in La Crosse County, all but

one in Trempeleau, and majority in Buffalo,
want to go into Seventh District. Hr. Dickin-

son will agree to whatever is for best inter-
ests of La Crosse bankers. Am wiring 1,1:. HLrd-
ing as above. Letter follows.

(S1A.ed) E. H. Wing.

As I sa7, they come herewith fift7-three in favor

and eight against the proposed charn-e. TiL..t's not only

one of these bankers
a majority; that's nearly nine to one,.nearly.nine t2/

come here and ask to have this district put in the

Chicago district. Now I understand th3 statement was

made here that the Hilwaukee bankers were the ones that

started this thing up, and I want to say that from my

own knowledge, from communications that I 'lave received
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from numerous bankers all over the StiAe, and from my

own personal knowledge gained at a time when this dis-

tricting was first made out, this vote of ninety-three

(fifty-three) to eight reflects the real sentiment not

only of the bankers of the State, but of the people of

the State, and I venture to say that if this matter were

put to a referendum by the people of Wisconsin, and the

people were permitted to vote on it, after being advised,

at least the business men that are advised and know about

this thing, it would be greater than nine to one, or fifty

to one.

THE COIOTROLLER: The figures we have here show

sixty-seven banks voted, forty-nine yea, and sixteen nay,

a difference of twenty-five per cent one way and seventy-

five per cent the other.

SEHATOR HUSTING: I do not think that's

GOV2RUCR HATILTN: There are some later banks that

have not been addeC., some later figures that have not

been added.

SENATOR HUST1PG: 2ardon me, LTr. Comptroller, but

when I to the office of the Governor about twa weeks

ago he was kind enough to have this matter recounted. Now

this -- the original count showed that these bankers with-

in here, many of them want to do business here (indicating

on map) for the same reason that these men want to do busi-

ness there (indicating on map). They have always 'been ac-

customed to do business with Minneapolis and St. Paul

and naturally were against the
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change, and there is no attempt made here to make these

men do business where they do not want to do business,

but in determining what district should be annexed to the

Chicago district, these facts were undoubtedly inadver-

tently considered. How when that vote was taken, my

recollation is that this vote was forty-five ayes, nine

noes, and six not voting; that subsequently these six

not voting were interviewed, and how many out of the

six, Mr. Lindsay?

MR. LINDSAY: I understand five.

SENATOR HUSTING: Five out of six, so that made

fifty; fifty to nine, withone not voting_ Now comes

the LaCrosse bankers. Mr. Wing told me this himself

personally. He said, "We were originally against that."

He said to me, Me have become awake to the fact that

Minneapolis is reaching out and getting our accounts

away from us, and as a matter of self-protection and

protecting our own banking life we have cletermined --

we have unanimously determined -- that we want to get

into this district." h Now they may not formally appear

here, but that statement that he made, -- How many are

there in LaCrosse, do you remember?

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: I do not remember.

MR. LINDSAY: Two.

SENATOR HUSTING: Two in La Crosse; that would be

fifty-two; and how many in Trempeleau?
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MR. LINDSAY: I am not posted.

SENATOR HUSTING: Well you can count them up, and

it shows that the figures I gave a little while ago are

pretty nearly correct, because it mirrht be, maybe, among

these nine, some of these men have since changed their

minds,, but there is no question about that, and tc say

that the Milwaukee bankers have stirred up this trouble

and that they are responsible for this shows that the

bankers of Milwaukee must be real necromancers to con-

vince everybody in the State against their own will and

wishes that they are not in the proper dictrict, and

want to get intc it. Somebody takes the lead in these

things, of course, but if the sentiment were not here

and in northern Michigan to get into this district, the

Milwaukee bankers might talk thcmselves to death and

they would not get these men to want to qo in just to

please them. These men are more wrapped up in their own

business than the Milwaukee bankers, and I want to say

something further for the Milwaukee bankers, and that

is thattI do not blame them for having a hand in the

initiative to rret b ack to them what they want, what

they must have for their own business, for their own

banks.

Now I recognize

Minneapolis are very

I presume they would

of ccurse that the gentlemen from

anxious to retain all they have.

like to get all of Wisconsin, and
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if the Board would accord it to them, no doubt they would

accept Illinois. That is entirely natural. I find no

fault with that. That's human nature, But these bankers

here in Minneapolis must not forget that the bankers in

Milwaukee are just as anxious to do business as they are,

and Milwaukee would gladly accept a regional bank and

wipe out Minneapolis and tie Minnesota onto Wisconsin.

That's what Milwaukee would like to do, but it is not

a question now of what they like or what they don't

like. The question is what is wise and what is just.

Now as far as the justice of this thi.ng is -con-

cerned, I want to say this to the Board, and you can

see by the map here that on the east Lake Michigan

cuts us off from any business; on the south we are

cut off by Chicago; on the west we are cut off by

Minneapolis; on the north we are cut off - by Minneapo-

lis. Where are we going to live? \VI-Jere are we going

to dc business?

For years here this territory has been intensice-

ly cultivated by the bankers and by the manufactuzcxp

and merchants of Wisconsin. They make annual trips

all over the State, cultivating personal acquaintances

with the bankers and business men and merchants in these

various counties. They take a special train and are

gone, I think, sometimes a week or ten days at a time,

getting off at the platforms and shaking hands with the
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customers and men, in order to keep them. Why do they

do it? They do it because they have tc in order to live,

or in other words, if they want to live, they have got to

dc it, and they have tc have this territcry to do business

with. Now steps in the Reserve Board, the original Organi-

zation Committee here, and with one stroke cuts off, old,

I should think, about three-fourths of Wisconsin, and with

Michigan attached, it's equivalent to the whole of Wis-

consin, and by virtue of that act, by virtue cf the pres-

tige given the Minneapolis bank, and by virtue of the privi-

lege given the Minneapolis bank, you have with one stroke

pulled away from the people of cur State this territory in

which they have got to dc business, and attached it to

Minneapolis. Not only that, but this disarranges the

currents cf trade*

Now you have been told about the losses that have

been incurred here. Of course, on the 26th day of

July, the Minneapolis bankers -- they must have had a "

"hunch," or they must be mind-readers, -- telegraphed

right on the eve of the posting of this notice that they

were going to abandon certain practices theretofcre ob-

taining, and were going to try to make Up one of the --

meet one of the crises tc be met, and losses. When I say

the Reserve Bank must have had a "hunch," when I say

they must have been doing some mind-reading, I want to

say that they received certain information from the
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gentlemen in LaCrosse, I am informed, that certainthings

were going to be done, and suddenly they made this new

ruling. Have you got a letter there? Vhat is the pur-

port of that letter from the Minneapolis Bank (address-

ing Mr. Lindsay), or the Governor cf the Minneapolis

Regional Bank, was it?

ER. LINDSAY: I do not kncw uhat letter you refer to.

SENATOR HUSTING: The letter of July 26th.

ER. LINDSAY: The letter of July 26th? Vhat is the

purport of that letter? The relation ci Milwaukee exchange?

SENATOR HUSTING: The relation of Milwaukee exchange;

they are going to accept Milwauk2e's exchange at par.

MR. LINDSAY: In payment cl remittances nada.

SENATOR HUSTING: That is it, in payment cf remit-

tances nade. Now that has been in operation three years,

two years, has it not?

GOVERNOR WU: Two weeks.

SENATOR HUSTING: I mean this laa has been in operation?

GOVERNOR VOLD: It was changed two weeks agc.

SENATOR HUSTING: Yes, two weeks ago. Vhy did not

they dc this right away, if it was right and just? Vhy did

they wait until they saw that they were "killing the

goose that was laying the golden eggs" for them, that

they sought to do the square and right thing. Vhy did

they not dc it right away? Not because they are bad men,

but because they were going to run their banks in such a
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way as to take all the traffic would bear. That's all.

They just did what a good many other people do; they

took all they could get. Now they engaged in these

practices for all these years -- two years. They re-

fused to take Milwaukee checks. They took advantage

of their position to knock Milwaukee. Now if Milwaukee

was a little town of ten or fifteen thousand inhabitants

instead of beim-, a town cf scmething like four hundred

and fifty thousand inhabitants, bigger than Minneapolis

itself, they might have some reason for refusing to do

the fair thing, but here, by virtue of the privileges

and powers conferred upcn them, they use the powers that

are in them to strike Milwaukee and injure Milwaukee.

Now the point that I want to make is this, -- and I do

not want to criticize these gentlemen because perhaps
what

that is what everybody would de, -- butn want to say

is that it evidences this thing, that there is a dis-

position on their part to use this Regional Bank as a

weapon, as an instrument to favor their own interests,

and if necessary and expedient, at the expense of

Milwaukee. Now, with that disposition there, What

has Milwaukee got to expect as favors from Minneapolis?

Minneapolis will only do what she has got to do. She

will only concede what she has got to concede. And she

is going to take advantage of every legitimate thing

within her power to corral Wisconsin business and Wis-
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consin trade at the e7nense of Milwaukee. Now you do

not -- I need not ar&ae how that can be done. You know

that, in the course of time, if this thing is permitted

to go on, it is only a question of time even with this

order standing, if thou11 they never revoke this order,

when this business will be diverted and become appur-

tenant to Minneapolis. I have illustrated it in a very

homely way, I know. For instance, down around where I

live are two rival towns. One of them got in the field

first, and secured several rural routes, and their routes

are extended to within fpur or five miles of the other

town, their rival town. That's the result? The result

is that this town that got the rural routes first has

become the post office and business headquarters of peo-

ple who naturally did business with the other town, and

who have been entirely weaned away from there, drawn away

from there, and now look upon this other town where their

post office center is as their real headquarters. They

go there to tracile; they go there to do their banking

business; they go there to get their mail. And I say

there is a tendency, -- it is absolutely inevitable --

that under such circumstances even a thing like that will

divert traffic, and bring it to the place where they do

some of their substantial business.
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Now, anybody knows that nobody can do any banking

business unless he does it where he is known. There-

fore, in course of time, these bankers here, unless they

are permitted to go on, these currents of business will

be diverted -- unnaturally diverted -- over here. The

consequence will be that you will be building up a bank-

ing business here at Minneapolis at the expense of Wis-

consin and Milwaukee. That goes into the question of

taxation; that goes into a lot of other questions.

Now even with this proposed change here, cashing.

Milwaukee checks, that necessitates a lot of 'round-

about business exchanges, and re-exchanges, ane_ re-ex-

changes of checks. They get tired of doing business in

a 'round-about way, especially bankers who find that they

can go right straight to the market, and they will do

their business there.

I do not care if they concede some other things;

that's a mere temporary relief. The result will be,

and it will be inevitable, -- I say, in F,17 judgment, it

will be inevitable, -- that this, eventually this busi-

ness over here will find itself in Minneapolis, and when

they once get the channels of trade established there,

they will get the whole Northwest, and when that country

has been fully developed and the younger generation of
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boys in 71isconsin have grown and try to get back to their

trade again, they will be met with the argument that is

advanced here, namely, you will disrupt the channels of

business if you do that. NOW that's all coming to us,

and you want to pull it clon there, and you can not do

that, because you will disarrange business, demoralize busi-

ness; and the argument they will r::ake then we want to make

now, namely, that you will demoralize business if you do

this, that is, if you compel this trade to go other than

in its natural channels.

I am not speaking my own mind, lirt tic o::,inion of the

ordinary citizen of 7isconsin in this matter. I know

there was dissatisfaction when this mater vas originally

determined by the Organization Committee. I have no criti-

cism to make of the Committee, nothing but praise, but the

excellence of the whole system had a tendscy, gave the

tendency, -- I mean moved them to overlook what they con-

sidered to be rank injustice.

Now there is another thing: If you leave this here,

these people will have to begin to o.ven up connections here

in Minneapolis. How many banks in -risconsin, in this Dis-

trict, know any bankers in Minneapolis, in this territory,

or are acquainted with them, or have any business relations

with them? Or how many business men over in this terri-

tory know any idinneapolis bankers? it's an unnatural re-
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quirement of this Board to requira those business men

and bankers of Wisconsin to handle their business in

Minneapolis. It is clumsy, if you will permit. me to

say so, and I do not think the Organization Committee

ever in the first instance would have done so, if not

a vital necessity. As I said before, that vital ne-

cessity has disappeared. It was no doubt necessary to

initiate the system, but when the necessity disappears

the only argument disappears as to why this Board should

want unnaturally to divert business ancl. compel it to

take another course.

Now there, is another thing: States' rihts are

involved in this matter. We come hefe representing a

great sovereigi State, -- Wisconsin. The wishes of

Wisconsin should have weight here, gentlemen; we are

entitled to consideration. We do not like to be made

the football, -- or T should rather say, remain the

football -- of a system, a part of which has been placed

in the hands of men who have no regard for the sovereign-

ty of a State, who want to cross over the State lines and

, take things that do not belong to them. I do not believe

that the gentlemen from Minnea-)olis, if this were reversed,

if the situation were reversed, and we had the Regional
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Bank, would have come here and made the kind of argu-

ment they have presented here in the present case.

And I want to say, as far as Wisconsin is concerned, if

you had given as a regional bank in Wisconsin, in 1111-

waukee, I think we would have been ready to concede a

whole lot to sister cities who had been irreparably in-

jured by that arrangement.

THE COMPTROLLER: Been how, Senator? Irreparably

injured?

SENATOR HUSTING: It is irreparably injured unless

this Board will repair the injury. I mean if this system

continues, if this system maintaL C. t is an irreparable

injury to Wisconsin. You can not tie 7is'eonsin's in-

terests to banks of this kind, .1- say, without hurting us

as a State, hurting our whole interests. If I wanted to

dwell anon the question of taxation alone, I could say

that we have been injured to an extent that falls heavily

on the tax payers of the State.

THE COMPTROLLER: In what way?

SENATOR HUSTING: Well, by the taxation of moneys

that are withdrawn from deposit hero, and put on deposit

elsewhere. You want to get the State banks into this.

THE COMPTROLLER: Is the money -- I ask for in-

formation - Do we understand that the moneys, the bal-
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ances carried by the 7isconsin banks in the Minneapolis

banks is assessed and taxed by the Minnesota legislature?

are.

SENATOR RUSTING: T do not believe the national banks

THE COMPTROLLER: We are speaking of national banks.

SENATOR RUSTING: I know, but --

THE COMPTROLLER: Are the moneys carried Iiinnea-

-oolis by the State banks in VTisconsin taxed in Hinnesota?

SENATOR RUSTING: They ought to be if they are not.

They certainly have the jurisdiction to tax them if they

want to. 7:le tax them in one form or another in Wiscon-

sin.

THE COMPTROLLER: -rell then, they vieuld be taxeft

in Chicago, would they not? 7ou1C, they be taxed any less

than in ilinneapolis.

SENATOR RUSTING: I understand you are going to with-

draw business from Hilwaukee which is in the State of

V/is CO flO in.

THE 'COMPTROLLER: The keeping of money in rrisconsin

would not lessen your taxation. You 11.1.;ht 'out it in Il-

linois or Minnesota. It does not :lake ary difference where

taxed.

SENATOR RUSTING: I do not think you understand my

argument. I understand if you L et the State banks into

this 1)rol)osition, they will carry their balances in illn-
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neapolis banks instead, of carrying them in Milwaukee.

THE COMPTROLLER: -jell, there is no reserve bank

in Milwaukee.

SENATOR HUSTING: No, but you are going tc divert

the general business.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Of member banks?

SENATOR HUSTING: Yes, all the banks that want to do

business here. 7hat I am arguing and contending is that

not only with regard to the regional banks, but the State

banks, and everybody else, -- if you get them in as you

hope to do, they will finally have to ,otablish accounts

in Minneapolis, have to do busine6.7 in Minneapolis, just

as they are doing business iy? Milwaukee today. I do not

see anythins unsound in that a/staent. But I say again

that we come here and aDpeal to you, as a matter of justice,

to let the currents of trade return to their former courses,

that you do not force us into an linpatull and strained rela-

tion, -- the buines., men of our State, and that you do not

deprive us of the territory that is justly due us. I say

again that you have here indicated in his rule that you

expect territories to be readjusted. I understand you have

made some other readjustments here of territory. I under-
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stand that in New Jersey, -- am I right in that?

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Yes.

SENATOR HUSTING: I do not know what their parti-

cular grievance was, but they were in a place where

they did not want to be. They came here before you,

gentlemen, not in the spirit of criticism, but came

here to you asking you, as a matter of justice, to

permit them Co do business where they -fanted to. Now
this means that a majority can petition this honorable

Board here for a change in territo77, and that that's a

mere form just to get them here to ask for such a change.

I do not assume that you. did not moan anything when

you put that here in this rule, and that when a

majority of the bankers of any dirict come to you

and ask whether you will make a readjustment, unless

some good reason to the contrary appears, you would meet
their wishes, because you want them tc do tusiness

in the light of what they conceive to be their busi-

ness.
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It is impossible for this Board to know conditions in

Wisconsin, but these business men who have coma here do know

the business interests of Wisconsin, and they come here and

tell you that nine -- or six to one are in favor of this

change, that they esire to be heard here, -- two representa-

tives of the State of I:ichigan also, -- and tell you that in

Their judgment it is necessary that this change shall be made.

It seems to me that it should have some weight with the Board,

unless there are the most vital objections to it. It does

seem to me that we should have, -- that unless it is beyond

all reasonable doubt, -L,hey should re.:1:Itil here. It does seem

to me you should satisfy, or try to sacsfy, a great State

like Wisconsin,. ail(. Jet her (7/, bL1c-iness whar6 she thinks she

should, after the Lannel. and along the lines where she thinks

it is to her interests.

I have talked a great deal longer than I had intended to

do when I began, and I see Senator LaFu'ilette is here. I will

say in conclusion, gentlemen, 'ullat I hnpe you will give this

the most earnest consideratior, and that yo..: will grant this

petition, and give us as much ter7itory, including Michigan,

as you can, because we need it, and we consider it vital for

the interests of the State of Wisoqnsin.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: 'senator LaFollette, we shall be vary

glad... to hear from you.
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HON. ROBERT P. LAFOLLETTE, U. S. SENATOR PROMS-

CONSIN: Mr. colleague has so completely covered the

case of the petitioners here that I do not think it

will ne necessary for me to tax your time for more

than a very few moments. Further more, I am advised

that there is a request on the Hill for a quorum, and

a motion to adjourn because they could not get one.

So I shall have but little to say, and if I attempt

to discuss this whole matter, it will b simply to

go over ground which has already been 7resented to

you and reiterate argumarts which have eri made.

I am quite confidant that you nc'w undel7stand

the situation of the petitioer6 laere“ T nif;ht say,

perhaps, in the beg!nning, thrt in laying out these

districts, this is a great country with conflicting

interests, and it would have been almos omniscient

intelligence and understanding that woul(:, have been

able to make a perfect distribution cf territory here

at the outset. Familiarity with trade conditions and

the commercial currents of business is absolutely, I

take it, necessary to a proper appotioning of this

territory, if the' spirit of this la7. i.. to be com-

plied with.

Right at the in the very first the second

section of the Act itself, it is said that "The Dis-

tricts shall be apportioned with due regard to the con-
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-- the second secti.-)n 3f the Act itself
, it is said that

"The Districts shall be apportioned with d
ue regard to

the convenience and cuttornary cour
se of business, and

shall not necessarily be co-ter
minus with any State of

States." Now I suppose there was every g
ood reason for

the proviso which I have jus
t read b.ng incorporated in

this Act. I presume it is quite out of th
e question in

banking matters, as it is i
n evely other relation of

life, that ycu can make wa
ter rxi up hill, that you can

disjoint and disconnect and d
islocate natural conditions

and natural relations, and I S
U'S iat 1Janks were in-

vited, - that that wac an inv
itation Tr_2 ',hem to come

in, that it was a aort of teme)
: to them, an aurance

to them that if they jodned an:1
 came ir lie2e and gave

support to this grea.c piece of l
egislation, that their

existing trade and commercial con
nectLons would be given

fair consideration, and that th
ese dll'stri.:ts would not

be formed without due regard to t
he cenventence and

customary course of business,

You, as business men, gentleme
n, very itich more

than Senator Husting or myself, 
understand that when

trade and commercial relations 
a2e once established,

they become deep-rooted; they g
row in the confidence

of association and acquaintance a
nd understanding;

that it's pulling life itself -- com
mercial life, at

least -- up by the roots to say tha
t this thing shall

be turned in some cther direction, that
 you gentlemen
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shall do business with somebody with whom you have had

no business connections heretofore. And I beg -- it is

not necessary for me to remind this able Board, this

able Committee of the Board, that the very basis of

a successful operation of this law is that these

natural trade connections and commercial relations

shall be permitted to life, as they have lived and

developed through all the years.

Now you have the national banks of Wisconsin in

this association, but we have in that state some two

hundred and fifty-four State banks, anq I know that

it's the purpose and intend cf this and it must

be of the highest desirability, that these state

institutions should be drawn into this gleat associa—

tion.

I think I can speak with some knowledr;e of con-

ditions regarding the State banks of W.Lsconoin for

one not connected with the business in rny way. I

had, as Governor of the State, much to do with the

reorganization of the State banlunr; law, and we built-

up a system that we feel in Wisconsin is quite a

model in its way. It has drawn those banks very close-

ly together, and I think I can say to you that you

will have insurmountable difficulty in r7ett1ng these

State banks allied with this association, if they are

to understand that they must dc business where it is

unnatural, and where it is next to impossible for

them to do their banking business.
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THE COMPTROLLER: Senator, the State banks in the

District tributary to Chicago, howelrEr, have not shown

any disposition to come in as yet_

SENATOR LAFOLLETTE: No, I think that is undoubted-

ly true. I suppose they have hearcl nut6cadn,s.s from the

other portion of the State. These Yarers arc neeting

today in Madison, Wisconsin, and I have here a bundle

of letters sent to me from who ucu1d not be

present because they wanted to meet wii tna Ptate Bank-

ing Asscciaticn that is meetirrrt tho. Capitl C14.y.

now. Their relatiors rirc very olcke, tin_ey know,

presume, the dissatasfaction sm-nr:

national banks, becaus you i wrenc:f, tnem loose

from their own moorings and azeo;jEtions, J.na have

thrust then up intr the northwe3-, where 1, is

not natural fcr them to go.

THE COMPTROLLER: There is nc Ji1/4,1-)csiicn to move

the State banks frcm that scutn:yn strip to Chicago.

SENATOR LAFOLLETTE: I urld,:77stancl_ that, but of

course that asscciaticn is pretty :)...sely bound up.

When you get a move=t in the Site :f, r.K 4,nr-, Associa-

tion, too, it will be a pretty ;enera novement in

the State. It w:.11 lot, after one of these State con-

ferences, and after they knew there is 1.1amcny between

the national banks an. this Board with re/;ard tc the

operations of this law. And When they hear, as they
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are hearing tcday, that men are dcwn here wrestling fcr

what they deem to be vast commercial interests, life-

time asscciaticns, to r,et from this Board what the Act

itself in this seccnd section absclutely prcmises to

them, I say to ycu, gentlemen, --and 1 want to be --

MR. HARDING: May I ask a question, SenatcrT

SENATOR LAFOLLETTE: Certainly.

TAR. HARDING: You State is Wisconsin. Is there

much of what we call in the south "State pride?" Do

they want to be and pull tcgether, or do they mind

being split up?

STATOR 1AFOILETTE: Oh, nc: we ara a well-united

State; the whole southern yz-r-6 of the Stale, the bank-

ing interests, are interested ir the northern part of

the State, which is nct very densely settled. 7re have

a vast area there cf unimproved land, and these banking

interests in the southern part cf the Ste.te are very

much interested in cultivating the very closast kind

of ccmmercial relations with that part et the State.

Now, there is scme territcry in hare (indicating on

map) that I dc not I have no intimaLe knowledge of

what any of these banks here (indicating cn map)

desire. I saw, I think, Yr. Yang, at he same time

that you saw him.

REPRESENTATIVE BROI711E : Yes, sir.

SENATOR LAFOLTY,TTE: And it is my reccllection
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my recollection confirms your statement, but he did not

talk with me much about that at that time. He had some

other matters regardin[7 the operation of the bankinr: law

that he did talk with me about. 3ut Minneapolis and

St. Paul papers circulate in this section of the State

here (indicating on the map) much more than the papers

of MilwaUkee do. There is an area in here (indicting

on map) that is naturally tributa2y to St. Paul and

Minneapolis, those two great cp:c3nif.id cf.ties up there.

Now, I understand they have representatives here who

are, of ccurse, urging the retenv].on cf this terri-

tory. I have no doubt that it i9 of great comme.coial

.advantar;e to St. Paul and to ea1uli, and eic;ept-

ing for the fact that I an here a3 cne of the repre-

sentatives of Visccnsin, interetee in Vas(:onsin, born

there, wanting to see that State kee-c .ids pace and

keep a bit ahead in every respeot of alj tia„) other

States in the Union, I could have a 7e72y .cindly feel-

ing.for this, for St. Paul and Minneapolis. Indeed,

Minnesota is peopled in part by P. Disconsin former

Wisconsin residents.

Now, then, they dc not need ur,. Business all

up in this great wonderful region off o the north and

the west of St. Paul and Minneapolis 7oes 7-:ight that way.

You can not send it in any other direction. Montana, the

two Dakotas, northern Iowa, and Minnesota all gather
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right in here. 'You know the vastness of that country,

and the richness of it, and it is simply on the edge

of its production at this time.

MR. HARDING: It was stated here yesterday, Senator,

that the natural trend and course of business, not only

banking but mercantile business, and all business in

this section of Wisconsin, was towards Milwaukee and

Chicago. Do you concur in that 73e,w?

SENATOR LAFOLLETTE: I do, oj.1:.

MR. HARDING: Em,:dlatically 1()9

SENATOR LAFOLIETTE: Emphat.:cally o. Now, you

will find here -- I understand the bill° bintons ndicate

that there are banks Ilele (j.ndioating cr, map) that

are doing business in Minneapolis. 1icl.V6 E the right

understanding of that Mr. Pueli

MR. PUELICHER: Yes.

SENATOR LAFOLTRTTE: And you

Aer?

111 find those

buttons set in there. There is one there that stands

by itself in that town (indicating cn mep), that's Cassel.

MR. HARDING: And Minneapolls sells flour all over

that territory?

SENATOR LAFOLLETTE: I suppose thEA'a true, but

where you see a blue button and a red button on this

map it should not -- it may indicate on th,: face of it

a division of the banking business between the south

and the territory here, but that is not true.
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1,1111. HARDING: I would like to ask one question.

Perhaps MY. Kasten can answer it for you. These blue

buttons here (indicating on - •map.) accounts

that these banks carry with Minneapolis and St. Paul

banks. Does that represent comparatively new business,

or whether these accounts are carrf.ud for reserve pur-

poses, or whether they are what bankers call "collec-

tion accounts?" Minneapolis sell-, flour here all over

this territory, and has many flou.: debt:,; to collect,

and if these banks carry accounts with Minneapolis banks

these collections will be taken of.

MR. KASTEN: rrimax•ily thcs,-;' accourts arc ocl,Tried

in Minneapolis and E2.t Iaul. !:dm-Diy c.pllection accounts,

in order tc make collecticns in that way.

MR. HARDINR But the trend the collection business

is from Minneapolis? Minneapolio has ocllections to make

on Wisconsin rather than the other '7ay?

MR. KASTEN: No return business.

MR. PUELICHER: And many 02 thos blue buttons (in-

dicating of map) have been put in the 3ast year as a

result of the Bank being there, ancl the accounts have

been solicited since the Bank han teen iaced there.

REPRESENTATTVI, 2RO1ITE: I would lj.ke to ask Senator

LaPollette if it is not the fact that the capital as

well as the population of central and northern Wisconsin

comes from Milwaukee and along the southern and eastern

leat of. our State.
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SEN.LTOR LAP0-:=2E: Yes, I think that is

quite universally true, and of course they main-

tain their old relatio,As wit iq bho southern c.nd

southeastern part of the State.

TEL COM:TROLLER: i)oes it also include Min-

nesota, settled by -people moving up to 1isconsin?

UnTOR LAFOLLETTE: Of course, a great tide

of immigration came direct from northern Europe in-

to Minnesota, 'out I have been ovr:r iiinnesota a great

•deal in the last six or eight or ten years, and

there is scarcely a city of an size there where

•we do not - find a good large s-;ri-:ikling of fiscon-

sin men -- younger men -- who have gone out and up

into that 3tate.

THE COMPTROLLER: Very much as years ago the

• puipulation of Virginia overs2roaC, into Kentucky

and Tennessee.

SENATOR LAP011,112TE: Exactly. Well, now,

. gentlemen, I would only e repeating myself, I

think, if I took any more of your time, and I

want to thank you for your courtesy, and I do

not think I can contribute anything farther to

the discussion.

JUDGE ,U.T.31, ND: Mr.. Chairman, and ..-<entlemen

of the Board, representing' asas I do the Hinneaolis

:rederal deserve 3anh, and its Flem'oe]:s
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ane_ as I stated yesterday to some extent the Mi-

chigan banks, and the statement having been made

in the order of the Board re-opening the petition

that briefs may 1e filed, I would ask ab this time

.permission to file 7Drief on

-7
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behalf of the parties whom I represent that I may have

the benefit of the transcript that has been taken at the

hearings before I prepare the brief. As I have stated,

this case was called up here witho-Jt cur kncwilt before

arriving here jut what it was going to be, and we can

only act intelligently on the transcript.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: (After ccnferring with ether

Board members) I will say that the Bcard will give

either side an opportunity to fn.; any b..cief, if they

desire, on or before the first cf Septe7.aber, if that's

agreeable to all paitie9. I dc riot whet clay that

is. That comes on Friday. Well, then, it's undcrstood.

JUDGE UELAND: But jf thc will pF.rden me,,

in view cf the manner in which it Iresented, would

it not be fair if. our side proposing w-:-1:f,t is asked for

in the change of territory, weIe aUczeci a little time

after we get a copy of the petiticuors' brief, a little

time after we receive that, to prent otlr brief?

GOVERNOR HAELIY: I think CU2 purirse has usually

been tc have all briefs filed on a certain day. Of ccurse,

if there were anything that either party desired to file

as a supplemental brief, that would. take but a day or so,

I presume no objection would be offeTed, but cur practice

is to 17ave all briefs in ett the snme time, and of course

each will send the other at once a cor,j of his brief, and

I think that will save time. Of course if anything should

transpire, the Board would be raad to give you an °prior-
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tunity jto file a courter rep1y but I think two or three

days would be ample for that.

JUDGE UELAND: ir the gentlemen will designate some-

one tc whom I shall send cur brief, I shall be 71ad to for-

ward the copy to that perscn.

REPRESENTATIVE STAFFORD: I suggest Mr. Lombard.

MR. LOMBARD: Governor Hamlin, if we should desire

to have the argument here stand as cur brief, would that

be permitted?

GOVERNOR HAELIY: -Iles, and if you viant a colv of

this record, make your arrangements with thc stenographer;

then if there is nc objection, anf.1 nothim; further, the

Board will new adjourn, the hies, if desired, or the

argument, to be filed on or before September first, and

to be exchanged with one another. and then if there should

be any reason fcr a counter brief, it is understood that

a very short period of time , - two or three days we

think would be ample -- will be allowed within which the

same may be filed with the Board. Of courue we desire to

take this up'at the earliest pccsible moment; and if ycu

could get your briefs in before that, I think it would

assist the Beard in its efforts speodilv tc deternine the

question.

ER. LOEBARD: I do not think there -7fAl be any brief

on the part of the petitioners, but we do object to any

unnecessary delay.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: Certainly; I think all parties de-

sire to have this settled as speedily as possible, and of
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course, if you oculd -.0epa-e your brief before September

first, there will be but little delay.

JUDGE UELAND: 'Yes, but I shcula have to have the

transcript first.

THE COMPTROLLER: M±. Chairman, the Judr;e has stated

he would like tc have about ten clays to prepare his brief.

What was ycur suggestion, Judge?

JUDGE UELAND: I was thinkf.nr-_, if I could have ten

days more time it would be well, but the Chairman has dis-

posed cf that.

THE COMPTROLT7R: I understcol you 01133, abircd for

about two weeks altoc,other, and we 1,Lave given ycu three

weeks now.

JUDGE UELAND: It aepenris .itc,';ethpr upon when I c;et

the transcript. The Chairman h inrlicE, September first.

GOVERNOR HAHLIN: This decision .18 based cn the fact

that substantially within a week we havk) (7. copy cf the

transcript.

THE COMPTROLLER: How about havi; an understanding,

Mr. Chairman, that if either sid. wants to reply it shall

be within five days.

GOVERNOR HAMLIN: I said three. drvp.

THE COMPTROLLER: Let it be under - cot definitely.

GOVERNOR HAM,IN: Do you object to thr:)e days, either

side? Or do you prefer five days?

JUDGE UELAND: I prefer five days.
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GOVERNOR HAMLIN: All briefs must be in September

first, and the reply briefs September 5th, so with that

understanding, we will now adjourn.

MR. PUELICHER: I want to say, Governor Hamlin, that

the bankers of Wisconsin and Milwaukee want to thank you

for your courteous consideration, and for the manner in

which you have handled this matter.

(Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned.)

-c0o-.
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ERRATA

On pla.;.c of this reccrc'. where J. H.

Lombard refers to a letter frcn the Citizens'

National Bank of 17errill, 71sccnsin, Mr. Lcr:bard

advises in a letter to the shcrthnf, reperter,

dated Au;ust lAth, that he was nistr.ken in re-

sard tc the name of this bank, an. that it shrule,

be the City rational Bank of Oshkosh, 71scensin.

This letter shoule, appear in this record-as

Exhibit "A." Mr. Lombard has not yet sent this

letter to the reporter. As sccn as it is received

it will be nailed separately to be inserted in-

needately follawin this yar,e in the rcecre..

-c Oc-

- 155
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(This sheet is to oe inserted in Federal Reserve Board hearing

transcript, dated August 8-9, 19161 immediately following
"Addenda" and "Errata" sheets.)

(copy)

Exhibit A.

CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF OSHKOSH

Oshkosh, Wis.
August 3, 1916.

Mr. J. W. P. Lombard, President,

National Exchange Bank

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Dear Sir:-

'We have your favor of the 2nd inst., in relation to a
re-hearing of the petition of the banks in Northern Wisconsin
desiring to be transferred to the Seventh Federal Reserve Dis-
trict.

We of course feel as a number of other members did, that it
was a mistake not to include Wisconsin in the Seventh District,
but since we have invested some of our funds in Western farm
mortgages we have changed our opinion as to being transferred to
the Seventh District and prefer to remain in the Ninth District
to take advantage of the farm mortgage loans.

This sentiment appears to be general.

Regardless of the outcome of the re-hearing our relations
will remain the same. If the re-hearing results in our remain-
ing in the Ninth Federal Reserve.District, we can participate 4.n
the facilities offered in this district, and at the same time we
can take advantage of the facilities offered by the Milwaukee and
Chicago banks. The only disadvantage which we can see is the in-
convenience of the traveling distance between the respective Re-
serve cities.

Yours very truly,

(signed) A. T. Hennig,

Cashier.
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(This sheet is to be inserted in Federal Reserve Board hearing

transcript, dated August 6-91 1916, immediately following
"Errata" sheet.)

Exhibit A.

CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF OSHKOSH

(COPY) Oshkosh, Wis.

August 32 1916.

Mr. J. W. P. Lombard, President,

National Exchange Bank,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Dear Sir:

We have your favor of the 2nd inst., in relation to a
re-hearing of the petition of the banks in Northern Wisconsin de-
siring to be transferred to the Seventh Federal Reserve District,

We of course feel as a number of other members did, that it
was a mistake not to include Wisconsin in the Seventh District,
but since we have invested some of our funds in Western farm mort-
gages we have changed our opinion as to being transferred to the
Seventh District and prefer to remain in the Ninth District to
take advantage of the farm mortgage loans.

This sentiment appears to be general.

Regardless of the outcome of the re-hearing our relations
will remain the same. If the re-hearing results in our remain-
ing in the Ninth Federal Reserve District, we can participate in
the facilities offered in this district, and at the same time we
can take advantage of the facilities offered by the Milwaukee and
Chicago banks. The only disadvantage which we can see is the in-
convenience of the traveling distance between the respective Re-
serve cities.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) A. T. Hennig,

Cashier.
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(This sheet is to be inserted in Federal Reserve Board hearing

transcript, dated Au :23t 0-S, 1913, immediately following
"Errata s sheet.)

Exhibit A.

CITY NATIONAL DANK
OF OSHKOSH

(COPY) Oshkosh, Wis.

J. W. P. Lombard, PresiJent,

National Exchan,!e Dank,

aluaukee, Wieconsin.

Dear

Ausust 3, 1916.

We have your favor of the and inst., in relation to a .
re-hearing of the petition of the banks in Northern Wisconsin de-
siring to be transferred to the Seventh Federal Reserve District.

We of course feel as a number of ot7:.er nembers did, that it
was a mistake not to include Wisconsin in the Seventh District,
but since '.re have invested some of our funds in Western fary6 mort-
gages Ile 'tave changed our opinion as to lopping transferred to the
Seventh District and prefer to remain III the Ninth District to
take advantage of the Pil.rio mortgage loans,

This aentient appears to be general.

Regardless of the outoone of tha re-llearirr; our relations
will reoain the same. If the re-hearing results In our remain-
ing in the Ninth Federal Reserve District, 1ae can participate in
the facilities offered in this district, and at the same tine we
can take advantage of the facilities offered by the Hilwaukee and
Chivas-0 banks. The only disadvantage which we can see is the in-
convenience of the traveling distance between the respective Re-
serve cities,

Yours very truly,

(Signed) A. T. Hennig,

Cashier.
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EXHIBIT B.

Telegrams.

Marq-cette,
August 5, 1916.

Hon. A. Ueland,
Counsel Federal Bank,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

We do not think any action ohould be taken at this time
to remove northern Michigan banks from the Ninth District. In
justice to the Michigan banks anri the Ninth District we should
be permitted to continue our 'cusincss rolaticns for one year
longer in order that we mFl.y he i.-. position to determine and
satisfy ourselves that a change is nccssary or desirable. We
therefore request you to represent 111 at a meeting to be held
at Washington Tuesday, August eighth,

(Signed) First rational Rank,

Eaward S. Bice, Vice Prest.

Yirst. Yal.,lof.al Bank,
Negauneo. Michigan,
7 C. Yates, Cashier,

Mine-r:;; National Bank,
Ishpemin, Michigan,

C. H. Mess, Cashier.

First Natirmal T3ank,
Sault 2-rx, Max4 e, Michigan,
Otto Fowler, Prest.

.0W WI. am

Houghton, 1:fohigan,
Pugust 4, 1916.

Hon. A. Ueland,
Counsel Federal Reserve Bank,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

We do not think any action should be taken at this time
to remove northern Michigan banks from the Ninth District. In
justice to the Michigan banks and the Ninth District we shoulc.
be permitted to continue our business relations for one year
longer in order that we may be in position to determine and
satisfy ourselves that a change is necessary or desirable. Wc,
therefore request you to represent us at the meeting to be heli:
at Washington Tuesday, August eighth.

(Signed) Houghton National Bank,
J. H- Rice, President.
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B (Continued)

Houghton, Michigan,
August 4th, 1916.

Hon. A. Ueland,
Counsel Federal Reserve Bar,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

We do not think any action shou]d be 
taken at this time

to remove northern Michigan banks frcm the 
Ninth District. In

justice to the Michigan banks and. the Ni
nth District we should

be permitted to continue our business 
relations for one year

longer in order that we may be in position 
to determine and

satisfy ourselves that a change is 
ncessary or desirable. We

therefore request you to represen ue at the meeting to be held

at Washington Tuesday, August

(Signed) Houghon National Bank,
H Rice, President.

First liational Bank,
Lake Linden,

Charles Mac Intire, Cashie

First Tational Bank,
Calumet,
Ed Ouddihit, Cashier.

F5.rst National Bank,
Hancock,

W, R. Thompson, Prest.

First 11tiona1 Bank,
HubbP11,
R. E. Odgers, Cashier.

Superior National Bank,
Hancock,

John C. Jeffery, Cashier.

Baraga County National Bank,

Thomas D. Tracy, Cashier.
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Exhibit C.

COW.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

Telegra.m.

MADISON WIS. 1125 am AA; 8 1916

J H Puelicher, care F A Delano,

Federal Reserve Board Washincton

Resolution adopted unanimously

J H !Daggett

109 ym
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COPY.
•

THE NATIONAL MANUFACTURERS BANK

"The Bank of Personal Service"

Neenah, Wis.

Auge 2, 1916.

M. K. Reilly,

Member of Congress,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

We are advised by the Governor of the Federal

Reserve Board that they have decided to reopen the

petition filed by certain Wisconsin barks, of which we

were one, to be transferred from th3 9th to the 7th

Reserve District, the hearing to be held at Washington

August 8th.

The banks in the Fox River Valley have very

little business up the Minneapolis way an•l are out of

their natural place in that district.

Will you not be able to represent us at this

hearing in an effort to have this locality changed to

the 7th district which has headquarters at Chicago?

We thank you for whatever you nay be able to

do for us in this respect.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) W. G. Brom,

Cashier.
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COPY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Neenah, Wis.,

Hon. n. K. Reilly of Wisconsin,
Washington, D. C.

"The House."

Dear Hr. Reilly:-

We have been notified by C.
Reserve Board, that on Aug. 8 at

Board will reopen petition filed

of whom we are one, for transfer
District which is Minneapolis to
is Chicago.

Aug. 2, 1916..

S. Hamlin, Governor, Federal
3 P. M. the Federal Reserve
by certain Wisconsin Banks,
from 9th Federal Reserve
7th Reserve District which

As we are unable to be present in person at that hearing,

we will greatly appreciate the favor if you will kindly be

present at that hearing and present our petition that we do

be transferred to the Chicago District. The great bulk of

our business runs to Chicago which is the natural headqua
rters

for this section of Wisconsin. The mail service between

Chicago and Neenah is perfect. We can write a letter on Mon-

day to Chicago and be positive that Wednesday morning at 7

A. M. we will receive a reply. If we write a letter Monday

to Minneapolis, the earliest reply we can receive by mail

we can get by going to the post office at 2 P. M. a very

inconvenient hour at which to receive important mail because

every business man likes to receive his mail as early in.the

day as possible so that it may have proper attention before

the close of business hours which with us as you know is

three o'clock. As we do not go for our mail at 2 P. M. we

actually receive it next Morning - 24 hours later than Chicago.

We are very much in earnest in our desire to be trans-

ferred to the Chicago District and we trust that it may be

your pleasure to further our interests in this respect.

Thanking you in anticipation for the favor of your kind

attention, we are

Yours truly,

(Si:ned) John Shiells,

V. Pres.
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COPY.

THE

COLIIIERCIAL NATIONAL BANK OF OSHKOSH

Oshkosh, Wis.,

/62

August 2nd, 1916.

Honorable M. K. Reilly,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

Now that a re-hearing is to Le

had by the Federal 'Reserve Board next

Tuesday afternoon, Aug. 8th, on the

question of change in the district tound-

aries of the Federal Reserve Bank - In

conformity with our former request, we

again urge the change irom District No. 9

to No. 7.

Any assistance you can render will

be duly appreciated.

Yours truly,
4

(Signed) Thomas Daly

D.L. 
President.
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THE CHILTON NATIONAL B!:NK

The Hon. M. K. Reilly,
Washington, D. C.

163

Chilton, Wis., Aug. 2nd, 1916.

My dear Sir:-

We received a telegram_ a few days ago
from the Governor of the Federal Reserve Boara,
advising us that the Board had voted to reopen the
petition filed by certain Wisconsin banks for transfer
from the Ninth to the Seventh Federal ReserIe District
in informal hearing to be held in WasIlington, on
August 8th.

Now, as it will be iMv,ossible for us to
be represented at this hearing, I would kindly request
you, in the interest of the banks of your District and
the banks of Wisconsin, to use your influence in having
this change made, if possible. I am satisfied that you
realize the inconvenience of being located in the Ninth
District, having to send our items West and from there
East again, whereas Chicago would be the natural center
for our business. Kindly cdvise me whether our view
is consistent with yours and, if so, I trust that you
will do everything in your power to make this change.

P/B

• Thanking you for your kind favor, I remain

Yours respectfully,

CHILTON NATIONAL BANK

per (Signed) Wm. J. Paulsen
President.
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THE GERMAN NATIONAL BANK

Ripon, Wis.,

August 2, 1916.

Mr. M. K. Reily,
Member of Congress,

Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Reily:

As you probably know, the petition tc have

certain banks in the state of Wisconsin transferred

from the 9th to the 7th Reserve Distrit will be re-

opened for an informal hearing Auic:.st 8th, 1916.

ferred

volume

We are very much interested in being trans-

to the 7th Reserve District, as the great

of our business ie in that div.,,ctica. And

anything you may be able to do to assist in this

transfer will be greatly appreciated by us.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Jas. L. Stone,

Cashier.

JLS/GS

•
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COPY.

FEIST NATIONAL BANK

No. 7224.

Hon. M. K. Reilly,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir;

BRILLION, WIS.,

Aug. 2, 1916.

On Aug. 8th, at Washingtoll there will be an informal
hearing on the petition of certain Wisconsin banks for trans-
fer from the 9th to the 7th Federal Reserve District. Of
course, we are one of the banks who signed the petition, and
we believe that practically every mombe.r bc.n.t in this sec-
tion did the same. Will you not kindly do anything you can
to assist in having the Board take favorable action?

We would hesitate to ask This, were it not for the fact
that there is no question whatever as to what district
the banks through this part of the State should be a part
of.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) Geo. E. Dawson,

Cashier.
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THE NATIONAL BANK

1(16

Manitowoc, Wis., August 2/I

Hon. M. K. Reilly,
House of Representatives,

7vzIchington, D. C.

My dear Mr. Rcilley:

We have been notified that on August 8th at 3 P. M.

C. S. Hmlin, Governor of the Federal Reserve Board, 7111 reopen

the petition filed by certain Wisconsin Banks, about It years

ago, for a change from the Federal Reserve District #9 to the

Federal Reserve District #7 Chicago, and we most earnestly re-

quest that you appear before the Board at that time and use you
r

efforts to have this change made.

You of course understand the difficulties we banks in

the eastern part of the state are under in trying to do business

at Minneapolis. We have no direct train service there but are

compelled to either go to Milwaukee and take train there, or

go to Appleton Jot, and wait for a train at that point. Should

it require our presence at Minneapolis, it means 18 hours in

going and the same length of time in returning, while the train

service to Chicago is unexcelled, we having 5 direct trains each

day to Chicago and it only takes 4 hours to make the trip, it

being very easy to go to Chicago, having a whole day there and

be back in Manitowoc at 7:45 in the evening or later if necessar7-

To show the poor train service between here and Minneapolis, we

to-day received a letter from the Federal Reserve Bank, Minneap
o•

lis, bearing postmark July 31st, 7:30 P.11 which letter was

not received at the post office here until August 2nd, 7:30 
A.M,

I have to-day mailed this envelope with a letter to the Hon
. C.

S. Hamlin,'Governor of the Federal Reserve Board, as an illus
-

tration, This is a daily occurence with the mails between the

two cities, and of great importance that the change be made t
o

the Chicago district.

We will greatly appreciate anything that you may be

able, to do in having this transfer made, and wish to than
k you

very much for any efforts made by you in our behalf.

With kindest regards, I am

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) F. T. Zentner,
Cashier.
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Exhibit K.

COPY.

THE CITIZENS NATIONAL ABNK

Houghton: -lac h.

July 31. 1913.

Hon. Charles S. Hamlin, Tz3overflol.

Federal Reserve Board,

Washington. D.C.

Sir:

The writer has been aAvised tha: you are de-

sirous of netting an expression fm.c.a the banks of Nor-

thern Michigan regarding the contemp1atf3d transfer from

ne Minneapolis to the Chicago DiEtr:J-1.

The writer has consieres,!, Lhis change very

seriously for the past two weeks and is of the cpinicn

that his cwn bank and banks cf the d2.strict will be

better served to continue with the TL.nnewolis institution.

Yours regpectfuily,

(Signed) R 1. .-founC.;,
Vice President.

RAVEHF
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD,

TTLSHINGTON, D. C.

Gentlemen:

Whereas, in apportioning the United States into

Federal Reserve districts, our locality has been placed in
District No. 9, to be served by a reserve bank in Minneapolis,
and

7hereas, the lines of transportation and facilities
for speedy communication between Minneapolis and our district

are very unsatisfactory and inadequate, and

Whereas, our commercial and financial interests do not

tend towards Minneapolis, but rather to Detroit, Milwaukee,

and Chicago, and the proposed division will disturb the natural

course of trade and be extremely harmful to established banking

and commercial relations, and

Whereas, Chairman Glass recently said, "In the opera-

tion of the system no business center will lose its identity

or have its business relations seriously disturbed" and that

"the banking operations and the commercial transactions of

any given territory will be practically maintained as they

exist to-day" npither of which conditions can exist if the

territory tributary to Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago re-

mains in the Minneapolis district.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED? That we strenuously pro-

test against a division of territory placing our section in

District Not 9, which in Our opinion, is contiary to the terms

of the currency act which provides tha+ "THE DISTRICT SHALL

BE APPORTIONED TJITH DUE REGARD TO THE CONVENIENOE AND CUSTO-

MARY COURSE OF BUSINESS," and that we earnestly petition the

Federal Reserve Board to reccnsider the apportionment, to the

end that our locality preserve its normal relations, and .be

placed in District No. 7, served by the Chicago Reserve Bank.

Date - July 28, 1916. Name of City - Norway, Mich.

Fame of Balk - First National

Officers - F. A. Janson, Pres.

D. A. Stewart, Cash.
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD,

7,1SHINGTON, D. C.

Gentlemen:

•
19

Whereas, in apportioning the United States into

Federal Reserve districts, our locality has been placed in

District No. 9, to be served by a reserve bank in Llinnearolis,

and

7hereas, the lines of transportation and facilities
for speedy communication between Minneapolis and our district

are very unsatisfactory and inadequate, and

Whereas, our commercial and financial interests do not
tend towards Minneapolis, but rather to Detroit, Milwaukee,
and Chicago, and the proposed division will disturb the natural

course of trade and be extremely harmful to established banking
and commercial relations, and

Whereas, Chairman Glass recently said, "In the opera-
tion of the system no business center will lose its identity

or have its business relations seriously disturbed" and that

"the banking operations and the commercial transactions of

any given territory will be practically maintained as they

exist to-day" neither of which conditions can exist if the

territory tributary to Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago re-

mains in the Minneapolis district.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED? That we strenuously pro-
test against a division of territory placing our section in
District No. 9, which in our opinion, is conttary to the terms
of the currency act, which provides that "THE DISTRICT SHALL
BE APPORTIONED WITH DUE REGARD TO THE CONVENIENCE AND CUSTO-

NARTCOURSE OF BUSINESS," and that we earnestly petition the
Federal Reserve Board to reconsider the apportionment, to the
end that our locality preserve its normal relations, and be
placed in District No. 7, served by the Chicago Reserve Bank.

Date - July 28th, 1916. Name of City Menominee, Eich.

Name of Bank The Lumbermen's Natl.Ban.;c

Officers W. S. Carpenter, Tres.

Wm. iebb Harmetz, Cashier.
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COPY.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD,

WdISHINGTON, D. C.

Gentlemen:

170

Whereas, in apportioning the United States into
Federal Reserve districts, our locality has been placed in
District No. 9, to be served by a reserve bank in Minneapolis,
and

7hereas, the lines of transportation and facilities
for speedy communication between Minneapolis and our district

are very unsatisfactory and inadequate, and

Whereas, our commercial and financial interests do not

tend towards Minneapolis, but rather to Detroit, Milwaukee,

and Chicago, and the proposed division will disturb the natural

course of trade and be extremely harmful to established banking

and commercial relations, and

Whereas, Chairman Glass recently said, "In the opera-

tion of the system no business center will lose its identity

or have its business relations seriously disturbed" and that
"the banking operations and the commercial transactions of
any given territory will be practically maintained as they
exist to-day" neither of which conditions can exist if the
territory tributary to Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago re-
mains in the Minneapolis district.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED? That we strenuously pro-

test against a division of territory placing our section in
District No. 9, which in our opinion, is contrary to the terms
of the currency act, which provides that "THE DISTRICT SHALL
BE APPORTIONED WITH DUE REGARD TO THE CONVENIENCE AND CUSTO-
MARY COURSE OF BUSINESS," and that we earnestly petition the
Federal Reserve Board to reconsider the apportionment, to the
end that our locality preserve its normal relations, and be
placed in District No. 7served by the Chicago Reserve Bank.

Date - July 28, 1916. Name of City - Escanaba, Mich.

Name of Bank - First National Bank

Officers - C. C. Royce, Vice Pres.

Leslie French, Cash.
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TO THE FEDLEAL RESERVE BOARD,

71SHIGTOIT, D. C.

Gentlemen:

Whereas, in apportioning thc United Stats into

Federal Reserve districts, our locality has been placed in

District No. 9, to be served by a reserve bank in Minneapolis,

and

7hereas, the lines of transportation and facilities

for speedy communication between Minneapolis and our district

are very unsatisfactory and inadequate, and

Whereas, our commercial and financial interests do not

tend towards Minneapolis, but rather to Detroit, Milwaukee,

and Chicago, and the proposed division will disturb the natural

course of trade and be extremely harmful to established banking

and commercial relations, and

Whereas, Chairman Glass recently said, "In the opera-

tion of the system no business center will lose its identity

or have its business relations seriously disturbed" and that

"the banking operations and the commercial transactions of

any given territory will be practically maintained as they

exist to-day" neither of which conditions can exist if the

territory tributary to Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago re-

mains in the Minneapolis district.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED? That we strenuously pro-

test against a ditision of territory placing our section in

District No. 9, which in bur opinion, is contrary to the terms

of the currency act i which provides that "THE DISTRICT SHALL

BE APPORTIONED WITH DUE REGARD TO THE CONVENIENCE AND CUSTO-

MARY COURSE OF BUSINESS," and that we earnestly petition the

Federal Reserve Board to reconsider the apportionment, to the

end that our locality preserve its normal relations, and be

placed in District No. 7, served by the Chicago Reserve Bank.

Date - July 28, 1916. Name of City - Escanaba, Mich.

librm of Bank - The Escanaba Nat. bank

Officers - J. K. Stack, Pres.

M. N. Smith, Cash,
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE B014n,

7/1SHINGTON, D. C.

Gentlemen:

Whereas, in apportioning the Uaited States into

Federal Reserve districts, our locality has been placed in

District No. 9, to be served by a reserve bank in Minneapolis,

and

7hereas, the lines of transportation and facilities

for speedy communication between Minneapolis and our district

are very unsatisfactory and inadequate, and

Whereas, our commercial and financial interests do not

tend towards Minneapolis, but rather to Detroit, Milwaukee,

and Chicago, and the proposed division will disturb the natural

course of trade and be extremely harmful to established banking

and commercial relations, and

Whereas, Chairman Glass recently said, "In the opera-

tion of the system no business center will lose its identity

or have its business relations seriously disturbed" and that

"the banking operations and the commercial transactions of

any given territory will be practically maintained,as they

exist to-day" neither of which conditions can exist if the

territory tributary to Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago re-

mains in the Minneapolis district.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED? That we strenuously pro-

test against a dividion of territory placing ,our section in

District No. 9, which in our opinion, is contiary to the terms

of the currency act, which provides that "THE DISTRICT SHALL

BE APPORTIONED WITH DUE REGARD TO THE CONVENIENCE AND CUSTO-

MARY COURSE OF BUSINESS," and that we earnestly petition the

Federal Reserve Board to reconsider the apportionment, to the

end that our locality preserve its normal relations, and be

placed in District No. 7, served by the Chicago Reserve Bank.

Date - July 28, 1916. Name of City - Iron River Mich.

Name Of Bank - First National Bank

Officers - E. S. Coe, Pres.

A. J. Oakland, Cash.
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD,

7,SHINGTOE, D. C.

Gentlemen:

173

Whereas, in apportioning the United States into

Pederal Reserve districts, our locality has been placed in

.)istrict No. 9, to be served by a reserve bank in Minneapolis,

and

7hereas, the lines of transportation and facilities

for speedy communication between Minneapolis and our district

are very unsatisfactory and inadequate, and

Whereas, our commercial and financial interests do not

tend towards Minneapolis, but rather to Detroit, Milwaukee,

and Chicago, and the proposed division will disturb the natural

course of trade and be extremely harmful to established banking

and commercial relations, and

Whereas, Chairman Glass recently said, "In the opera-

tion of the system no business center will lose its identit
y

or have its business relations seriously disturbed" and t
hat

"the banking operations and the commercial transactions of

any given territory will be practically maintained as they

exist to-day" neither of which conditions can exist if the

territory tributary to Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago r
e-

mains in the Minneapolis district.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED? That we strenuously 
pro-

test against a division of territory placing our section in

District No. 9, which in our opinion, is contrary to th
e terms

of the currency act, which provides that "THE DISTRICT
 SHALL

BE APPORTIONED UITH DUE REGARD TO THE CONVENIENCE AND CU
STO-

MARY COURSE OF BUSINESS," and that we earnestly petitio
n the

Federal Reserve Board to reconsider the apportionment
, to the

end that our locality preserve its normal relations, and 
be

placed in District No. 7, served by the Chicago Reserve 
Bank.

Da:Ge - Aug. 3, 1916. Name of City - Capital Falls, Mich.

Name of Bank - Iron County National

Officers - J. F. Conovan, Pres.

- James Gaffney, Cash.
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TEE FIRST NATIONAL SANK

Menominee, Mich.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

7ASHINGTON, D. C.

Gentlemen:

174

Agg. 3rd, 1916.

The following Resolutions were adopted by our Board

of Directors at their regular meeting held this day:

:1HEREAS, in apportioning the United States into

Federal Reserve Districts, our locality has been placed in

Di.strict Nb. 9, to be served by a reserve bank in Minneapo-

lis, and
WHEREAS, the lines of transportation and facilities

for speedy communication between Minnelpolis and our district

are very unsatisfactory and inadequate, and

WHEREAS, our coumercial and financial interests do not

tend towards Minneapolis, but rather to Detroit, Milwaukee and

Chicago and the present dividion disturbs the natural course

of trade and is extremely harmful to the established banking

and commercial relations, and

WHEREAS, Chairman Glass re,:ently said "In the operation

of the system no business center will lose its identity or

have its business relations seriously disturbed" and that "the

banking operations and the commercial trahsactions of any given

territory will be practically maintained as they exist today"

neither of Which conditions can exist if the territory tribu-

tary to Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago remain in the Minneapolic

district.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That we strenuously protest

against this section remaining in District No. 9, which in our

opinion, is contrary to the terms of the currency act, which

provides that "THE DISTRICT SHALL BE APPORTIONED WITH DUE RE-

GARD TO THE CONVENIENCE AND CUSTOMARY COURSE OF BUSINESS," and

that we earnestly petition the Federal Reserve Board to recon-

sider the apportionment, to the end that our locality preserve

its normal relations., and be placed in District No. 7, served

by the Chicago Reserve Bank.

(Signed) G. A. Blesch, President.

Clinton W. Gram, Cashier.
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COPY.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD,

7,1SHINGTON, D. C.

Gentlemen:

175

Whereas, in apportioning the Uni.ted States into
Federal Reserve districts, our locality has been placed in
.)istrict No. 9, to be served by a reserve bank in Minneapolis,

and

7hereas, the lines of transportation and facilities
for speedy communication between Minneapolis and our district
are very unsatisfactory and inadequate, and

Whereas, our commercial and financial interests do not

tend towards Minneapolis, but rather to Detroit, Milwaukee,
and Chicago, and the proposed division will disturb the natural

course of trade and be extremely harmful to established banking

and commercial relations, and

Whereas, Chairman Glass recently said, "In the opera-

tion of the system no business center will lose its identity

or have its business relations seriously disturbed" and that

"the banking operations and the commercial transactions of

.any given territory will be practically maintained as they

exist to-day" neither of which conditions can exist if the

territory tributary to Detroit, Milwaukee and Chicago re-

mains in the Minneapolis district.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED? That we strenuously pro-

test against a division of territory placing our section in

District No. 9, which in our opinion, is contrary to the terms

of the currency act, which provides that "THE DISTRICT SHALL

BE APPORTIONED 7ITH DUE REGARD TO THE CONVENIENCE AND CUSTO-

MARY COURSE OF BUSINESS," and that we earnestly petition the

Federal Reserve Board to reconsider the apportionment, to the

end that our locality preserve its normal relations, and be

placed in District No. 7, served by the Chicago Reserve Bank.

Date - Aug. 5, 1916. Name of City - Iron Mountain

Num of Bank - First National Bank

Officers - B. F. Brown, ?res.

- R. F. Lamed,
•• •Digitized for FRASER 
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August 7, 1916.

LUITORANDIRI FOR hR. HATMET.

1. Attached hereto please find list of namos and locations

of national banks in Wisconsin in favor of, and opposed to, trans-

for to tho Seventh Federal Reserve District, as per letters received

up to August 8, *16.

2. Ditto of Northern Michigan banks.

3 and 4. Amounts d'7.c from the F. R. Bank of iannoapolis .1

(a) To all rembol banks in the Ninth F. R.
District, as shown by the F. R. Bank's state-
ment of Juno 30, 1916, . 0.9,378,659

(b) To the 67 merlor banks in Wisconsin,
considered for transfer to the Soveuth F. R.
District, as sheyal in the Comptroller's re-
ports of Juno 'co, 1916,   1,597,548

(c) To the 21 ms)mber banks in Wisclnstn
not considered fol. transfer to the Sev:nth
F. R. District, as shaun in the Comptroller's
roliorts of June 30; 1916, ..... ........,... .... 83,219

(d) To all the mombor banks in Wisconsin at
present in the Ninth F. R. District, as pox'
Comptroller's reports of June 30, 1316,   1,680,767

(c) Mo the 61 member banks in Wisconsin
outside Ashland, Price and. Taylor Counties,
considered for transfer to the Seventh F. R.
District, as per Comptroller's reports of
Juno 30, 1916,  

(f) To the 31 member banks on the upper
flichigan poninsula considered for transfor
to the Seventh F. R. District, as per Comp-
troller's reports of Juno 30th, 1916,  

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) M. Jacobson,
Statistician.

1,514,330

831,587
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COPY.

MIES AND LOCATIONS OF NATIONAL BANKS IN WISCONSIN CONSIDERED FOR TRANSFER

FROII THE NINTH TO THE SEMITH FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT.

Name of Bank

Ashland. National
Northern "
Citizens ".
Kollogg "
IlcCartney "
National Bank of

First National
Vt 11

ft it

St It

Chilton
First
Conmorcial National

First National

Fon du lac National

First National

Gorian "
first
if It

It If

IV It

Batavian
National Bank of

First National

langlado "
Citizens "
National Bank of

First National
National Gorman American "

First National
Stophonson National

Poshtigo
Citizens
Oconto
First -
Citizens "
Commorical National

First National

ft

Tov,rn

Ashland
If

Green Bay
it IV

DePero
Alma
nordovi
Nelson
Brillion
Chilton
Noillsville
Fondu lac
If

If

Vt

it

11

11 11

44.

Ripon

Crandon
Borlin
Princeton
Black River Falls
LaCrosse
it

Ant igo
SI

Merrill
Manitowoc
Wausau

Lb.r t t 0

11 "

Poshtigo
Ocanto
Vt

Rhinelander
Apploton
11

Dabo

County

shlan6.
ft

Brown

Vt

VI

Buffalo
11

'I

CalUMOt

IV

Clark
Fon du Lac
it
II

If

II

Forost
Greon Lako
it Vt

Jackson
LaCrosse
VI

Langlado
If

Lincoln
ranit OWOC
Marathon
It

7arinotto
it

If

Oconto
11

Oneida
Ou.tagamio
it
11

II

In favor - of
trani or
(Yes)

177

Againsz-
tran -ro:r

No
Vt

11

If

11
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Name of Bank

First Rational

COPY.

- 2 -

Tam

Haukaura

Gounty

Outagamie

In favor of
transfer
(Yes)

Yes
ft ft Seymour II ff

If It

It It

Citizens "

Park Falls
Phillips
Stevens Point

Price
it

Portage ft

First It II If t1 If

It it Shavrano Shauano If

GertaminAmerican Nat'l. if ft 11

First National Tigerton If

ft ft Medford Taylor If

It ' If Rib Lake Ti It

at II Blair Trempealeau
It It Clintonville Waupaca ft

ft It nanawa 11 at

11 II New London tt 11

11Old Waupaea If 11

IIFirst Wayauwega 11 If

11It Menasha Winnebago II

it tl

National Manufacturers
Noenah
-

11

11

It

ft

City National Oshkosh 11

Commercial National It If 11

Old If ft 11 ft

Citizens Grand Rapids Wood 11

11First It If It It

Wood County National It If 11 ft

American National nardhfield If It

First National It 11 II

Total - 67 banks - 2 not voting - 49 Yes - 16 No

178

Against
transfer
(No)

No
No vote

No vote

No

No
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HALES AND LOCATIONS OF NLTIONAL BANKS IN THE URFER HICHIGAN PEFINSULA
CONSIDERED FOR TRANSFER FROH THE NINTH TO THE SEVENTH FEDER-

AL REStRVE DISTRICT.

First National Bank of
Alger County
Baraga County National
First National
Escanaba National
First ft

It It

Superior
Citizens
Houghton
First
ft

Mars-tett°
First
Ebgaunco
First
Lumbermon's
First
It it

aiming
L'Anso
Sault Ste r_arie
Escanaba

Hubbell
Lake Linden
Lauriun
Alpha
Crystal FUs
Iron River
St. Ignaco
Ishpcning
Harquetto

Alger
Paraga
Chippaua
Delta
It

liackinac
flarquotto
Ii

No vote
No vote
Tm
No vote

Lb
No vote
No vote
No vote
No
it

No vote
No vote
No vote
No vote

8 Ybs 4 No

(5 in 1916, 19 Not voting
3 in 1914)
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

• //2

377a.

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the
ame of hanky

of      ,    desire to
(Place) (Didoes not)

be transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated

Remarks:

.fley.

iTh‘

NaLe ad official title.

4
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•
CHAS. COWAN, PRESIDENT
H. J. FA U STMAN,VIcE PREST.

THE GERNLW
cAprrAL 10 0,0 0 0.() o

Pe dera3 Rserve Board,

Washington, D. C.

Genti EI! nen :

JAS. L. STON E ,CASMIER
A .B .CARTER,Assr.CAsHIER

t4

oisTATAII
SURPLUS *.10,0()0.00

1.1104011V41VfiS., Jan. 19 th, 193 6

Rorer ring to your re_cent _corrimuni qtion.rTyoul d

say that 'ye would prefer to have this bank p3 aced in the

Chicago district.

Very respectfully,

Pr esi dent.

00T,0070,
ht tio
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Union National Bank of Eau Claire,

E.Lu Claire, Wis.

377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and ty authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to adtise that the Union National Bank
(Name of bank)

of Elva Claire,  Wiffl.:  , does not  desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated Jan. 18, 1916.

Remarks:

(NaLle and officir le

_11
'skr'

P:

`4,‘.) jO
)
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

*e
Directors, I beg to advise that the  Nr.' 7 - 1 B2nk3

-/TiZe of bank)
cf  FAIRQH11i5COrIN //4-_,0-/--desire - to

(Place) (Does or does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated

Remarks:

FIRST FIAT/OIL BM K CF F-4
(N 4)fielri 7• P".

/?(
1 it le .

Cashier.
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE IOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the

of tft,tct.c-e-e  7n;
(Place) (nces

.-174-tftek
 JName cf bank)

  desire to
-r does not)

1-A: transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District

Dated

Remarks:

(Name ard off cial title.

'!feriV°P
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE rOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of i s Board of

--Fame of bank
Directors, I beg, to advise that the

of I

(Does or does not)(Place)

•

ciesire to

he transferred from the Ninth Fecleral Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

AhL  
ik6("2/(Name ard off icia title.)

Dated  

Remarks:
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/22.

(Place)

377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors beg to advise that the

.00'd

,4{t-tt

(Does or does

Name of ban

  desire to
not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Resurve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

IlkDate,4r &AM/

Remarks:

..-...e.../../<—
(NaLe and official

litECFAVEr

*

Q/4''

JAN 13
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request,

Directors, I beg to advise that t

of  

377a.

and by authority of its Board of

he

//-

(Name of bank)

(Place) (Does
  desire to
cr does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated

Remarks:

EV'

(Naze arid official title.)

11.
‘, 

• 

,
ei*

•,

s'f

Nfcrstroc/

NW,
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg

of

to advise that the
Name cf bank)

450-e,4.'1Ot desire to
(Does or does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Federal Resurve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

ratPd

Remarks:

1 title.

prefer to remain in the Ninth Federal

Beserve District, as we have invested some of our

funds in vectern improved farm mortgares on lends

situ-ted in Lis district. This facility is ve4y

imptant item for us cnd believe this sentiment is

general.

14
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE T_TARD:

In response to your request, and ty authority of its Board of

Directors, I her, to advise that the UNITED STAT7S =1n:7AL WCIK
(Name cf tank)

cf  Su,erior, iscon5in  ,  does not  desire to
(Place) (Does. or does net)

17e transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Scventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated  7anuary 5th, 1916,

(Name and official title.)
President.

Remarks:

Eleven passenger trains carrying mail run to Minneapolis daily as
against three to Chicz-to.

We are fo-ar hours from Minneapolis and fourteen hours from chicaEp.

We have two telephone companies giving us service to Minneapolis and
can be connected at anytime within a few minutes. 7Te have availed our-
selves of this service to talk with the Federal Reserve Bank several times.
It takes longer to get a Chicago connection and frequently we have great
trouble in bein distinctly heard.

The trend of 901 of our business is toward Minneapolis rather than
Chicago. 7e believe the same conditions to a large degree exist in all
counties in -isconsin bordering on the 7:innesota line north of the
Chippewa River. East and South of this section we can readily under-
stand that the business may perhaps head toward Chicago. Thi8 is probably
true of the northern peninsula of Michigan too, but it would-be a gross
injustice to our particular section to be transferred ;and we protest
most strongly against any chane being made which wo ,ad take us out of.;.:the Minnewoolis District. \14, Ito i3):i: 1: =46: ...... :,r„,etty
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In respcnse to your request, and

Directors, I beg tc advise that the  

of ,

377a.

by authority of its Board of

(Place)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated  j•-• l?/ 

Reriarks:

CC}

(Name of bank)

Gte-e_Aa desire to
(Does or does not)

Reserve District to the

(NLe ',A aficial title.)

,t,viAVgr
-

•1/1',...".."'.\\‘`

17 V15

te,,sins,v"

IP•11

•

41
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE DOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Doard of

Directors, I beg to advise that the  The 7 r2ILJEaLLJTal
Name of bank)

of  Ri-Q_LaXe, Wis.  ,  does not  ::esire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Feeral Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Name .r.d official title.)

Dated  j4m4ry VII. 1916

Remarks:

Cashier,

Digitized for FRASER 
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg tc advise that the
Name of bank)

of  0A r,9 cce_lyj   6U -CA IAC  'desire to
(Place) (D-ees--,-,r does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Fecjeral Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

JAN 5611
Dated

Remarks:

(Naze and official title.)e az, 

i:71. •
,v,,SE•pf

-
.0
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the usationa;. Ggyman Anfricaa Bank
(Name cf bank

of  Wausau, Wisconsin does  desire to
(Place) (Does cr does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated  Jan. 5. 1916

Remarks:

(NaL:e a7nd o ficial title.)

We have had considerable correspondence and have
done quite a little business with the Federal Reserve Bank
at Minneapolis and can only say that our relations with that
bank have been of the most cordial and satisfactory nature,
but we feel that inasmuch as at least 751/0 to 80,0 of our
business is toward Milwaukee and Chicago,that our interest
rates seem to be more in harmony with those of the Seventh
District, the logical place for this bank would be with
the Seventh Federal Reserve District.

tHi
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• ,571

Directors, I beg to advise that the 

(Place)

61-4,te:

377a,

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

a4- 4W- _
(Name of bank)

  desire to
 or cc—rmt)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

(Narer.ci official title.

Dated

Remarks:
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE ITARD:

In response to your request, and b authority of its T3oard

Directors, .I beg to advise that the .e22
Name of bank)

/4%4r, ajZY-1-17,kea—lesire to
(Place) ------------- (es—does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Fe,eral Reserve District to thL

Seventh Federal Reservt. District.

Date

Remarks:

(Name ard official ti

61r, I

!'• t'% • "*:...2
••••

E3

JAN .

7r7row.‘$
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TN/ NEPA ix Pel.ottal. • 1.01115VOLL.T.

•
..1

(-
,jj

OFFICERS:

A. H. WILKINSON. PRESIDENT.
JOHN KRANZFELDER. .1/EsmENT,
J. P. O'MALLEY, CASHIER
J. A ANDERSON ASST. CASHIER

7158

BAYFIELD, WIS.
DIRECTORS:

A. H WILKINSON. 7. F WIELAND.
J. KRANZFELDER. J. P. O'MALLEY.

H. J. WACHSMUTH

BAYFIELD, WISCONSIN, January 3,1916.

To The Honorable Federal .eserve Board,

shington, D. C.

Gentlemen:-

Concerning the question of transferring this

territory from the nnth Federal _eserve District to the

Seventh Federal -eserve District, we do not feel that it

is advisable to do so at this time . The train service

is so arranged that mil and express goes quicker to

Chicano thn it does to the Twin Cities but the commercial

orcranizations in both St. 2aul and Minneapolis have arreed

to a si2t in adjuz;ting this service as rapidly as possible •

If adjusted, we would be v.-)ry much

th n if the change is made.

nearer our reserve bank

Respectfully,
/r
4/
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IMINI111111.11.11....11.11k.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE 130ARD:

In response to your request, and ty authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg, to advise that the 7i1-,7t, 
(Name of bank)

of  does  desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

7irst National Bank,

Name and official title.)
Cashier.

Dated  January 3, 1916.

Remarks:

eaA
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the

of  Fond du Lac, Wisconsin
(Place)

COMER CI AL NATIONAL BANK

(Name cf bank)

does not desire to
(D-evol  does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

President.
(NaLe ard official title.)

Dated  Dec. 314915.

Remarks: This bank has always wished to remain in the
inneapolie District. There are so many reasons for ou r
remaining in this district and so few against it that we
think the bankers who signed this petition to have the
change made did not fully realize what they were doing.
As I understand it, the object of the Fed4ral Reserve Bank
is to do away with the congestion of money. Chicago has a
great deal more than they need, while 77inneapolis can use
what we have. It gives us also a broader loaning field,
and we would be very sorry indeed to see the change made.
A few prominent men can get others to sign a petition, when
they really do not understand what they are petitioning for,
and I am sure that if the bankers in general in this district
knew the benefits that they could derive from their remiaining
in the Ninth District, there would be very few of them would
ask for the change.

Very truly urs,

President.
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE DOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its P.card of

Directors, I beg to athtise that the  First National Bank
(Name cf bank)

of 'A eyauwega, Wisconsin DOES f.esire to
(Place) (Does cr does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Feeral Reserve District tc thc

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Cashier 
(Nate ard official title.)

Dated "ec.,. 31st. 1915.

Rer:,arks:
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the First National bank, 
of bank)

of  Grantaburg, Vvisconain,
(Place)

doea not  desire to
(Does cr does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

/1(

aze ard official titl

Dated December 31,1915 

Remarks:
Will state we desire to remain a member oI the

Federal Reaerve Bank of Minneapolia as we do practically
tne bulk of the buainesa there and it would oe very
inconvenient to nave our membersnip in Chicago. The
mail service to and from Grantaburg ia not good and
everything naa to go via Twin Citiea and, therelore,
we desire to retain a memoer of the kinneapolis
Reserve District.

I am
youra very truly,-

-\

Mr.H.Parker Willi,
Secy, Federal Reserve Board,

Washington, D.C. ...4.1,-.
1 9 -..., -..

,... . _ .0-.._.,
rtul"'19 ''C.) 
VI `...\."
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the First National Rank 
(Name of bank)

of  AJna, Tisconsir2.3 DOES NOT desire - to
(N44rs cr. does not)(Place)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Bated  DecemIer 31,1915.

//(naLe ard official title.)

Vice Pres.

Remarks:

Owing to the ninth Federal Reserve District furnishing

a far better field for real estate loans and also other paper,

both from the standpoint of availability and rate of interests

we would much prefer to remain in the Ninth District.

ko
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377a,

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the  First National, _Dank of Wausau,
(Name of hank)

of  Wauaau, Wisamain. D 0 E S  desire - to
(Place) (Does 4.c-1oes—Al+)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

The First National bank,

Cashier.
(NaLe a official title.)

Dated  Dee, 1, 1915.

Remarks;

1st. It is much more convenient for this bank to do itsbanking business in MILWAUKEE and CHICAGO. If the state of Wis.had not been divided by the Organization Committee, so that Mil-waukee was in the same District with all other Wisconsin Banks,it would not be quite so serious a handicap; for we naturallyhave more business with Milwaukee, than with any other Corres-
pondent, and Chicago ranks next in importance to us.

2nd. The par collection facilities offered in the Ninth
Federal Reserve District,are practically of no use to us, forthey are mostly to the west of this city, and where we have lit-
tle or no business; so that the credit balance we are required
under the law to maintain there, is of no value to us other than
counting it a part of our reserve, and is therefore an inactive
account.

3d. We have no personal feeling in ,this.m'atter, for we have
been nicely treated by the Federal 13esetve.Bank of the Ninth
District; but for business reasons, W1thik Wisconsin should
be classed as a whole, in the same Di ic , and that the Seventh;
for our business mainly being lumber, trriculgite* and dairying,
is with the east, south and southeast; aPittfotban with the west
and northwest. al"
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE 170ARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the 0777.4..

64.) c  
(Place)

ame of bank

,G="-7049-441 )11771-  desire to
(Does or does not)

1-.e transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

(Name aril official title.)

DateGr;\

Remarks:
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Directors, I beg tc advise that the

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE 1TARD:

377a.

In response to your request, and by th.ority of its Board of

jr,.4_..,•t,di

—Mame of hank)

Jj  e,0---A-e..--/e---v--tri -41--- --e"- -(--</-e--e-f, Orl-a-e-, '-e--44;6 desire - to
(Place) (-B.441*--eT does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Federal it-serve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated

Remarks:

(Name ard official title.)

S:1
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE ITARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its 13oard of

Directors, I beg to advise that the 7irat National Bank
(Name of tank)

of  Durand, 7ioonsin.  ,  does not  desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

to transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Name ard official title.)

Dated Deoember 30, 1215.

Remarks:

7e have only been a member of the Federal Reserve Board

a short time and are hardly in position to know which District

would serve us beat. Tiowevr we are willing to r=ain in the

Ninth Distriot, believins we could obtain quicker service.
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and t authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the
Name of bank)

f  ez-c,    desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

1-,E3 transferred from the Ninth Feeral Reserve District to the

Seventh Fecleral Reserve District.

Dated ,a0

Remarks:

(Name ard official title.)

1-"a • V 4

• .. , •.--. - i.,., i 1 b . k 4,
••

--, 2
et

[Li
in
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t.a ;\i ...r...: -;
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pa
ti-
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\
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i.,ii i":3-- '4'4
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE rOARD:

In response to your request, and ty authority of its I:oard of

Directors, I beg to advise that the  rirst 7.0.t 44,siza1_Eitink of Nelson
(Name of bank)

of   7e1non Does Not  desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

1-e transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District tc the

Sevunth Fec:eral Reserve District.

Dated  12/30-1915

Remarks;

.•••••••

N e ard official title.)

?resident

ttE,c-Frcrr."

444444 ,. ,

ski .
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I be to advise that the 
/

—Mame of bank)

;2Ve; 0-  &04r-Clesire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated oveteati-6,J0

Remarks:

/7*(4

(Name and official title.
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and authority of its Board o

Directors I beg to adtise that the  CGee 
(Name cf bank)

of   des ire to
Place) (Does or does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated

Remarks:

(NaEe ard official title.)

'*:7t1
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVEBOARD:

In response to your request, and ty authority of its Board of

Directors, I teF, to advise that the THE FIRST NATIONAL  BANK 
—Mame cf hank)

does desire toof  Rib Td2Oce,  Wisconsin
(Place) (Does r.r., e&-rart)

he transferred from the Ninth Feeral Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated necembor 30th, 1915.

421 Preiderit
me ard official title.)

Remarks: We hold no prejudice against Minneapolis, but it is not
so convenient for UB to meet the officials of the Reserve Bank in
Minneapolis and to become acquainted with them as it would be in
Chicago and the writer believes that it is desirable that the
officials of member bank become acquainted with the officials of
the Reserve Bank.. in their district.
Over 8C”', of our transactions are with banks in Milwaukee and

Chicago and we frequently are in those cities, while no offer
of this bank has been in Minneapolis within the last seven years
with only one exception.
The writer believes it natural that we prefer to be in the

district from which we derive most of our business.

V.
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD;

g
.14 //./

377a.

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the First National Bank
—1-17zie cf bank)

of  Rhinelander,  Wis.  does   desire to
(Place) (Does 6r,--4-e.e.s—rio40

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated  D. 30t1-1 1 91 5

Remarks:

(Name and official title.)

So far we have had no inconveniences in belonOng
-1,,c) the 9th District as we have done very little
business with them, but when the time comes for us
to do business with the Federal Reserve Banks, we
will prefer the 7th District, as 9e of our outside
business is done with Milwaukee and Chicago, altho
what business we have done with the 9th District
Bank has been very satisfactory.
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE 1-10ARD;

In response to your request, and by

Directors, I beg to advise that the

of

(Place)
1--,e transferred from the Ninth Fec:,eral

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated ,StA° 7/ /7/d

377a.

uthorty of its P.oard of

Name of bank

desire. to
(Does or does not)

Reserve District tc the

Name ard official title.

L

itAA G'Zt ef-2-2,/L

ReLiarks:

;441., e96

132 (
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD;

In response to your request, and ty authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the First National Bank,

(Name of hank)

of  Prescott, Wisconsin Toes Not  desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated  Dec. 29, 1915.

Remarks:

(Name ard official title.) Cashier.

r)
\ 2, L k . fe t

•.‘

_ ,
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the

of
Pepin, ':Iisconsin.

First Naticmal lank

(Place)

—17tJame of bank)

  desire to
(c-s•- or does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Fec'ieral Reserve District tc the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

(Name a

Dated /Z

Remarks:

official title.)
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and ty authority of its Board of

Directors, I be to advise that the J-AA44
—Mame of tank)

of  ,desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

fIl

to transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District tc the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated Caa-c- 

Remarks:

71-E

vt---C-k. •

6A_

(Name ard off/cial title.)

(ryi_ec,i,

t.1

re 2 rp4e? • .`
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

FIRST NATION!. PaDirectors • dvise that the

(Plac

 TeufflRyik)
to

(Does or does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

(Nate ar ficial title

Dated

Remarks:

-We have not discovered that it makes any difference
whether reserve is held in Minneapolis or in Chicago. We have made
our deposit as required l and have never had a !debit entry against the
account.

We find it advantageous to be in the 9th District for
the reason that we are able to secure desireable farm mortgages taken
on improved farms in the district.

So far we are perfectly satisfied in the 9th District.
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377a,

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and y authority of its Board (4,3
Directors, I beg to advise that the

cf

(Name cf tank)

rx.iLel-64 desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

1-:e transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated

Remarks:

41/

(Name am official itle.

714,1

4cAzL„_e_ -71-,14 /4L-L,7
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE 110ARD:

In respcnse to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg tc advise that the CITIhfiS 0-11P.4 STEM r"' EIIAT3 413.
(Name of bank)

:lesire - to
(Place) (Does or dcies net)

be transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District tc the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

n 17 7-1
Daed  2iglb

Remarks:
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE rOARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I he to adtise that the  VMST VATI.D.N.AL TINTECiDf 77enomonie,
(Name of hank)

of 7TenoLIQL.; WiLl.gallair14---- desire todo PS nnt. 
(Place) (110xxxcor does not)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

seventh Federal Reserve District.

(77401 ,410011U—
(NaLe and official title"-"

Dated Dec prffhpx 29 .1(11_5, 

Remarks:

We are located only seventy miles from Minneapolisand know personally the officers of the Ninth Federalreserve district Bank. We voted for Minneapolis as ourfirst choice in the beginning and still wish to be left there.
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE MARD:

In response to your request, and ty authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the Mtional Rank of La Crosse
(Name of bank)

of TJCro.71e, does not  desire to
(Place) (Does or does net)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

(Name a 4 official title.)

Dated Dec. 29, 1915.

Remarks:

In the fir?,t instance we preferred the Chicago

flistrict and so indicated. Te fe31 now, however, that

it would he unwise to take away the whole of Wisconsin

from the Yinneapolis ditrict and so far as ":e

concerned -7e are -7ell stisfied to rerlain there.
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

377a.

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the V'

of

(Place)

(Name of tank)

4-1-v A---* desire to
(Does cr does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Federal Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

(Name ard. officia title.)

FC 9 () P10Dated - `" '

Remarks: We really belong in the Seventh District, as Chicago
is our natural center and we made a request to the Organization
Committee to put us there. However, we cannot see that it is
material and in view of the fact that La Crosse has a Director
on the Board of the Ninth District Bank, and having every con-
fidence in the ability of Mr. Viola, we are willing to remain
in the Ninth District.

The only disadvantage to us is that we cannot under
the Federal Reserve Law buy mortgages in the terrilibty just
south of us and only six miles away, while we are permitted
to buy mortgages as far away as Montana. We think the law
should be amended to permit ns. to buy mortgages in our own
state and C ontiguous s oeiv Iv,

W
9 7.

/

ltf f 
V

41‘
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and y authority

Directors, I beg to advise that cre  

of IAJQJtOAA;  
(Place)

tr

377a.

its Board of

tut c'kuiv
(Name of bank

Ard.
(Does or does not)

desire to

nsferred from the Ninth Feeral Reserve District to the

Seventh Fec:eral Reserve District.

Dated  

Remarks:

(Name ard official title.
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and ty authority of its Board of

Directors, I te tc adtise that /e
( Name of bank)

of  2-7.."( desire - to
(Place) (Does or does net)

be transferred from the Ninth Fecleral Reserve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated

Remarks;

Name and off1 cial title.)

RECTIPT' 141

b /i v

y lit \
4411.1. 1.--N 

1:
its' lit'

u 33. .91$
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TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE ITARD:

/ --

(// '24)

377a.

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Director I beg to adItise that the 4/1:1J4xt;7-
(Name cf ban

7E12
(Place)

desire to
(Does E.V.—d -OC3—/To4,)

he transferred from the Ninth Federal Resurve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Name and official title.

Dated  

Remarks:

•
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377a.

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE ITARD:

In response to your request, and by authority of its Board of

Directors, I beg to advise that the First National bank
(Name of bank)

of  Yeillsville, lAsconsin. , Does not  desire to
(Place) (Does or does not)

be transferred from the Ninth Feaeral Reserve District to the

///
Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated Dec. 28t1i.1915.

Remarks:

Since we are obliged to be a member of the Federal Reserve
Banks we much prefer to remain in the ninth district.
Our greatest objection to being a member is that we do not

receive any interest on daily balances which we are required
to maintain in the Federal hank, ani we also loose the use
of the money.
While if we had the money deposite! in any of the reserve
banks we would get interest on the daily balance and also could
use the funds at any time. There would be no restriction as
to the amount we were obliged to leave on deposit.

_
and of • 1 'tle.)

Cashier.

r-7

r.*:•••
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(Name ad official title.)

LtIA

TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD:

In response to your request, and

Directors, I beg to advise that th

of c----7-14
(Place)

377a.

by authority of its *Board of

(Name c bank)

  desire to
 ot)

be transferred from the Ninth Federal Resurve District to the

Seventh Federal Reserve District.

Dated

Remarks:

'77-72

y /31,7-7/-7/77

;-7-74:"71-17

22'77. /,,la7/2- 271/7 
/7-

• 7 G-; /A/ cc7
727,

( 
/474 r",•-,-7-7 j r-715'7 '1'7>

77° 471,t 
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EX-OFFICIO 
MEMBERS'

WILLIAM G. 
ScADOO

SECRETARY OF THE 
TREASURY

JOHN SR
ELTON 

WILLIAMS iy
CHAIRMAN t

CONrTROLLER OF T E 
CU pc

411
FEDERAL RESERVE 

BOAT410-

WASHINGTON

December 27, 191

PAUL M. WARBURG

W. P.O. 
HARDING

ADOLPH C. MILLER
---

H. PARKER WILL
LLIS:S)cAT.Ikliar:..-

SHERMAN ALLEN, 
Asst. SECRETAlkY

ADDRESS BErLY To

FEDERAL RESERVIE 
BOARD

,

469.

Wiled

Ey dear Sir:
Some Lonths ago petitions were filed with the Federal

Reserve Doard: by fifty-three banks in Visconsin fcr the pur-
pose of securing the transfer of the territory in which these
banks Were situated from the nitth (Minneapolis) district to
the seventh (Chicago) district. Recently request has been made
of this Board to consider and dispose of these petitions.

The Board requests you kindly to indicate upon the in-
closed blank whether it would be the preference cf your bank
to 1;Ei transferred to the Chicago district or Whether ycu pre-
fer to r9main attached to the Minneapolis district. Prompt
return of. the blank would be appreciated by the Board.

Past experience has shown in cnvasses made by several
Federal Reserve Banks, that some mei.iber banks have hesitated to
give any but equivocal .expressions - of their views sc that not un-
frequently they have been claimed by both sides. In order to secure
absolutely authentic expressions, the Bcard has decided upon canvass-
ing the district direct and assures you that your vote in the matter
will be considered. in strict 'confidence.

If you desire to give the Board the benefit of the expression
cf your views in connection with the suggested transfer, the Board
will be glad to receive ite

Respectfully,.

Copy of above letter mailed to
all N'Aional banks located in that
part of disconsin which is in District
No.9, Minneapolis.

Secretary.
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B1?ORE THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Ii THE 1-1:TTE OF THE APPLICATION 0? DIUU IN EilSTESN WISC03/5K: TO

BE DETACHED iROi EDER.A.L 1E1-3:ERVE DISTRICT 1; UE

) IND _INNI1X.ED TO FEDE11.11 RESERVE

DI TR IC T NUMBER SEVEN ( CHI C AGO ). .

Wash1n8ton, D. C.

May 2Cth, 1915.

a •

Reportod by
Rexford L. Holmec,
Shorthand Eeporter,
322 Southorq

ittollin,.;ton, D. C.
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The Governor of the Board: We are ready, gentlemen.

Mr. H. I. Weed, Counsel for Petitioners: Gentlemen of

the Board: This petition was filed by banks in a portion of

central, eastern, and northeastern Tisconsin, for the purpose

of obtaining a review of the action of the Organization Com-

mittee in placing that portion of 7;isconsin with the Ninth Fed-

eral Reserve District. We assign as errors of the Organization

Committee in such action the fact that due consideration was

not given to the usual and ordinary course of business in mak-

ing the division as it exists at present; and, second, that

all of the testimony taken before the Organization Committee

tended to show that tIle petitioning ,iistriot should have been

julued with the uhicanio or L'.cnrenth Yederal Reserve District;

that there was absolutely no testimony to the contrary; that

while the positions of the Minneapolis bank and the St. Paul

banks in their application to the Organization Committee to

have Minneapolis or St. Paul designated as a federal reserve

bank city, and while their application was made at considerable

length, and written briefs filed and made a part of the record,

there is not even an intimation on the part of Minneapolis or

St. Paul that any bank in all the State of Wisconsin should be

joined with that district if such a district was created by

the Organization Board. All of the testimony was to the ef-

fect that the business of Wisconsin was tributary to the city

of Chicago, and to the effect that this portion ezpecially of

the State of Wisconsin should have been attached to the Seventh

Federal Reserve District.
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There is a map attached at the back of the brief filed by

petitioners which shows in colors the southern portion of the

State in pink, which was assigned to the federal reserve dis-

trict No. 7, or Chicago.

All of the outlines of the State of Wisconsin were, by or-

der of the Organization Committee, assigned to Federal Reserve

District No. 9,-to Minneapolis.

The petitioning distriot that now seeks to be changed from

the Minneapolis District to the Chicago District is shown in

the yellow color on the map at the back of the brief, and the

seventeen counties in the western and northwestern portion of

Wisconsin are not joining in this petition, and still are to

remain, oven if this order is made that is requested by peti-

tioners, with the Federal Reserve District No. 9,--Minneapolis.

At the time of the hearing before the Organization Commit-

tee in Chicago, the petitioners in our section of the State of

Wisconsin believed that it would natutally and logically follow

that Chicago would be selected as one of the reserve bank ci-

ties. They felt too that ::ilwaukee and the southern portion of

the State of Wisconsin must of necessity, by reason - by virtue

of business reasons, be joined with the Chicago District, and

that as a result a branch bank would be established in the city

of Milwaukee; and they felt too that logically it must follow,

because the natural flow of business from this section of Wis-

consin was toward Milwaukee and Chicago, that this section of

our State would be joined with the Chicago district. They felt

that so strongly that they did not feel it necessary for them
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to appear before the OrgfInization Committee at Chicago and take

up their time with 1••guments in the way of precnting their

0,1se; but es I have already stated to you gentlemen of the

Board, every word of testimony that was produced before the Or-

ganization Committee, -- and there wes quite a bit of it, and it

is all pointed out in the urief of petitioners, trid the exam-

ination of the record cited for your perusal, if you choose to

look at it cc_refully, -- will disclose that every word of tnat

testimony waa to the effect that all of th, business relations

of this petitioni_ section of ii.di3onsin were natunaly ,ith and

to the city of Chicago, because the bankers in this particular

portion of the State of -isconsindid not take the trouble to

go before the Organization Committee. V,e admit that it was negli.,

gene° on their part. 'e feel noe that perhaps if thcy had 2p-

peered before the Organization Committee and made their claim

for being attached to the Chica;:-o District more apparent, as

th::y could have done by statistics as to their busineL;s, etc.,

that thie unintentional mistake, .s we rer-ard it, wou)d never

have been made.

There are in this petitioning district sixty-one banks;

fifty-three of those banks join in this petition for a change.

.0 are met in the brief of the Minneapolis bank with the assr..-

tion, firct, that we ought not to be hoard by this Board in our

petition for charwe, because we did not proceed in time. It

seems to me that that is n very technical objection, even if it

could be entertained, z,nd it does not seem to me that members of

this Board are warranted in entertaining it; but that they are

c,
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precluded, it seems to mc, by the precise ti rv,::• of thr law that

creates this Board. The Organization Committee was vested, in

the first insttnce, vdth -ower um the duty to make this sub-

division, but the lcgislative body th:t created thit- law evi-

dently thoucht that in placing in order the machinery of this

greet business enterprise, some mistakes might be made; there-

fore they provided exprevsly in the law that this Board Alen

created could, from ti e to till, , t:kt. up and re-district this

territory, or correct or ch:.nge any error thiu Board mi;ht find

had be-en committc!ed by the Organization Committee in thu first

divhdon of territory. That power veFtod in this 'oard by the

law itself is a co.;tinuinc powc.r. It says "thwt die Board may,

from time to timo" etc., yo that theclaim on the part of the

Minneapolis bank that lAe did not proceed in time, it [looms to

me, is utterly without force.

Another fact we are faced with is this, thyt one of these

petitioning banks joined in the creation of the !_inivf.,polis

Reserve Bank, that io, in order to obtain the certificate of

the Minneapolis banks. Again I say that that .1.aint is not well

taken, because the law provides that the Organization Committee

should designate the member banks that shall join in applying

for that certificate, and thrt bank, 'hen deolf7n,ted by the

Organisation Committee, has nocrtion in the matter at all. By

the terms of the law, every national b:1k and member bank

is compelled to comply with every term and provision of the

la, ma the penalty is forfeiture of its charter if it fails

to comply, so that the action of one of these present pe-

4
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5

titionin banks in assisting in the creation of the Minneapolis

bank ought not to preclude it from now requesting that a change ;

be made, because its action was simply in compliance with the

plain taaas and provisions of the law that created this Board.

We say there are many reasons for this change. We say that

rail connections between this petitioning section of the State

of Wisconsin and Chicago are much better and much cheaper than

they are with Minneapolis. V.e say that the mail service is much

better than with Minneapolis. We say that telephone and tele-

graph rates are cheaper with Chicago than with Minneapolis. Dow,

these matters are not disputed in the reply brief of the Minneapo-

lis bank. V.e say, further, that the rate of re-discounting at

Minneapolis is open at Chicago, and that is in part admitted,

specifying certain term paper. The reply of the Minneapolis bank

does not dispute the fact that telephone and telegraph rates are

higher to Minneapolis from the greater portion of. this petition-

ing district than from Chicago, but says they have not at their

hand any reliable data as to that. They do not assert that the

statement contained in our brief is wrong. They could have ob-

tained that data by application, it seems to me, to any telegraph

or telephone office for rates, as I was able to do, in making ap-

plication to the telephone and telegraph offices in and near the

locality where I live. Telegraph rates, for instance, are at

the rate of thirty cents to Chicago, to forty to Minneapolis; in

my section of the State $1.50 for telephoning Minneapolis; the

rate to Chicago is $1.00.

The brief of the Minneapolis bank admits that the railroad
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service is better, but it asserts that the mail service is

equally good, and that the Minneapolis mails are distributed in

this petitioning section of the country when deposited, or not

before distributed in this petitioning section of the state of

Wisconsin in the morning. Unfortunately for their contention,

theoretically it may be all right, but practically it does not

work out that way. Minneapolis mails mailed the night before

reach our petitioning section of the country so late that they

are not distributed until what is kncwn as the two o'clock dis-

tribution of our delivery, so that they reach our banks at a

time when the rush of other business almost precludes their hand

ling the Minneapolis business that day, and practically loses

them a day.

We are faced, too, v.ith this contentionon the part of the

Minneapolis bank, that the granting of this petition would leave

the Einth District with northern Michigan and this portion of

Wisconsin,practically separating northern Michigan from the bal-

ance of the M.nth District. That's not a forceful argument, so

for as the law is concerned, because the law gave the Organiza-

tion Committee, and gives this Board,absolute power to do just

that thing. The law provides that the territory need not neces-

sarily be 0p-terminus, so that there is no real force and effect

to that auggeation.

Now, I assume that it is the purpose of this law, and that

it would be the wish of this committee, that every state institu-

tion that might be qualified to become a member of this banking

system could become a member of this banking system. We have a
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great many state banks in this petitioning section of the State

of Wisconsin, and while it is information gathered since the Or-

ganization Committee sat, still we believe it is information we

think the Board is entitled to. We have taken the trouble to

find out from the numerous state banks in this petitioning dis-

triot what their choice would be, and out of 254 all but five

expressed the wish that the territory may be chanced to the Chi-

Oago District, because if they do become members of tlais system,

that's where they would do their business.

We suggest in our brief a rule established by this Board,

that no new teat:l.mony will be taken, but that the petitioners

or the respondent bank will be limited to the record before the

-Organization Committee. Dow, taken literally, that declaration

by this board would, it seems to me, absolutely preclude the Min-

neapolis Bank from being hurt, or at least from having anything

to say, because there is not one word of testimony or one inti-

mation on the part of tite Minneapolii or St. Paul in the hearing

before the Organization Committee that they were entitled to or

desired a single bank in all the State of 'isconsin to be at-

tached to their distriot; but we do not contend for an abolutely

literal construction of that Dartioular rule of this board. We

assume that this board will use the knowledge that it has as mon

of wide experience, and apply it. 7;e assume that this board is

not entirely judicial in its nature, but administrative, and

that it will use the judgment it has, whether obtained from efts

particular record, or some particular brief, and will use the in.-

formation that it obtains or that it pospesaes without any par-
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tiaularly binding reference to this rule they have themselves

established. But so far as the petitioners are concerned, we

are not particular whether the board takes the view that the rule

established by itself absolutely liAts it to the record. If it

does, then we say that the Minneapolis bank has nothing upon

which it can argue before this board. Or, we are perfectly wil-

ling to take the broader view to permit this board to use its

own judgment, and its own knowledge, that it hns obtained, or can

obtain, rather than the record before the Organization Committee,

and then make up its judgment; and we say that in either event

It must lo17ically follow that this petitioning territory ought

to be joined with the Chicago Listrict, because there is where all

of its businesso llmspractically all of its business-goes today.

We have taken the trouble to make some investigation as to

some of the banks in the very western part of this petitioning

district, and find that anywhere from ninety to ninety-one per

cent of their transactions are with Chicago, is compared with

Linnoapolis; and as you go further toward the eastern portion of

the State, the percentage increases in favor of Chicago.

Dow, we asume that Chairman Glass was right when he said

that the branch banks,- after they had once been established, mulct

be the real working element of the system, and we believe that to

be true. • The bankers of our State had hoped to be placed in the

district with Chicago, that the city of Milwaukee, the great me-

tropolis of the State of Wisconsin, would have a branch bank of

the Chicago District located there; then all of the elements of

benefit that can be derived from this system would be right at

the  very door of this_mgticillyiLlistrict,  And we do feel that
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there arc many good reasons why this change should be made, and

we trust that this board, after due considerntion, will make an

order crewtinp thLt change.

ARGUMENT OP YR. A. UELAND, R,a-)R.,MNTING THE

RESaVE BANK.

Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the 3oard: ,ection 2 of the

lot contenplates action on the .art of this Bonrd involving

review of the decisions of the Orginization Committee. This

power of review ma • or may not result in changing the boundaries

of any piven district as fixed by the Orgilliztion Committee.

Now as to the method of ndjuAment, it seems to me it goes with-

out saying, it should not be c nyidered by the Board except in

ihe light of some experience as. to the working, as to the practic-

al operation of the work, of the Organization Committee. nd this

Board h, indeed, not so far said anythin,- by lw,y of promulgr,t-

ing any rules for considering the adjustments,

ing to this

view of our

matt, r here, I speck entirely from

beinr, here to consider this matt(-r

so that in speak-

the point of

by way of review

of the work of the Orgliniztion Committee.

Dow., our Linneapolis Reserve Bank hoes thus very materially

to reduce the Ninth District; in obedience -- I think limy use

the word:— to the mandate which we find in your regulation No.

1, and nlso from a tense of duty to the other .ember banks of

that district, and to the other business interests of that dis-

trict.
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I want to emphasize at the out t thEA the Reserve Bank is

not here in any spirit of hostility to the btrikers here by any

means. The Minneapolis ban1 has cntinually r:lized this sense

of duty in a good many tnnrAble wa:, from its member banks, sice

the press announced that there viuld be this and I think

I may refer more particularly to the action of the
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Bankers' Association which wr:s quite unanimous on the subject,

that the matter should be opposed thoroughly, the reasons for

which I ill not o if.to now. And these member bans of that

a socition would feel thtl 1,r. Rich 7Ald myself are derelict if

we did not bring to the attention of the Board any reasons we

have for thinking that this appeal should not prevail.

And so we have suggested in our brief, and I do suggest

again, that this petition should not be considered on its merit,

because it comes too late. .r1+3 I want just to say a word about

it, because In making this claim I do not intend to be technical,

as counsel seem to think.

The f,ct says that geographical limits might be revieed by

the Board when orTnized. The decision fixing these lines was

made, I think, on the second of 4ril; on the twenty—eighth of

August this Board promulated regulation Bo. 1. The Board will

please remember,—of course it will remember; I simply cL11 at—

tention to it -- tkv:t it All of course consider all matters of

this sort perfectly impartially, and remember one i just like

the rest.

You will therefore be bound to determine what is a reasonable

time for making appeal from the Organization Committee's decision.

You will be bound to .do that, because, if, forsooth, a delay of

more than six months is too much to be reasomblc time, -- as

for instance we are here today; then you ctAi riot deny to hear other

applicants that may cone in th( future. You either will have to

fix what you consider a res)nable time, or you can not fix the

time at all, unless you act partially to parties. i,nd so I say

t 414—not—oonUmplate that appeal should
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be brought hero, when the Board was organized, instanter, by any
they

means, it intended that it should be brought before the Board

within a reasonable time, which is such time as would be necessa-

ry, under those circumstances, and this Board made provision for

that in regulation 1, on the 26th of August, in stating that

Class A and B directors mit7ht act for the reserve bank; that is

to say, the matter might be gotten at when these directors came

into being, which was the case. So much for that.

The next question which we raised against the action of

the Reorganization Committee being reviewed upon its merits is

this: The Act - Section 2 - says that as soon as practicalkr. the

Secretary of the Treasury, etc., shall designate not less than

eight nor more than twelve cities, to be known as so and so, and

should dievide the continental United States, excluding Alaska,

into districts, each district to contain only one such federal

reserve bank, when the Organization Committee shall have estab-

lished federal reserve districts as provided by Section 2, cer-

tificates shall be filed, and so on. The Act told the Organiza-

tion Committee that in counting out the districts they did not

nedd to follow state lines. The district linos do not need to

be co-terminus with state lines. That is true. But the Act did

not say, as counsel suggests, that the districts could consist

of fragments. The Act contemplates as clearly as anything can be

that the sub-division of the continental United States should be

into not more than twelve solid geographical sub-divisions, and

we have not had that only from the language tif the ;:ct, but we

find it in connection with the provision of the Act for the

12
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AL-41,-1171:.

clearing system, by implication, to which I shall speak present-

Thtlt is to say, if there is to be a clearing system within

the district, it means an exchange of checks, and it would be

pr/,ctically impossible, as shown i. nnoth, r connection, to have

a clearing system in a (IL trict that was in fragments, one

part of it separated from another part.

iior, here comes a petition by way of review, in time or not

in time, this Board may determi:,e. That do he petitioners

&se!' The petitioners ask to have detached that part of -iscon-

sin :hich I point to here on this map (indielltinr, cutting the

iinth l)istrict into two distinct parts. berNing the eastern

they want to 3etach the entire north peninsula of 1:ichif-rn.

A Member of the Board: •'ill you turn that map around,

Judge, please?

Mr, Ueland: (Complies with request.) o es f:r as this

matter that is now before the Board is concerned, it is simply

this: should the Organization Committee have Lnde such a dis-

trict as this Board is asked to make up here? Of course not,

It seems to me, nd I do not need to stop to argue that the Board

is not to review the appetl to make the district what the Or-

ganization. 0,m'itteo should not have rnv.de it. nd if that is so,

and it seomo to me it can not be otherwise, why it simply dis-

poses of this matter witiout going further into it.

Now, there is still another matter which I will speak , of

in connection with wheth• r this mtter should be heard upon the

merits, as to which I am not so certain whether the Board will

think tht I am too technical, or not.

A Member of the Board: Judge, may I inquire whether the
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banks in the northern part of Michigan were approached on the

subject of joining in this petition?

Mr. Ueland: I do not know.

A Member of the Board: Perhaps counsel can advise us.

Mr. Ueland: You will find from the record of the Organiza-

tion Committee in Chicago.

A Member of the Board: I do not mean -- I mean since then,

do you know whether they were approached on the subject or not?

Mr. Reed: I do not.
and whether

A Member of the Board: Whether aE'ked to join / they decline&

Mr. Ueland: If the gentlemen of the Board will permit me to

say something outside of the record, which I have not the slight-

est desire to do, out of the banks in Michigan, I do not think

there is one wants to get out of the 1;inth District. Your rep-

resentative, Lire Reed, is here, and he can possibly better satis-

fy you on that subject than I can.

Mr. Reed: All I can say in reply to your question is that

those banks were represented before the Organization Committee,

and the record will show that they requested very,positively

they should join with Chicago.

Mr. Ueland: Now, with the protest that I do not want to be

technical, will the gentleman permit me to ratite this point: Your

regulation No. 8 says that the petition for review should be signr

ed by two-thirds of the member banks of the district that sought I

to be detached, and joined to another district. The original

petition as here was filed on the 13th of March, as I have said

already. It was signed by three banks and no more, v,ith the
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modification that there is attached to that petition with the sig-

nature of banks a statement reading to this effect: "Believing

that the Organisation Committee of the Federal Reserve Bank were

not fully informed concerning the usual and customary course of
//.,,,

business in our locality when
/
ym mado the district Vo. 9, and

referring to your letter of August 8, 1913, marked Regulation 1,

Section 2, petition for change in geographical limits of the Fed-

eral Reserve District, we earnestly petition your Board for a

hearing to the end that we may be taken from District Do. 9, and

placed in District I;o. 7." Very good; but will you please mark,

and I think I am justified in emphasizing this,for you know the

old joke about getting people to sign petitions, and the asser-

tion that a man once made that he could get people to sin a pe-

tition to have themselves hanged if he tried to;- you will mark

that there is no reference in this petition -- there is no ref-

erence to districts which it eoup.ht to be eliminated. Is an

individual assertion on the pert of each bank, and they are dat-

ed all very early in October, beginning October lst,--six months,

substantially, before this petition was filed. I say it is not; 1

I say the matter is not in compliance with your regulation 1, and'

I say that those signatures that we have there have neither legally,

under your regulation, or morally, any force upon this hearing.

A Member of the Board: Have they been communicated with

since October?

Mr. Ueland: Yes.

A Member of the Board: They refer to the original request?

Mr. Ueland: I sill answer that now. I have in my hand, not
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the testimony which you do not want to take, but I have docu-

ments, records of our bank, -- your bank, if you please,--which

I dare say that I may leave here for your consideration.

Early in February, there appeared in the newspaper at Stev-

ens Point amen. the Stevens Point Journal - a case where one, I

think, Mr. Dunegan, who is prominent here, and resides here, gave

a statement to the effect -- I quote:

When the Ilationd banks of the country were assign-
ed to the new Federal Reserve districts several months
ago, many banks of Wisconsin that had previously done bus-
iness through Chicago were placed in district No. 9, of .c.:1;
which Minneapolis is the reserve city. Immediately a
strenuous protest was voiced and the actual operation of
the law has increased rather than lessened the dissatis-
faction."

The management of our bank found in this naturally not only an

attack upon the action of the Organization, but upon the service

they had received, and sent the circular letter of the date of

January 16th, in which he quotes this, and inquires "What I am
the Governor in

terested in as Imindtiax of this bank is/just ta what manner the

operation of the law and our dealings with you have proven un-

satisfactory," and calling for response.

A Member of the Board: When was the newspaper dated?

Mr. Ueland: 16th of February, before this petition was fil-

ed, the 16th of February.

A Member of the Board: Of course the Governor's letter had

no reference to the newspaper article?

Mr. Ueland: He quoted it.

A Member of the Board: I thought you said his letter was

January something?

in-
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Yr. Ueland: No; February 16th.

A Member of the Board: I thought you said the other

date.

Mr. Ueland: I beg your pardon; February 16th. He quotes

the news aper extracts and so on before he makes this inquiry.

A Member of the Board: Yes.

Mr. Deland: Now, I have attached here to thin docu-Ienta-

tion the letters -- not all the letters, hut many of the let-

ters that came by way of response in three classes, in order to

be able to lessen the labor of the Board. The firt class con-

taining fifteen letters, is from banks that are held out as

being petitioners on this appeal,-to be joint petitioners in

this. The next batch are letters from other banks, member

banks within that same district. The third class are letters

which I have selected from banks that are in counties ho rderin:-

on the district affected by the appeal, showing that these

banks, situated practically the same as banks which are claimed

to be petitioners, are well satisfied to be in the Ninth Dis-

trict ; that is t liadttlexxADdxxamiAxlmaxxXimmxtucti; assuming that

those banks are substantially in the same position as those

which came within the exact territory sought to be detached.

Now, I will stop taking the time of the Board, except by

reading a few extracts:

A letter from the First National lank of Berlin. I spoke .

just now of those who claimed to be petitioners. This letter

is from the First National Rank of Berlin, dated February 17th.

They begin by stating that their business with the Reserve Rank

has been limited up to the present time, which is true, and then
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they continue:

17th:

"We are of the opinion, however, that our inter-
est will not be materially affected by having the Re-
serve district in Minneapolis and we certainly would
not be in a position to criticise until after our bus-
iness was active."

The First rational Bank of Black River Falls, February

"Replying to yours of the 16th, up to this time,
the operation of the law and your dealings with us,
have been very satisfactory."

The First National Bank of Brillion, and by the way,

Brillion is one of the four points in the district sou ht to

be detached as to which there is not over-night mail. With all

of the rest of the points there is over-night mail both ways.

Towards the close of the letter they say:

"Neither do we imagine that any different, or bet-
ter service, except in the matter of quicker returns,
would be given us by any other Federal Reserve Bank,
at this time."

First National Bank of Clintonville:

"Thus far our business with your bank has been
little and probably conducted as easily as it could
have been done with the 9th District Bank in Chicago."

National Bank of De Pere:

"Yours of the 16th inst., duly received, and in
response beg to state that thiE is the first intima-
tion that we have had that any movement of the kind
you refer to, was on foot, as we do not remember of
having any communication from Mr. Dunepan or anyone
else with reference to the question, and certainly
not for a long time."

They had signed, I suppose, these petitions Cctober 1 or 2, but

forgotten it, evidently. Continuing:

"We fully appreciate that we can not all expect
to have everything to our entire liking, and there-
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fore, have learned to a great extent, to adapt our-
selves to the conditions, and felt that experience
would probably teach us that the business could be
handled practically as well there (that is, Minne-
apolis) as elsewhere."

quotation
Another/from the National ;,ank of De Pere Letter:

"We certainly have had no occasion to criticize
the manner in which you have dealt with us so far,
and have not offered any protest."

If they signed, why they have forgotten it too.

From the McCartney National --,ank, areen Bay;

"At the time we were notified of our assignment
to district number Rt 9, we entered our protest
against it and asked to be assigned to number 7 in-
stead. Since that time we have taken no active part
in seeking to effect a change." •

They are unconscious of being a party to this appeal, it seems

to me.

First National Bank of rarshfield, February 19th:

"Replying to your letter of February 16th, which
was not answered before owing to my absence from the
city, would say that the same was certainly news to
me. While we have always been of the opinion that it
would be better for us to be in district #1 on account
of the major part of our business being with Chicago
or Milwaukee banks, we had not been trying to be trans-
ferred to that district."

They have forgotten it too.

First National Rank, New London:

"Replying to yours of the 16th inst., we have no
knowledge of any action taken upon the part of the
management of the Federal Reserve Bank of the Ninth
District which has proven unsatisfactory to this bank.
We are no,. aware of the fact that we are associated
with J. W. Dunnegan, Steven Point, Wis., in any crit-
icism."

Cshkosh City National "Rank:

"In reply, would say (February 17th) that we have
not been approached by the mntleman in question (Mr.
Dunnegan), and doubt whether we would consider the same
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seriously. Mile we feel that we should heve been

put in the eventh Federal Reeerve District, never-

theless we are pleased t) state that the service of

the Minneapolis :'eLlerve Bank has been entirely sat-

isfactory to us."

:mother from Oshkosh, the Commercial flational:

"You state that !:.3 Governor of the Iiinth Dis-

trict, you are interested in knowing in just what

manner the operation of the law and your dealings

with us have proven uns!tisfactory. bfle this bank

wes e perty to the rrotest and petition to have 'A.s-

consin iecluded in the , eventh District, e have

neer expressed any dissatisfaction with the actual

operation of the law. In fact, we have nerer avail-

ed ourselves of any of the many functions of the

bank over which you preside, consequently are not

In ;A pasition to exprcss the opinion tat you quote

from flr. Dunegan is letter; therefore, we are not to

be included in the "rany banks in Wisconsin" men-

tion( d.above."

The lrinceton First iitionnl. I will skip that.

The 5hawano German :merican National Bank:

"At one tliT:e this bank signed a petition ask-

inq that this 6istrict be removed from the Viinneap-

olis district and placed in the district 7.

. . I am unable to say that our being loceted in

the lInneapolis district would be unsatisfactory to

us, but thus far, as yo e know, we have had very little

business rel,Aions with the Federal Reserve Bank.

"It seems to me that the agitation is caused

in a great part b; the bankers of (Micas° and ;,,il-

waukee, in order that the bus!ness, which has for

years been coming their way, may not be taken to

tit-ft cities."

Alma First National:

"e may state further that our inclusion in

the ninth district is highly satisfactory to ue and

that for various reeons wo would regret very Luch

to have boundaries changed so ee to place us in the

Chicago district."

liov, here comes the letter:, from the parties within the
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district that protest against being taken out, which I will

not of course stop to read, except I will call attention to

two. Where I put my finger here (indicating on map), either

there or there, Yr. Reed, I do not rememVer whieh, we have Fond

du lac County, have we not? Fond du lac County is to the ex-

treme southern border of the present district that is nearest

to Chicago, up to the border Gf the Ninth District. We have,

as the gentlemen of the Board will see, a jog down here into

the distirot -- La Crosse County, is it not?

Mr. Reed: Yes, sir.

r. Ueland: Here are the border banks of which you have

spoken. Now, if there should be any banks that would want to

get out, you would find it here on the border of Fond du lac.

That is, if there W83 any pressing reason, any real substantial

reason from a business point of view, as far as they are con-

cerned, we find it Lhare; and I therefore call attention to

the letter of the bank in Ripon, which 15 in that county, dat-

ed February 17th:

"Replying to your letter of Feb. 16th, I beg
to say we have not taken any part in any of the
steps taken by many of the banks in Wisconsin to
have this part of the State put in the seventh Fed-
eral Reserve Tistrict, as we believe our interests
can be as well served from uinneapolis as from Chi-
cago."

In a letter from the Commercial National Bank, also at

Fond du lac, a letter which T quote not only for this purposes

but for another purpose, that has a bearing upon this case,

and I quote that at some length, because upsx it states the

situation raally more precisely as to that other matter than I
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could do myself. It is daed -February 17th:

"The officers of this bank are not in sympathy
with the effort that is being made to have our dis-

trict changed. We think that all the unrest in this
district has been caused by Milwaukee. They, I am
sure, feel that if middle and southern Wisconsin are

added to the Seventh District that in time Milwaukee
can be a branch, when such time comes. We feel that
it is to our interest to remain in the Minneapolis
District for the reason that all our northern Wls-
consin, Minnesota, North and South Dakota and 'conta-
na farm loans can be made at a very much higher rate
than can be secured in the Chicago district. We will
be able to help just he class of people that need
help from the strong banks of Wisconsin. Chicago
now is the second largest i;'ederal Reserve Bank, and
they do not need us at all, while Minneapolis does.

"As far as doing business with Minneapolis is
concerned, it is just as convenient for Us to do it
with Minneapolis as it is with Chicago. Cur mail
--oes out from here at night aryi is in Minneapolis in
the morning, the same as Chicago.

"The officers of this bank would be very sorry
to have this district changed, and if at any time
we can in any way assist you to retain this portion
of the state, if it is your wish to do so, we would
be very glad indeed to serve you."

Mr. Warburg: Will you repeat what he says there about the

higher rate; I did not quite catch that.

Mr. Ueland: The:, can pet higher rates on mortgage

loans. I will repeat it:

"We feel that it is to our interest to remain
in the Minneapolis District for the reason that all
our northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and Montana farm loans can be made at a very
much higher rate than can be secured in the Chicago
district."

They can pet farm loans at a higher rate in the Ninth Dis-

trict than they can in the Seventh District, and as the Board

will remember, you can not, under the Act and your regulations,-

the banks can not go outside the district to take farm loan..

I am quite right, I think, in that statement. I think the
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Board will remember that the taking of farm loans is confined --

national banks are confined to the taking of farm loans within

their own districts

vr. warberg: The Wisconsin district would profit by it

from the St-te, then, because they would have to employ their

funds there and not in Dakota.

Mr. Ueland: Yes; well, in the record here I have a bulle-

tin from the North Dakota Tankers Association, which has a

bearing upon this subject also. Cne of the grounds for their

protest to this part of the district being taken out is that

the banks here in this district are preeminently the market for

our mortgages here in North lakota, in 7entana, western Minns-

sota, and so on.

Now, I want to take up, after these reneral rerlarks -- I

want to take up specifically what is urged in the brief of the

petitioners as a part of this change.

"Better and cheaper Connections." We ad it to some ex-

tent better railroad passenger service, for we admit that the

railroad lines within the district run strairrhter to Chicago

than they do towards T'inneapolisrnot that we have not plenty

of railroad lines; we have four or five or six, that go west7

ward, but not in a straight line.

A Member of the Board: Ilow many banks are there which

can only get their mail at two o'clock?

r. Ueland: There are four points that do not ret their

mail over-night; in four points.

A Member of the Board: Cnly four?
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Mr. Ueland: 'Only four in the district. I shall not stop

to particularize those things, for I have given the schedules

of that here.

Vr. Reed: Pardon me; may I ask how you Fret that reply to

the Board?

Mr. Ueland: Where I pet it?

Mr. Reed: Yes; where do you get your authority?

Mr. Ueland: I confess I got it from the officers of our

bank; that's all I can say, and I think that the: would not

state anything that they do not know to be a fact in that re-

spect

"Cheaper railroad transportation." We do not ad - ,it as to

that. I confess I have not got all the data, but cheaper rail-

road transportation, there can not be on an average, for the

re; son that Vinneapolis is as near as we can tell,--from about

twenty-three or twenty-four miles nearer to the center of this

district than to Chicago. I will leave this map which will

show it. Central Minneapolis is that much nearer, so when

they sa7 cheaper rates of trpnsportation, I think they ouFht

to furnish some proof of that. I do not think that can be so.

But as to transportation, as to personal facilities for

traveling, the people of our banks have the opinion, and I do

not think I need to argue that, thaeit is of very little im-

portance, because the business between the reserve bank and

its member banks is not done by porsonal attendance. I will

not say not at all, but so seldom, to so small a degree, that

It really does not enter into the situation.

24
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"Cheaper telephone and telegraph rates.“ As to that 1 do

not knoT. I confess I do not know; but it seems to me, coneid-

erine the relative distance, there can not be much in that.

"Mail service." We have already gone over that. 7ut mark

the business beine done by mail, and by aver-nig'-t mail both

ways, except as to the four loints mentionedace every rac-

tieal purpose the banks in this section sought eo be detached

do business with the bank in -inneapolis as readily as do our

Minnesota banks that are sttuated fert,r or fifty miles away

from the town. Business rocs by the nail and goes., out by the

mail, and aces over night.

Now that -- yc, gentlemen may not think that I ought to

state that. We have a record here which upon that subject

speaks for iteelf, as it seems to me. With this document I

sub!eit, let me state it conditionally. When I wrote that brief

about the middle of April, I gave you certain figures as tc how

much capital these banks in this district had contributed to

our bank, and how much business had been done. T have taken-

we have taken, and I furnieh you again the fieures, as from

the 12th of May substantially a -.onth later, SO t''at you will

see that was not a mere chance statement that we had in the

brief.

I must not tire you with the details of these figures,

and 1 leave it. 7ut I say this, that they show that the alleged

fifty-three banks in this district scurht to be detached -- not

they allege eixty-one; fifty-three banks in this district which

they say. All the banks in this district -- member banks --have
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()Contributed substantially ono-tenth of the capital to the 
Min-

neapolis bank, Oa ism I speak in round figures •IM. substantially one-

tenth, 1.7;nd constitute substntin.11y one-tenth of the number of

the banks which have so far done any business with the rese
rve

bank; whereas the business that these particular banks have

:!one u•• to this tie with 1e reserve bank is more than one-

fiTth. o that we find this situation with the member banks

of this pv.rticur district, whereas they constitute, only about

one-tenth, have done oilly one-fifth of the business, that is,

in proportion to the number; hence tLce as much in propor-

tion to the numbr as any Winks in that district. 3o here We

find a situation that in this district of 1.s.consin, speaking

of discounts uow, there are more d't:conts out now in that dis-

trict than all the banks in iannespolis, than all the banks

of Borth Dakota or 6outh Dakota or Montana or th,: rest of Mich-

igan.

Mr. :.arberg: is the grognte?

Mr. Uelnnd: The aggregate outstanding discounts now is

•
. I mean of the total; the fleregate

totfil discoants for the entire district?

77t. -7arberg: Yes.

Mr. Ueland: trid for ':isconsin, .123,382. I do rr;t knoy4

if I make myself cle7r.

Mr., 7:arberg: Yes; entirely clear.

Mr. Ueland: The entire outHtrindint:7 discounts on the 12th

of may was --

Mr. Warberg: I was only ,'oino, to se( hov, much of that
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statistical material was really anything at all, because it is

so small. I was only inquiring about the total numbers.

Ueland? Thouff, that does not indicate; it is so dif-

ficult to do business, and it means something.

There are two more thinfrs that I want to mention. We are

reviewing the work of the Crganization Committee. I do not

need to speak to you of the task that confronted the Crganiza-

tion Committee; you know it so much better. The Crganization

Committee, under the Act, was bound to make the districts such

that they could get the minimum capital of four millions, and

their decision shows that in that endeavor they cut the 7f7inne-

apolis district in point of capital the lowest of any of the

twelve; and only that of Atlanta was on the same footing. They

found they estimated the capital upon the returns they had,

$4,7C2,CCC from each of these two districts, and outside of

that, as you know, the capital was even then much larger. They

left a margin of $7CC,CCC, only, for the event that any of

these banks should not subscribe as they .gight have omitted to

do, of course, in going out of business, or in the event of

course of capital or surplus being reduced, certainly cutting

it very close. The situation has changed a little in that re-

spect. The total subscribed capital now, speaking in round

figures, is '44,90C,CCC, and a little bit less in the Atlanta

District, according to your reports. Yet our district is the

next lowest in point of capital today.

Now the capital that would be withdrawn if this appeal

prevailed would he $262,5,:C, and if we should anticipate this,

it seems to me we would have that if any. Now at some time in

27
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in the :t'utare you would have to te the peninsula; also, say

tile capital would come down to only about aboth that

minimum hve the exact figures here, with uhich I will

not tire you, • ftnd 'Js I thou;sht to close short17. ')oes not

it stand to re son tht.in the exigencies of business tt may

be before us, we do not know but that there may be such a ch;-:nze

or reduction of canitni that this would bring the matter of

capiti below the minimum? Ought to run it any closer to

the line Is not It clear th t it is the policy of to ct,

and was the intention of Conress, th:A this Board should see

to it that the capital eAIhe different b?,Inks was Equalized as

much as possible. Of course we know that it is the policy to

tiny() the citHition-s e4u.:.•.1 as you can, and not o diver-

sified us m.4 be.

cr,-;, then, upon this proposition of its being readier to

take the tr..in to ChicaGo thri to Anneapolis, to telephone,

the charges being ten cents more, :11d the telegraph,--if th.t

be so, _nd llth,A, you are ,sked to reduce the capital of the

Minneapolis bnk to the Doint that I have stated, ,nd add to

the capital of the 6eventh District Bank, which is between

tweivo -nd thirteen million dollars. 1 do not think y2u should

do that, unless there wore real and good substantial reasons

for it.

2,nd there is -r3Aher thing that I sA.d I would come back

to, and with which i shall close. The act contemplates the

olearin6 syste,tht is,the service which it is goin6. to „;ive.

28i
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As I undorot, nd it OM MO :N not much of b. confess

29

the chocks th .t the ,o;Ibor b nk ;ets shall be h ndled so nd so,

to his convenience. Ho g3to his chocks, of course, to the (1-ret-

est extent, rrom his noi6hborin banks, that is, fro' .1 the b_nks

nearest to hi. The bank in the -oeninsi1:1, I think we c(in

SUMO, ,;ets the bulk of the checks which it 7ould h,ve for clor!r-

ing throuh the 1 inno.Tolic bank, from this :isconsin district.

Liow, you c ,n not, andel the .ct, _nd do not intend to, s T un-

derstand it, extend this clearing system beyond th..t between the

member banks of each district, . that if this portion of -iscon-

sin territory as t-1:on out you do it a stroke cat the peninsula

banj(s off, so Ay benefit of their ele.ring syste-, and th t you

should not do except for good and sufficiont reason.

DEmber of the Board: -low do you wke that out': This is

not 6oints to dislocate ti,e transportation -fellitles between the

nortern peninsula ad innoapolis.

r. Ueland: If i um mistaken,--I may be mist .'en, hec_use

I b.1,. not much of a banker. Under your proposed syste-I ofoloar

ing ;you handle-the reserve bank hundles in clearing only the chocks

o; it member banks. 2ow this ichigan bank will have the bulk

of it checks from Its foil° ember b nks in the listrIct to be

det:,ched, which will not be -- can not be handled in the clearing

under the swutow you. prop000, nd therefore this peninsula All

be cat off from the benefit of the daring. Now if I am wrong

about that, you brikers will have to correct me. That's the way

I understand it.

1 thank ?Jou for your attention.
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7.'r. Weed: May I have a moment to reply?

The Governor nf the Board: Certainly.

Yr. Weed: Of couree, there was nothing in the brief of

the respondent bank to inform me of any of these letters that

have been read before the Board, or at least extracts from

them, so I am unable to answer them, except in this, that I

know that Yr. Dunnigan was misquoted in the newspaper article

that came to the attention of the 7inneapolis bank, and that

the use that WR6 made of that letter was entirely an improper

use so far as Mr. Dunnegan was concerned, because it started

out on the theory which —r. Dunnegan never advanced at the

time, that there had been no business and could have been no

business with any of these banks in the petitioning territory,

and the 'inneapolis bank, except to subscribe for and pay in

the stock.

A vember of the Board : What time do you speak of?

Mr. wed: That as in January, a year ago.

A Member of the Board: January

Yr. Wed: January of this year.

a year ago?

A Member of the Board: What do you mean, tl,ere could have

been no business?

rr. Weed: All that had transpired between the banks, as

undersand it, was that the banks in this petiticninr, district

had then subscribed for and paid in some portion of the stock

to the "inneapolis bank.

A Member of the Board: No loans made?

Yr. Weed: I think not. As I understand it, but if the
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gentlemen will permit the President of our State 'Rankers' Asso-

ciation here, and alFo 7r. Dunnegan, a member of this commit-

tee, and if there are any questions you desire to ask that have

relation to practical banking, I wish you would nsk them of

these gentlemen, for theritwould be very glad to reply to any

questions of that nature. I am not a hanker, and have net any

special practical knowledge of banking. That as I understand it,

at the time this proposed communication was supposed to have

been sent out, the member hanks had had practically absolutely

no business with the "inneapolis bank, and coelri have had none

practically, except the more fact of subscribing for and paying

in the capital stock, and I think I an not mistaken in that,

although the gentlemen who are here present representing the

bank associations up there may he able to correct any misstate-

ment I may make.

Now, 1 want o say this, that I tried to be fretnk in Our

brief, and we stated to the me hers of this Board in that brief

that some of the hanks,instead of joining in thir) petition, had

come out and said that they did not care to join, for the reas-

on that they were making loans in Yorth and South Dakote, etc.,

and we call the attention in that brief to the fact that that

was one of t.;le reasons why this Board should make the chanre

that this petition asks for. We point out in that brief that

the very fact that these Wisconsin banks can get a higher

rate of interest in states west of Wisconsin on farm loans than

,they can get in Wisconsin, is discriminating against Wisconsin,

and carrying the money from Wisconsin to help build up and de
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velop the States in the west, and deprive the farming element

of northern and eastern Wisconsin of the money they need.

A 7ember of the Board: What is the capital of the banks

asking to be transferred?

Yr. Weed: The capital? I can not tell you off-hand, but

it leaves the 'finneapolis bank with a surplus of about '''3CC,CCC,

1 think.

A Yember of the Board: I was considerinr, it in connection

with he amount that they mirrht loan on real ,state.

r. Weed: The rreat trouble here, may it please the

Board: The Southern portion of Wisconsin, a very wealthy part

V 

of the State, includinF Lhe larre city of ,'il-t;aukee, is now in

the Seventh District. Cf coarse under he law that portion of

the State of Wisconsin can not loan upon north and eastern and

north-eastern Wisconson lands. What we desire is that this pe-

titioninF territory be placed with the southern portion of Wis-

consin, so that this rapidly developing part of the State can

borrow from banks in southern Wisconsin, where they have the

money to loan, so that the northern and e;;stern portions of

Wisconsin may be permitted to develop and not that a sub-divi-

sion of the State of Wisconsin be made that will be a detrir'lent

to the northern and eastern part of Wisconsin, and a benefit

only to the States further west. We do not believe that that

was the purpose of the law, and we do not Lelicve that will be

the purpose of this Board.

ow, a system of clearin- checks is suFgested. What for('

Why to remedy a part of the evil created by this improper divi-
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rion. Thy create an evil to be remedied? 74hy not make a sub—

division of the te.rritory along the lines of the other and or

rdinary course of busines, as the testimony before the Organiza—

'tion Committee clearly showed should have been done.

;1 Member of the '3oard. You say that the clearing system

is calculated to remedy that evil?

'eed: I say that in this instnce that would be its

effect.

A Member of the Board: I do not think it had any bearing

on that as far as I cn judge. The cle; ring system is provided

for in the original act for all over the country.

Mr. Weed: True; I am drawing my inference, if you please,

from the brie:C anu argument on the part of counsel. My i‘nf,r—

once is that, admitting that incoLvenience now exists, the

system of clearing checks, etc., would reduce or minimize that

Inconvenience. I have no purpose of reflecting upon the trrms

or parl-,oses of the law. I simply draw that inference from the

brief and argument of opposinF- counsel, that, assuminr., for

instance, that inconvenience or increased expense does exi:t,

this system of clearing checks will either eliminate it, or at

least reduce it. I say that if such a condition exists, why

resort to the clearing check system for elirAinating or reducinr.

it? .hy not make a re—division of the territory, and thus

eliminate or reduce it?

Now the brief of the Minneapolis b:nk, I think is very

frank in one respect, -- brutally frank, in fact. It says that

this territory in 'iscon:- Ln was placed with the :iinneapolis
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district because the ./inneapolis district needed the capital,

and it ought to remain there, because ti.e Tlinneapolis bank

still needs the capital. Now, thaYs a very, very selfish

view, it seems to me, to take of it. It seems to me it takes

a view of the situation tbat the law never contempla.Ged. They

still would have ample capital above the minimum, $4,CCC,COC,

if this petitioning district was assipmed to the other dis-

tricr;, and it seams to me, if it appears to you rentlemen of

the Tioard that the natural and custom- ry course of business

was from this petitioninr ristrict toward Chicagc, that this

petition should te granted, and the proper order of the Board

made to carry it into nf 'ect. As 1 say, if y9u gentlemen have

any questions of prac:ical 1)ank1nr, the president of our State

rAnkers Association, and "r. Thnnegan, are here, and they would

be rTlad to answer.

Mr. Ueland:May I be permitted to say when 1 read the

brief, I admitted that the rate of discount was half a per cent

hir.her on sixty and ninety day paper, and since that time the

rate of discount has been crianred in our banks so as on thirty

and sixty days, not on ninety. I tr: ink that is the situation

now.

The flovernor of the ?card: We will take the matter under

advisement and you will be apprized of the decision.

34
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